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Glossary of Terms

MODERN
CBA
CCTV
CNG
CO
CO2
e.g.
Etc.
ITS
km
LEM
LPG
LTZ
ML
NOx
NPV
NPV
P&R
PEM
PM10
PSSU
PT
RTD
SC
vkm
WP

MObility, Development and Energy use ReductioN
Cost Benefit Analysis
Closed Circuit Television
Compressed Natural Gas
Carbon monoxide
Carbon dioxide
Exempli gratia, for example
Et cetera
Intelligent Transport Systems
kilometre
Local Evaluation Manager
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Limited Traffic Zone
Measure Leader
Mono-nitrogen oxides
Net Present Value
Net Present Value
Park and Ride
Project Evaluation manager
Particulate matter with diametre of 10 micrometre or less
Road Safety Urban Plan (Piano Urbano della Sicurezza Stradale)
Public Transport
Research and Technology Development
Site Coordinator
Vehicle kilometre
Work package
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Executive Summary

This document is the Final Evaluation Report of the CIVITAS MODERN project. It is the outcome
of the evaluation activities carried out during the implementation of the 42 measures in 4
participating cities, namely Brescia (IT), Coimbra (PT), Craiova (RO) and Vitoria-Gasteiz (ES).
The “mission” of the MODERN project has been “to increase the overall quality of life in the cities,
through the reduction of pollution generated by transports, the implementation of energy saving
measures, the respect for the environment and the promotion of a less car dependant life-style”.
The project outlines a bold package of integrated measures in all the 4 cities of the consortium,
providing a wide coverage of all the thematic areas required by the CIVITAS PLUS programme1
as the basic building blocks of an integrated strategy. In the framework of CIVITAS Initiative, for
cities one important objective is to demonstrate, through a sound evaluation, how much the
measures can contribute to better and cleaner urban transport. In addition, cities have their own
objectives, e.g. to assess how much the measures can solve their local problems. Hence each
city has chosen the most appropriate set of measures from those building blocks and combined
them to form their integrated solutions for clean urban transport. In addition, cities have put in
place the appropriate planning framework, committed to ensure political involvement and support,
and also to establish the necessary partnerships for delivering the plans.
Analysis of the individual measure objectives and plans then has led to the identification of the
likely impacts or effects of the measures and subsequently to the indicators required for the
evaluation according to the POINTER Document “CIVITAS plus Common Core Indicators”.
For each measure the recognition of all potential impacts has been based on the analysis of the
process involving the implementation of the measure, the investigation of its objectives and the
exploration of all potential effects resulting from it. The outcome of this top-down process has
been a list of indicators that “potentially” should have been evaluated and, consequently, a set of
data needed to measure those impacts. The following step consisted in the analysis of available
information and, therefore, a new set of all measurable impacts has been defined and that in
some cases has been smaller than the previous potential cluster. That’s often because of
technical difficulties in measuring a certain type of data together with economical and time
constrains. So, at the end of the selection procedure, each city has defined for all measures a list
of indicators that, even if probably less numerous than the potential ones, have been used in the
evaluation of each measure objectives. For those measures that each city has identified as most
relevant to their objectives (focused measures), a Cost Benefit Analysis has been carried out.
Compliant with the POINTER Guideline, based upon the MAESTRO Methodology, the main areas
of impact investigated have been Economy2, Energy3, Environment4, Transport5 and Society6 it
can be noticed that, based upon the numbers of indicators relevant to each area:

11

– Alternative fuels, Clean and energy efficient vehicles, 2 – Collective transport, 3 – Demand management strategies, 4
– Mobility management, 5 – Safety and security, 6 – Car-independent lifestyle, 7 – Urban freight logistics, 8 – Innovative
telematics systems for traffic management.
2

Benefits and costs.

3 Energy consumption.
4 Pollution/nuisance and resources consumption.
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the city of Brescia gave a primary importance to Society and Transport, followed by the
impacts on Economy, while Energy and Environment impacts have been taken into account
for roughly one third of the city measures;
the city of Coimbra, instead, has considered the economic indicators for all the measures,
while Society and Economy areas have been covered by the large majority of interventions.
Finally, more than 60% of measures (5 out of 8) has been evaluated in terms of impacts on
Energy and Transport;
the city of Craiova focused its attention on Transport with 90% of the measures having
indicators in that area. Also Economy and Society have been largely evaluated with 70% (7
out of 10) and 50% (5 out of 10) respectively of measures with at least one indicator in these
areas. Lastly, Energy and Environment have been both considered by the 20% of city
measures;
finally, the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz analysed in depth both Society and Transport with the 100%
of measures considering at least one indicator for each of those areas, whereas Economy,
Energy and Environment impacts played a supporting role with a coverage of 33%, 11% and
44% of measures respectively.

The following table summarises the importance given by each city to the different areas of impact
by showing, for each city, the percentage of measures having at least one indicator pertaining to a
certain area.
Table 1 – Weight given to areas of impact by MODERN cities

Brescia
Coimbra
Craiova
VitoriaGasteiz

Economy
77%
100%
70%

Energy
31%
63%
20%

Environment
31%
75%
20%

Transport
85%
63%
90%

33%

11%

44%

100%

Society
92%
88%
50%
100%

The first step during the impact evaluation activities has consisted in an accurate analysis of
each measure performed by the Measure Leaders (MLs) in strict collaboration with Local
Evaluation Managers (LEMs) and the supervision of the Project Evaluation Manager (PEM) in
order to define the set of indicators (both Core and Local) to be actually monitored during the
measure implementation. For all the indicators it has been also identified which type of data
would have been collected and the related methodologies. Quantitative indicators, in fact, have
been measured directly on field, or in some cases – like for the environmental indicators on
pollutant emissions – been modelled by using COPERT IV Methodology. Qualitative indicators,
instead, have been gathered by the use of surveys and questionnaires.
If considering the different types of data that have been collected by MODERN cities, it appears
that Brescia and Craiova have measured on field the majority of indicators (52% and 59%
respectively), while modelling has been significantly used by the city of Coimbra also because 2
out of the 8 Portuguese measures were feasibility studies and consequently all the indicators
came from simulations. Finally, surveys and questionnaires have been used by cities to assess a
percentage of indicators included between 22% (Coimbra) and 38% (Vitoria-Gasteiz).

5

Quality of service, safety, transport system.

6

Acceptance, accessibility employment equity, health, security.
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The final objective of each MODERN city the implementation of a sustainable urban mobility by
developing clean, energy efficient transport technologies, as well as urban 'green zones' with
features like pedestrian areas, restricted access and speed limits. Cities have also expressed the
intention to invest in easing traffic congestion and increase traffic management efficiency through
the implementation of an intelligent public transport ticketing and better traveller information. At
the end of the project it has been possible for each measure to qualitatively assess the level of
targets achievement in respect to the contribution given by the measures to the five pillars 7 of EU
Green Paper. The classification has been defined by distinguishing three main cases:
1. when the goals have been met only at local level; this is the case when the measure has
been applied only to a certain city district and there is no possibility to upscale it on a
wider area;
2. when the goals have been met at local level but there is the possibility to upscale the
measure to reach a larger area;
3. when the goals have been met at city level.
Under this perspective the city of Brescia has the majority of measures aiming to make the traffic
on the city network more fluid8 and one-fourth of them has achieved this target with a real or
potential city level implementation. The greening9 challenge has been successfully taken by twothirds of the measures and also in this case the goals have been reached at city level (concretely
or potentially). The third pillar successfully addressed by many measures has been the one
dealing with the improvement of public transport accessibility10 for which 5 out of 7 measures
successfully reached the targets set up at city level (concretely or potentially).
On the other hand, the Portuguese city of Coimbra the majority of measures (5 out of 8)
contributed to the goal of emissions abatement11 and consequently on energy savings at city
level (concretely or potentially). The increase of accessibility12 has been addressed by 5
measures and all of them fully achieved this objective at city level (concretely or potentially).
Additionally, both of the measures focusing also on the smarter13 aspect of urban transport
network reached the goal at city level. Concerning the safety aspect, the measure having among
others this target has been successfully implemented at local level but with a potential for upscaling at city level.

7

More fluid, greener, smarter, more accessible and safer.

M02.02 – Intermodality with PT, M02.03 – Development and Upgrade of e-ticketing System, M03.03 – P&R Facilities for
Underground and PT System, M04.01 – Mobility Marketing, M04.03 - Communication and Educational Campaign, M04.06
– Mobility Management Actions, M05.03 – Development of Bicycle Safety, M06.02 – On Demand Public Transport
Services, M06.05 – Policy Option for Car Sharing, M07.02 – Freight distribution and M08.05 – Brescia Mobility Channel.
8

M01.06 – Clean and Energy Efficient Public Transport Fleet, M01.11 – Renewable Energy Production to Feed Buses
with Low Environmental Impact, M02.02 – Intermodality with PT, M03.03 – P&R Facilities for Underground and PT
System, M04.01 – Mobility Marketing, M04.03 - Communication and Educational Campaign, M04.06 – Mobility
Management Actions, M05.03 – Development of Bicycle Safety and M06.05 – Policy Option for Car Sharing.
9

M02.02 – Intermodality with PT, M03.03 – P&R Facilities for Underground and PT System, M04.01 – Mobility Marketing,
M04.03 - Communication and Educational Campaign, M04.06 – Mobility Management Actions, M06.02 – On Demand
Public Transport Services and M08.05 – Brescia Mobility Channel.
10

M02.05 – New Ticketing System, M04.02 – Infomobility Centre and Mobility Marketing, M04.04 – Mobility Management
Actions, M06.03 – Feasibility Study of New Mobility Services and M08.03 – Infomobility Tools for Traffic Data
Management.
11

M02.05 – New Ticketing System, M04.02 – Infomobility Centre and Mobility Marketing, M04.04 – Mobility Management
Actions and M06.03 – Feasibility Study of New Mobility Services.
12

M02.05 – New Ticketing System and M08.03 – Infomobility Tools for Traffic Data Management.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Taking into consideration the city of Craiova, all the three measures aiming among other targets
to have a more ‘intelligent’ urban transport 14 have reached the goal, one of them locally while
the other two at city level. Additionally, out of the 7 measures willing to ease the traffic
congestion15, 4 of them achieved the objective at local or city level. Finally 2 of the 3
interventions focused on improving the public transport security16 have accomplished the
purpose at city level.
Lastly, the majority of measures implemented in the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz has reached their goals
at city level (concretely or potentially). Indeed by considering both the greener and the more
accessible pillars17, 5 out of 7 measures have achieved the objectives at city level (concretely or
potentially). Furthermore 6 out of 9 interventions positively contributed to make the urban
network more fluid18, while 2 out of 3 interventions got the target of introducing Intelligent
Transport Systems19 in the city.
By then considering the other main ‘evaluation block’ defined in the MODERN framework that is
the process evaluation, it should be noted that it has been an aspect new for cities. Process
assessment, in fact, aims to provide insight into the main factors that have influenced the
implementation of measures, illuminating in particular the reasons for deviation or underachievement regarding the planned objectives. The process evaluation exercise therefore
intended to identify typical patterns of barriers and drivers affecting the implementation of
measures, and to provide substance for the formulation of policy recommendations regarding
future implementation processes. Such a task has been carried on for all measures, including the
ones either cancelled and substituted, giving valuable insight into the constraints arisen in the
time period from the proposal to the implementations.
With respect to that the Municipality of Brescia worked with great motivation since the planning
phase of the MODERN project and built a cohesive team of dedicated professionals. The effort
channelled toward the achievement of common objectives and the respect of fixed deadlines,
allowed diminishing several obstacles, both technical and administrative, during the project
deployment and progressively implementing the measures foreseen. Hence it came out to be
beneficial to analyse the different challenges faced during the project lifetime in order to flag them
and work to eschewing them in current and future experiences.

M02.04 – Integrated e-ticketing System, M04.08 – Software Tools for Mobility Management Actions in Industrial Areas
and M08.02 – Infomobility Tools for Fleet Management.
14

M02.04 – Integrated e-ticketing System, M03.02 – Access Restrictions Policies, M04.08 – Software Tools for Mobility
Management Actions in Industrial Areas, M06.04 – Flexible Services for Industrial Areas, M07.03 – Policy option for
freight distribution schemes, M08.02 – Infomobility Tools for Fleet Management and M08.06 – Priority Traffic Light
Regulation for PT.
15

M02.05 – New Ticketing System, M03.02 – Access Restrictions Policies and M05.05 – Public Transport Security
Program.
16

M01.12 – Electric Vehicle Use and e-car sharing Scheme, M02.01 – New Public Transport Network, M03.01 –
Superblocks Concept for Access Restrictions, M03.04 – Traffic Light Regulation for the New PT Network and Superblocks
Model, M04.04 – Energy Saving Training, M05.01 – Superblocks model and M06.01 – Pedestrian & Bicycle Lanes
Network.
17

18

M02.01 – New Public Transport Network, M03.01 – Superblocks Concept for Access Restrictions, M03.04 – Traffic
Light Regulation for the New PT Network and Superblocks Model, M04.04 – Energy Saving Training, M05.01 –
Superblocks model and M06.01 – Pedestrian & Bicycle Lanes Network.
19

M01.12 – Electric Vehicle Use and e-car sharing Scheme and M08.01 – Information and Traffic Management System.
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On the other hand, Coimbra and the various partners and stakeholders involved worked
thoroughly to implement the measures planned and accomplished the objectives it has set for
itself over the four years of the MODERN project. As foreseeable in long-lasting projects, Coimbra
was not exempt from changes and discontinuities to the programme, but it handled with
dedicated engagement and acumen the different challenges that cross-cut all the measures.
The city of Craiova and its team worked over the four years by involving partners and engaging
stakeholders notwithstanding the discontinuities at different levels: political and managerial. Since
2008 it remained motivated in the face of obstacles, persistent until it accomplished its goals and
prompt to leverage on the achievements.
Finally, Vitoria-Gasteiz worked intensively during the project lifetime involving a team of
competent professionals for the different aspects of MODERN. Namely, the project management,
the measure implementation, the evaluation and dissemination efforts. Counting on a robust
determination of the leading figures the city performed impressively notwithstanding the different
difficulties that were progressively encountered. The most prominent challenges faced were taken
as a learning experience and relevant adjusting will undoubtedly be made in the future.
In this overall evaluation framework from each of the 42 individual evaluations conducted, a large
numbers of measure-specific key results have been highlighted. At project level, 286 indicators
have been taken into account for the impacts evaluation of the interventions, of which 133 directly
measured on field, 67 modelled and 86 collected through surveys and questionnaires totally
involving a number of people closed to 50’000.
According to the CIVITAS approach, each city was asked to identify groups of measures
characterised by the same or similar objectives and, accordingly, weighted upon a certain number
of impacts – defined as “cooperative measures”. On the other hand, when estimating the
cumulative effect of a group of measures having similar main objectives and insisting on the same
spatial area, the different starting time is the sole binding element for being able to identify the
contribution of each measure to goals’ achievement; otherwise only the cumulative results can be
evaluated. In this second situation the measures’ cluster has been defined as “bundled”. A
posteriori this is what has been observed in the MODERN cities where almost all the measures
started their implementation in the same time period; for this reason only cumulative effect could
have been showed.
MODERN contributed to emphasise the need of defining strategies and measures aiming at
increasing the use of sustainable transport modes. As a result the project cities faced a shift from
private vehicles to public transport the quantification of which have been derived from some main
measures results.
By improving the PT services and implementing innovative changes in the urban network, the
MODERN project has also helped cities to positively change their modal share. A great success
is represented by the Spanish superblock model that induced a decrease in private vehicle use of
67%, an increase of pedestrians equal to 57% and of bicycle users of 9%. Additionally, with the
introduction of the new metro line the city of Brescia has foreseen to have an increase in PT
users of 11.4%. On the other hand, Coimbra by implementing the e-ticketing system has obtained
an increase of PT users of 1.2% and, in the demo area where the mobility management actions
have been tested, there has been an increase of PT users equal to 10.3% and a decrease of
private cars of 24%.
The city of Brescia through a questionnaire on origin-destination flows concerning systematic
mobility obtained significant information that, projected on the overall urban network, gave a
modal shift towards PT equal to 4%. A similar way of thinking has been applied to the city of
Coimbra that, thanks to the survey carried out on purpose for the new e-ticketing system
assessment, obtained a modal shift to PT of 2%. Finally, the innovative city planning
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implemented by Vitoria-Gasteiz with the Superblock concept induced an important shift to public
transport equal to 7.9%.
By considering the fleet composition of each city and an average consumption for the different
fuels considered (i.e. gasoline and Diesel), it has been calculated the increase of energy
efficiency achieved in terms of fuel savings. With these assumptions the city of Brescia
potentially saved yearly 7.9 mil of litres, Coimbra 2.8 mil of litres and Vitoria-Gasteiz 11.9 mil of
litres.
In the framework of energy efficiency improvements, Brescia and Coimbra together contributed to
increase the energy production from renewable source more than 4GWh per year. Coimbra and
Vitoria-Gasteiz also implemented actions on energy saving driving training that allowed to
decrease the fuel consumption of the trained drivers by 15% and 8.3% respectively.
The city of Craiova achieved also a fuel reduction due to the introduction of a car-pooling service
for workers in the industrial areas; hence during the short pilot test more than 700 litres of fuel
have been saved. This represents a significant potential saving also as project result if also
considering the potential introduction of B30 blended Diesel in all the Portuguese PT fleet, that
would represent a saving of traditional Diesel equal to 268’000 litres.
Energy efficiency and pollution reduction often go in parallel. Hence, by taking into account the
fuel savings, the cities have also decreased their level of CO2 emissions, namely the city of
Brescia obtained a reduction of 14’529 tons, Coimbra of 6’725 ton and Vitoria-Gasteiz of 24’487
tons.
Additionally, the city of Brescia through the renewable energy production and Coimbra with the
mobility management actions have reached an annual decrease of CO2 tons equal to 323 in
total. Taking into account the CO2 emissions, all MODERN cities have achieved a decrease going
from 3% of Brescia car-sharing, through the 19% of Coimbra driving training action to 42%
obtained by the superblock model implemented in Vitoria-Gasteiz.
All MODERN cities have implemented measures aiming at improving safety and security
conditions. In this framework Brescia faced a decrease of the so-called ‘death index’ by 58.3%,
Coimbra obtained an improvement of the accident risk of 33%, Craiova thanks to the new eticketing system together with the PT security program achieved a 2% of decrease in fraudulent
events and an improvement of PT passengers feeling the transport secure equal to 15%.
Generally, improving the quality of life comprises not only wealth and employment, but also built
environment, physical health, education, leisure time and social inclusion. In this context many
measures contributed to improve the level of PT service quality perceived (e.g. plus 43% due to
the implementation of information and traffic management systems in Vitoria-Gasteiz) which is
also represented, for instance, by the increase in female users (+5.2%) in Coimbra and the huge
number of people using PT during the mobility week in Brescia (+164%).
Finally, from an economic view point, if considering the outcomes of the CBA conducted for the
so-called focused measures, the city of Brescia obtained a pay-back period of 12 years for
purchasing 2 hybrid buses to be fuelled by the PV system, 15 years for the car-pooling service20,
and 15 years also for the car-sharing service21. The city of Coimbra with the measure on the new
e-ticketing system got a NPV of 1.82 mil Euro over a 15-year period, while the implementation of

20

Under the hypothesis to cover 25'170 km by 2025.

21

Under the hypothesis to cover 6’673’219 km by 2025.
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infomobility tools had a NPV of 11.6 Mil Euro over 10 years. The results coming from the financial
analysis of Craiova innovative chopper system for trams showed a pay-back period of 10 years.
Also in 10 years the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz got a NPV of 89’518’000 € in respect to the
assessment of the new PT network, while, over the same time span, the new traffic lights
regulation showed a NPV of 140’721’000€ and reported the majority of benefits toward private car
users in terms of time and fuel savings. Lastly, the Spanish measure on new bicycle network
produced a NPV of 197’087’000€ over 20 years.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1

The CIVITAS Initiative

Integrated and ambitious local mobility plans are the starting point for the comprehensive
changes that are needed in many European cities to improve the performance of their transport
systems, to make them more sustainable, and to minimise the negative impacts of transport
activities on our health, quality of life and the environment. In this framework, through its CIVITAS
Initiative, the European Commission has raised awareness in Europe's towns and cities for the
need to develop Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans since 2002. CIVITAS has helped towns and
cities to build the capacity to develop and implement such plans. The Initiative has also allowed
them to test new elements of their Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans in pilot projects prior to their
large-scale implementation, thus turning innovative new concepts into proven and mature
solutions.
The CIVITAS Initiative addresses ambitious cities that are introducing and testing innovative
measures intended to achieve a more sustainable, clean and energy efficient urban transport
system. Using funds from the Research and Technological Development Framework Programmes
of the European Union, the Commission is co-funding projects in 59 European pilot cities (see
Figure 1) which combine energy and transport in a coherent manner.
Now in its tenth year, CIVITAS has supported cities all over Europe introduce ambitious transport
measures and policies towards sustainable urban mobility. Co-funded by the European Union, 64
cities participate in the Initiative to test and evaluate clean urban transport solutions in real
conditions. Building on a mix of innovation, policy support, public involvement, and applying
integrate strategies, CIVITAS cities use winning combinations of activities to solve local
challenges. With this mix of innovative approaches and technological applications, CIVITAS
contributes to the achievement of the ambitious targets set out in Europe 2020 – the EU’s
strategy for the coming decade to achieve smart, sustainable and inclusive economic growth.

Table 2 – The CIVITAS initiative (Source: www.CIVITAS-initiative.org)

CIVITAS I
2002 – 2006

CIVITAS II
2005 – 2009

CIVITAS PLUS
2008 – 2012

CIVITAS PLUS II
2012 – 2016*

19 cities
4 demonstration projects

17 cities
4 demonstration projects

24 cities
5 demonstration projects

8 cities
2 demonstration projects

* contracts currently under negotiation

CIVITAS cities take an integrated and participatory approach that addresses all modes and
aspects of transport in cities. Each city implements a set of mobility solutions to address their
particular local priorities and issues The activities are classified in eight categories and form an
integral part of a city’s long term mobility planning.
1. Clean fuels and vehicles help reduce local air pollution, particulate matter and
greenhouse gas emissions and noise. CIVITAS cities test biodiesel, biogas, compressed
natural gas and hybrid and e-vehicles.
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2. Collective passenger transport must offer an accessible service that is a fast,
comfortable, safe and convenient alternative to the private car. CIVITAS cities strive to
maximise its potential.
3. Demand management strategies, such as access restrictions, road pricing, parking
policies and marketing campaigns, corporate mobility plans, contribute to reducing traffic
and pollution.
4. Mobility management helps create a new mobility culture through activities such as
marketing, communication, education and information campaigns.
5. Safety and security must be ensured for urban travellers, especially cyclists, pedestrians
and the most vulnerable groups. CIVITAS cities look into new ways of protecting urban
travellers.
6. Car-independent lifestyles can be fostered through modern information technology, safe
and secure infrastructure, bike rentals, car-pooling and car-sharing and other initiatives.
7. Urban freight logistics should be managed to minimise the negative impacts on people’s
lives. CIVITAS cities encourage the use of cleaner freight vehicles and innovative goods
distribution.
8. Transport telematics systems offer opportunities to help passengers make informed
choices and make urban transport faster and more efficient.

Figure 1 – The CIVITAS pilot cities
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Within CIVITAS Initiative there are the so-called “horizontal projects” that intend to support the
CIVITAS demonstration projects & cities by:





Carrying out a cross-site evaluation and Europe wide dissemination in co-operation with
the demonstration projects;
Organizing the annual meeting of CIVITAS Forum members;
Providing the Secretariat for the Policy Advisory Committee (PAC);
Developing policy recommendations for a long-term multiplier effect of CIVITAS.

Finally, to highlight the “key elements” of CIVITAS Initiative we can state that:





CIVITAS is coordinated by cities: it is a programme “of cities for cities”
Cities are in the heart of local public private partnerships
Political commitment is a basic requirement
Cities are living ‘Laboratories' for learning and evaluating
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1.2

Project consortium and cities

The partners participating in the consortium have been 21, representing different kinds of
organisations:







City authorities: Local Council of Craiova Municipality, Comune di Brescia, Ayuntamento
de Vitoria-Gasteiz, Camara Municipal de Coimbra.
Public Transport Operators: Regia Autonoma de Transporti Craiova, Transportes Urbanos
de Vitoria, Brescia Trasporti, Serviços Municipalizados de Transportes Urbanos de
Coimbra.
Public Research and Government Agencies: IPA SA Craiova, Brescia Mobilità, Centro de
Estudios Ambientales, Ente Vasco de la Energía.
Universities: University of Brescia, Universidade de Coimbra.
No-profit organisations: Real Automovil Club Vasco-Navarro, Prodeso Ensino Profissional
Lda.
Small Medium Enterprises: Critical Software SA, Perform Energia, ISIS - Istituto di Studi
per l’Integrazione dei Sistemi, CORE srl, Methodos SpA.

The characteristics of the consortium could be summarised as follows:









1.2.1

Geographically well balanced: the four cities belong to Southern Europe covering all the
continent as a west-east corridor, starting from the Atlantic coast of Portugal with
Coimbra, passing through the Basque region with Vitoria-Gasteiz, Northern Italy with
Brescia and arriving in the Balkans with Craiova.
Common target dimensions: the five cities are all medium sized cities, with populations
going from 150.000 (Coimbra) to 300.000 inhabitants (Craiova); all of them represent the
important district capitals, with a power of attraction from the neighbourhoods that
generates heavy incoming daily traffic flows. All the cities have prominent “structural
mobility attractors and generators” represented in certain case by the important industrial
tissue (i.e. Craiova, Brescia, Vitoria-Gasteiz) in other by the University (Coimbra, Craiova)
and generally for the big commercial and service structure they offers.
Cities facing dramatic changes: most of the cities (i.e., Brescia, Craiova and, in a lesser
way, Vitoria) are former heavy industrial towns with deep problems coming from their
renewal; moreover all the cities assist at the growth of the number of cars, which is
particularly fast in the New Member States (i.e., Craiova), starting from a lower degree of
cars ownership, and in other cases reach critical even very situations, like in Brescia,
where the degree of cars ownership is among the highest in Europe.
High cultural importance: all the cities have an important old centre with important cultural
and architectural heritages that are threatened by traffic and pollution and whose
preservation is a crucial issue.
High level of commitment: the political representatives of the municipalities involved in the
project have formally committed the preparation in a project aimed to the development of
ambitious and innovative actions in their cities.

The city of Brescia

Brescia is a medium-sized town in Lombardy, in the Alpine foothills about 100 km from Milan. Its
urban structure has developed intensely at the crossroad of numerous cultural and commercial
roads. The fulcrum of these roads was formed at the foot of the hills by the ancient Brixia. The city
– as shown by the place-name etymology - was established on the Cidneo hill in the Bronze Age,
as a pastoral Ligurian settlement. Then, as capital of the Cenomani, it became a remarkable
centre and in the 27 B.C that the Romanising process was achieved.
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The Province of Brescia is the largest in Lombardy and covers an area of about one fifth of the
whole region. The landscape varies from the vast southern plain (27%) crossed by the course of
the river Oglio marking the border between Brescia and the neighbouring provinces of Bergamo
and Cremona, to the hilly area (21%) of the so called "Franciacorta" (south of lake Iseo) and of
lake Garda, to the northern impressive mountains (52%). The Southern part of the city is plain
and the Northern is hilly. The main stream in Brescia is the river Mella, which goes from north to
south in the western part of the city. As regard the economy of the town, it is chiefly based on
metallurgical and mechanical industry, concentrated in the valleys and on heavy industry: Brescia
is one of the most important industrial centre in Italy, well-known as the main producer of
reinforced concrete rod and playing an important role in the manufacturing of arms. Both
agriculture and stock farming are highly developed and tourism is an important part of the
economy of the area of Brescia (summer tourism developed on the lake and winter tourism in the
mountain).
Brescia represents an important attractor of mobility from its Province, which is densely
populated. Moreover, Brescia is one of the European areas characterised by the highest number
of vehicles per inhabitants. Due to its geographical position and to the big weight of private cars
circulating, and of general traffic, the problem of pollution in Brescia is relevant and its limitation is
one of the main topics on the political and administrative agenda of the city.
For these reasons the local administration is since a long while active from the point of view of
increasing the effectiveness and the sustainability of the mobility system, operating on different
sides. So a wide number of actions have been carried out in the last years.
New public transport system: metro line and LAM (High mobility line); LAM consists in three
special lines of ecological buses developed along north-south axis together with a connection in
the orthogonal direction. The commercial speed can be increased by the realisation of reserved
lanes and traffic light priority. The dedicated lanes for the LAM can be also used for cycling.
The project of METROBUS has begun to be realised in 2005. Most relevant part of works
consisted in the underground even if it is a "light metro line": vehicles, stations and structures are
in fact four times more little than traditional urban railway and specific measure have been taken
to reduce vibrations and noises.
Area wide safety policies: traffic calming measures have been introduced to reduce accident
number and encouraging more cycling in the urban area. A good example is represented by the
“Community action plan” to transform a suburban area of Brescia, in an Environmental Area,
where it could be pleasant to walk and cycle.
The initiative, promoted by the Municipality, was conducted by an Academic team of two
engineers experts of traffic calming and a team of two architects who managed the participation
process, which involved citizens, associations of residents, the transport society, politicians and
technicians. Parallel initiatives have been organised, involving scholars and associations, and an
information point was always open for observations and questions.
The effects of the participated project had been extremely positive: road users understood that
there are other possible ways of moving and that another way of decision is possible. Politicians
participations has been important, also because this is one of the first experiments in Italy of
consensus building promoted by a Public Administration, and citizens felt they could really
interact with them.
New parking facilities around the historical centre and at railways station; confirming the existing
parking in the short period.
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Cycling: the first step in order to encourage cycling was the approval, in 2000, of the Cycle
Mobility Plan which establishes the general cycling network, defined through a specific plan called
cycling plan. The Urban Master Plan adopts the cycling network designed in the cycling plan. The
network system gives access to the city centre, where it has been decided not to create
dedicated cycle routes but to promote a mixture of the allowed modes of transport. The up-to-date
data concerning actual length of the cycle network today is 115 km. Outside the city centre, the
next priority was to ensure a continuous system of cycle route networks, within each residential
district, linking the districts together, and linking them to the centre. Existing cycle paths would
also be upgraded. This is an amazing result considering that up to the ‘90s only 30 km of cycle
paths had been built. As regard the involvement of the citizens in cycling, a new "bike point" in the
city, has been set up in 2005, managed by a cyclists association and financed by the municipality
in order to give information, advices and point out problems road maintenance, promotion of new
cycle route and network extension, communication strategies for cycle training.
The City of Brescia is developing the PUM (Urban Mobility Plan), which constitutes the reference
plan for the development of mobility systems and organisation in the middle-long period. It
foresees a significant effort in actions targeted to improve the public transport quality, to reduce
the number of circulating private cars, to improve the use of “sweet” mobility modes and of new
mobility services, and generally to decrease the polluting emissions derived from traffic and
congestion.
In this strategic framework the CIVITAS MODERN project represented an important opportunity to
add to the City Administration action another complementary source and strength. In fact the
MODERN project will give not only additional resources giving the possibility to complement the
set of already defined actions with new integrated and complementary measures, but, even more
important, will give to the action a high-profile cultural dimension, with a strong impact on citizens.

1.2.2

The city of Coimbra

The city of Coimbra always had an important role – and still does – in the national Portuguese
context. This importance is emphasized, presently, by the high and crescent level of accessibility,
resulting from the big development of the communications and transports infrastructures achieved
in the period after the European Union adhesion.
As a consequence of the city functional specificities, where the teaching sectors (in all its levels
and particularly at a university level), the health sectors (due to the scientific and technological
advance associated to the University and the several first level services) and the regional public
administration sectors (with regional delegations of all the administrative services settled here)
present regional and even national relevance, in some cases, is registered a high confluence of
citizens to Coimbra of different zones of the region and the country. This means that there is the
need to guarantee the good conditions of metropolitan, regional and national accessibilities.
These conditions have to be verified due to the wheeled traffic and train national and regional
networks and due to the city transports system in its diverse levels (wheeled and train traffic,
pedestrians and parking). This results in a requirement of a good features and mobility levels
judgement generated in and/or attracted to Coimbra when compared to the big country regions,
allowing a better knowledge of the correspondent degrees of functional connection. Therefore,
Coimbra is emphasized in the national urban network as a city with clear ‘metropolisation’
phenomena (besides Lisbon and Oporto), showed by the oscillatory movements verified by
employment, study and use of the great number of the available services motivations, ending up
to polarize directly a population with 430.000 people. An example of what has been verified
everywhere, in Coimbra, the private individual motorized vehicle has been increasingly more
used in the mobility service, damaging the other means of transport.
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This results in transport systems with significant performance problems, namely in the occurrence
of jamming phenomena and parking difficulties contributing for a progressive deterioration of the
mobility conditions, through the raising of the transportation times and the irregularity of the
performed services. This also led to a persistent loss of passengers. However, it is verified that
the mobility management has been settled in a casuistic basis and centred in the attempt to give
an answer to the successive augmentations registered in the car mobility. The result is a vicious
circle contributing to the progressive reduction of the life quality of urban spaces.
Trying to invert this tendency, it was defined the following group of organization basic strategies of
the transportation system:





Functioning optimisation of the transportation systems and positive discrimination of the
most “sustainable” ways.
Supply rational segmentation betting in the collective means of transport in the
connections where they are competitive and supplying the minimal services of collective
transports in the remaining zones.
Integration between the transports system organisation and the territory ordering.
Promotion of the “ecological” means, namely through the introduction of the light rail
surface metropolitan (tram-train).

One of the concrete proposals to valorise the public transport towards the motorized individual
transport consists in the selective control of the car access to certain zones considered more
“sensitive”, through the introduction of a virtual “gates” system. These will be formalized by traffic
light solutions able to control the traffic level that passes through those zones in order to
guarantee that the network environmental capacity is never surpassed and that the traffic
conditions inside are still good. These “gates” should be flexible enough in order to allow
guaranteeing the most favourable access conditions to the most efficient means of transport. This
will need the introduction of traffic lights solutions able to, in real time, identify the priority vehicles
and, associated to measures like “Bus Lanes”, and to privilege its mobility. Some of these Bus
lanes can be at the same time used as High Occupation Lanes (HOV Lanes) where there can be
access privileges to the area by some private vehicles transporting a significant number of
people.
On the other side, it has to be predicted the creation of peripheral parking areas near the virtual
“gates” string involving those “sensitive” areas, well localized relatively to the main radial axis of
traffic access and adequately served by public collective transports. These should be able to, with
quality, provide the displacements that are justified to be by the car transport, should not have
access to parking inside the “sensitive” zones. This kind of solution, P&R kind, is one of the
instruments with meaningful potential to control the traffic levels and the car robbing in the central
area of Coimbra.
Relatively to the solutions implementation and promotion aiming sustainable ways, the main bet is
on the concretisation of the previewed light rail surface metropolitan network (tram-train), in
coordination with the reformulation process of the structuring road network in the Coimbra centre,
so the needed “channels” to do it can be freed. The public transportation network of the SMTUC
(Municipal Urban Transport Services of Coimbra) has to be redesigned, guaranteeing higher
distribution standards complementing the tram-train system. At the same time the public transport
system should be supported offering to users more information, services and quality. At last the
City of Coimbra is engaged in optimising the use of resources, and consequently in saving energy
and particularly the one based on fossil fuels.
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1.2.3

The city of Craiova

Craiova city is situated in S-W of Romania, at an altitude included between 75 and 116 m,
320.142 inhabitants, while the metropolitan area of Craiova includes around 400.000 inhabitants,
important University centre, gas and petroleum, petrochemical, thermo and hydro power plants,
open pits - mining area. Craiova municipality is the centre of Oltenia Region (700.000 habitants),
at a distance of 227 km away from Bucharest and of 68 km from the Danube. The town’s shape is
very irregular, especially to the west and north part and the town’s inland, unlike this one’s border,
is very compact. In the immediate area of Craiova Municipality seven component villages are
included. Other 17 villages with their afferent villages are situated in the future metropolitan area
of Craiova.
Craiova was, along the time, an important fair; the main occupation was trade, the whole history
of the city being marked by the position of commercial and administrative knot. The transport and
communication services detained 12.6% from the services, Craiova being an important railway,
road knots as a logistics centre, quality that it obtained in the last years.
Craiova Public Transport Company (RAT) is the main public transport operator in the whole
Oltenia region. In Craiova Municipality (320,000 habitants) it provides the citizen transport by
trams, buses and microbuses it owns (250 vehicles), transporting 65 millions of travellers every
year. So that this activity develops in an optimum and constant way, it is necessary that the
company employees have a high level of professional education that is requested also by
continuous development of technology and social and economic environment.
RAT develops its activity under the coordination of the Local Council of Craiova Municipality. The
Company represent a crucial factor in the plan of the City for developing a cleaner and better
mobility system. In fact Craiova, as a part of the new European regions, is living a fast economic
growth, which means an unavoidable high increase in motorisation. Craiova Administration is
aware of the need to avoid the proposition of old cultural models of mobility based only on the
indiscriminate use of cars, and of the fact that this economic growth should be accompanied by a
balanced growth of the quality of public services, namely the Public Transport. So one of the
prominent strategies of the Municipality is to support and qualify P.T. as a response in terms of
rationality and sustainability to the growing demand of private cars. On the other side parallel
actions targeted to limit circulation and to offer to population innovative mobility services will be
evaluated and implemented in the limit of possible. In fact it’s necessary to remind that in
countries like Romania, coming from a complete different recent past, these kinds of measures
are particularly difficult and a strong action on the side of cultural development is needed, with the
capability to support a better offer of Public Transport and more restrictive policies with a capillary
dissemination of adequate cultural messages.
In this sense the MODERN project has represented for Craiova a big opportunity to sustain its
willing of improving the mobility policies with the support of other cities and of the cultural
relevance that such a project could have.

1.2.4

The city of Vitoria-Gasteiz

In Vitoria-Gasteiz, a city in which most non-pedestrian journeys are made by car, traffic is the
second largest source of greenhouse gas emissions and one of the aspects of urban living that
has the greatest environmental and social impact.
Urban mobility is one of the basic variables of policies designed to fight climate change. A model
of sustainable mobility would go some way to limiting the emissions of traffic-generated gases
into the atmosphere and, at the same time, resolve a large proportion of the problems associated
with traffic (noise, occupation of space, energy consumption, etc). On the other hand, the
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unprecedented growth of the city and products such as the urban tramway, the project to place
the existing railway line underground, etc., make it necessary, more than ever before, to initiate a
debate on sustainable mobility in Vitoria-Gasteiz.
For all these reasons, in March 2006, Vitoria-Gasteiz initiated the preparation of a Sustainable
Mobility and Public Space Plan, with which to face the following challenges:








Reorganise traffic so that vehicles crossing the city travel via the basic roadway network,
freeing up secondary thoroughfares.
Redefine its public transport networks in order to improve the efficiency of the system in
terms of accessibility and coverage.
Consolidate its network of bicycle paths, which, by maintaining most of the existing
pathways, would establish a series of main routes to ensure the maximum use of bicycles
as a means of urban transport.
Set up a pedestrian network that minimises the coexistence of pedestrians and private
vehicles and allows, in turn, the interconnection of the main points of interest in the city
via a series of walkways.
Identify the infrastructure demands for parking and the spaces required for the loading
and unloading of goods.
Reduce the environmental impact of contamination and noise in our streets.
Increase the quality of public space in terms of accessibility.

The Plan, ready by the end of 2007, analysed the current mobility model in Vitoria-Gasteiz and
developed proposals for the future to resolve the problems detected. The final project has been
an integrated proposal for different mobility networks in private vehicles, and public transport, by
bicycle or on foot, and their interconnections. It included aspects linked to mobility, such as the
use of public space, noise, atmospheric emissions, energy consumption, and so on, that should
help bring about an improvement in the environmental quality and quality of life in Vitoria-Gasteiz.
Till now, Vitoria-Gasteiz has been characterised for its balanced growth, quality urban planning
and its concern for the environment. Today, it is important to maintain this view of the city, as it is
engaged in a process of major growth, which has altered the scale of the city and modified its
structure. The new challenges faced by Vitoria-Gasteiz relate to mobility management and the
consolidation of a diverse, compact, efficient model of public space developed jointly with the
participation of our citizens.
Because of its size, configuration and also because of the policies undertaken within the city,
Vitoria-Gasteiz is well positioned to put a stop to unsustainable tendencies in mobility and at the
same time double its efforts in favour of a quality public space.
In order to attain the previous objectives, a system of mobility and public space based on
superblocks has been tested, to allow the establishment of a new differentiated network for each
mode of transport, thereby reducing the conflict between pedestrians and vehicle traffic. As far as
cycle routes are concerned, super-blocks allow their extension throughout a large part of the
urban grid in a better-interconnected network, offering users a higher level of safety.
The public space gained can be given over to the development of the everyday uses and
functions of our citizens. The street recovers its role as a place for meeting and relating to others.
Contamination and noise are reduced and the introduction of new concepts in urban design
oriented towards improving habitability conditions became possible.
MODERN hence helped to implement, as demonstrative measures, some of the proposals stated
before in order to check on the land the theoretical model fixed by the Sustainable Mobility Plan.
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1.3

MODERN Project and its Objectives

The “mission” of the MODERN project is “to increase the overall quality of life in the cities,
through the reduction of pollution generated by transports, the implementation of energy saving
measures, the respect for the environment and the promotion of a less car dependant life-style”.
The project outlines a bold package of integrated measures in all the cities of the consortium,
providing a wide coverage of all the thematic areas required by the CIVITAS PLUS programme.
The middle-size of the cities allows a better integration of the foreseen measures in the overall
system if the mobility.
The project shows ambitious goals, which will have a substantial impact on the state of the
mobility in the cities and a good visibility at the European level. The measures of the project
outline a good balance between large scale application actions based in existing and
commercially available technologies, like in renewal of public transport fleet with clean vehicles, in
technological systems for traffic management and infomobility, in promotional campaigns, in
access restrictions and interchange systems, with more advanced trials and methodologies, like
in energy saving, in alternative fuels, in freight distribution. The first type of actions will be the
backbone of the project with a massive impact on the state of the cities, while the second one will
contribute to enlarge knowledge, to increase the qualitative level of mobility tools and to throw the
basis for future developments.
Substantially the project is characterised by common main targets, which can be summarised as:








To increase the quality and the effectiveness of the public transport system (from the
environmental and from the service point of view), increasing the number of users;
To limit the waste of energy and to support the diffusion of the use of clean fuels among
the citizens;
To support the effort of improvement of public transport through a series of measure
capable of limiting the circulation of private cars;
To give value at alternative “sweet” mobility modes (at first the bicycle) improving safety
and liveability for their users;
To lower the number of accidents on the roads;
To increase the technological endowment of the cities as a support to more and more
intelligent mobility management policies and as a service to citizens;
To strongly operate to diffuse as much as possible the culture of an environmental
sustainable mobility among citizens and to increase the social awareness of the vital
importance of these themes.

The MODERN partners share the general objective to substantially improve the quality of mobility
and environment in their cities through an integrated set of interventions operating on different
issues and themes.
As told, the most important characteristics and common problems the five cities share are:






The presence of big mobility attractors of different kinds (universities, industries, public
services) for all the surrounding regions;
An increasing mobility demand, mainly satisfied through the use of private cars;
A consequent increasing of the number of circulating private cars;
The necessity to face the decrement of Public Transport passengers and its increasing
costs, using innovative solutions;
The existence of wide old areas of the cities with their very compact urban structure,
raising very complex problems of space lack.
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As a consequence of this situation, the problem of air pollution is a very relevant one in all the
partner cities; for some of them it assume in some cases dramatic dimensions, as they belong to
wide industrial areas with climatic particularity (for example Brescia rises in one of the most
European critical areas under the air pollution point of view). Congestion and accidents are two
other main problems creating enormous social and economic costs and threatening citizens’
health. Moreover, the five cities are facing the increasing costs of providing efficient public
transport services and of ensuring a sustainable mobility system and a fair accessibility to cities.
They are aware that innovation is the key to improve efficiency and accessibility of public
transport and environment protection.
The MODERN partner cities have already expressed a big effort in mobility government and have
elaborated strategies to improve the efficiency and the sustainability of their overall mobility
system. Some of them have elaborated Integrated Mobility Plans, which foresee a long-term
strategy to manage mobility, and all of them are actively operating in practically improving the
quality of mobility.
All this is the clear evidence of their strong political commitment, and of how mobility is one of the
most important issues on their political agenda.
But all the MODERN cities know that the possibility of success in transport policy and mobility
quality improvement is depending on many factors, not only technical, but mainly cultural, as the
capacity to increase the citizens awareness of the importance of energy problems, to disseminate
a new culture for clean mobility, to address the individual choices of transport modes toward a
more rational direction. Additionally they know that single interventions have only a limited impact,
and the target of a sustainable urban transport system can be achieved only with an organic plan
of integrated measures, politically driven and technically sound and affordable. So integration
means not only integration among the different kind of interventions which must give contributions
from different points of view to the same strategy, but also means integration between policy and
technology: policy should drive the process, defining the targets and creating the social
conditions, but technology should not only give practical solutions, but also suggest new
approaches to enlarge the horizon of possibilities in which politicians can operate. Good and
effective relationship between policy makers and technicians is a success key factor in
implementing integrated mobility strategies.
In this sense, the high level priorities of the MODERN partner cities can be summarised as
follows:









To improve a rational use of energy and to reduce energy consumption generated by the
transport system, improving the use of renewable sources.
To reduce the environmental impact of mobility limiting air and noise pollution.
To preserve health and to improve well-being of citizens.
To improve safety of transportation systems and infrastructures, and to ensure security to
all citizens.
To ensure the accessibility to the cities preserving their cultural, historical and
architectural patrimony.
To generally promote more sustainable modes of transport, specifically public transport in
cities.
To grow up a new culture of mobility based on rationality, to stimulate the individual
behaviour of citizens through education, promotion, achieving an increasing social
consensus toward clean mobility.
To ensure at best the right to mobility to disadvantaged citizens.

All these general aims have been pursued within the MODERN framework through an integrated
set of measures and interventions in each site with the specific objectives. These interventions
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cover all the thematic areas foreseen by the CIVITAS PLUS framework, and see the contribution
of different cities and partners, to achieve at maximum the integration of experiences and
solutions at a European level.
In the following table the specific objectives of each city in the different policy fields are outlined.
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Table 3 – MODERN Cities’ Objectives
POLICY FIELDS

CRAIOVA

BRESCIA

VITORIA

 To introduce the use of biodiesel on a wide number of
buses of the PT fleet.
 Energy saving for the trams
by implementing a new
electronic equipment for the
electrical
consumption
regulation.

 To enlarge the use of CNG
in PT fleet, also for nonconventional
transport
services.
 To
decrease
the
dependency
on
petrol
providing renewable locally
produced energy through a
photovoltaic energy plant to
feed electrical bus batteries.

 To introduce facilities for electric
vehicles recharge.
 To launch a new service of
electric car sharing and of
electric motorbike rental.

Stimulating high-quality and
energy efficient collective
passenger transport

 To
implement
a
new
integrated e-ticketing system
for PT

 To improve intermodality
between different public
modes
through
the
improvement of the eticketing system.
 To improve the integration of
PT system with other private
modes

 The revision of the PT network
according to the new access
restrictions policy adopted in the
overall central area of the city
(Superblocks model)

Implementing
management
based
upon
incentives

 To
implement
traffic
restrictions and the relevant
support actions in the city
centre.

 To reduce the use of private
cars to access the city
through the improvement of
the
private/
public
interchange.

 To set-up a new access
restriction scheme for a part of
the central area superblocks.
 To adapt the traffic light
regulation to this new scheme.

Increasing
the
use
of
alternative fuels and of clean
and energy efficient vehicles
and
enhancing
their
integration into the urban
transport

demand
strategies
economic

COIMBRA
 To
experiment
an
innovative use of biodiesel in PT fleets with the
target to enlarge its use to
the overall fleet.
 To
decrease
the
dependency on petrol
providing
renewable
locally produced energy to
feed the trolleybus lines.
 To save fuel through an
intensive
training
on
driving style to PT drivers.
 To increase the modal
share of PT and to support
interchange within the PT
system by the adoption of
an e-ticketing system.
 To provide to citizens
integrated
mobility
services based on the eticketing platform.

-
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POLICY FIELDS

CRAIOVA

Influencing travel behaviour
and modal choice through
mobility management plans,
marketing, communication,
education and information
campaigns

 To optimise the special PT
service provided by the PT
company to big companies
for their employees..

Developing safe and secure
roads and infrastructures
and means of travels

 To improve the safety of PT
system
through
the
implementation of advanced
video-surveillance systems
on buses, trams and PT
stations.

Introducing mobility services
that promote new forms of
more energy-efficient vehicle
use and/or ownership, and a
less car dependent lifestyles

 To implement a new carpooling service supported by
a software application and
coped to a reserved parking
facility for the employees of
big companies.

BRESCIA
 To disseminate the culture of
a new urban mobility and of
social wealth and to achieve
a higher social consensus to
sustainable mobility actions,
even in schools.
 To foster the access by the
citizens to information and to
foster the debate and the
relations between the Public
Administration
and
the
citizens.
 To
implement
mobility
management actions
to
reduce the use of private
cars in systematic mobility.
 To develop a Road Safety
Monitoring Centre.
 To improve the safety of
cyclists as a way to enlarge
the use of bicycles as a
common
transportation
mode.
 To set up new mobility
services for citizens, and
particularly on-demand PT
services.
 To set up a new car sharing
service.

VITORIA

COIMBRA

 To spread among the population
information about the new
policies
adopted
by
the
administration, and to support its
actions achieving a wider social
consensus to the restrictive
actions.
 To educate all citizens to a
cleaner and more energy
efficient driving style.

 To establish a mobility
centre in the town.
 To facilitate the use of PT
by the citizens and
especially by female users
through the adoption of an
integrated trip planner and
a suitable communication
campaign.
 To implement mobility
management actions to
decrease the use of
private cars for systematic
trips.
 To establish an effective
communication strategy to
support the policies of the
Local Administration on
sustainable mobility.

 To apply a set of measures of
traffic calming related to the
general Superblocks model
within a wide area of the city.

 To improve safety through
training to PT and other
public fleet drivers using
an
innovative
driving
simulator.

 To implement a network of
pedestrian and cycling reserved
lanes in the city.

 To study the possibility of
introducing a new car
sharing service.
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POLICY FIELDS

CRAIOVA

BRESCIA

VITORIA

COIMBRA

 To assess and experiment a
new regulation scheme for
freight distribution based on a
time based differentiation use of
the parking places. It implies the
possibility to use normal parking
stalls for freight distribution in
some hour of the day, and for
PT reserved lanes in the peak
hours.

-

 To implement an experimental
wireless data communication
system to support added value
and infomobility services.

 To implement a real time
information system for
travellers not only on high
frequency lines through
VMS but on low frequency
lines too through the use
of mobile phones.

Promoting energy efficient
freight logistics
services,
and new concepts for goods
distribution

 To rationalise the distribution
of
goods
in
urban
environment through a new
regulation scheme.

 To adopt a new regulation
scheme for the distribution
of freight in urban centre
with the aim of reducing
incoming vehicles
 To analyse the possibility to
implement a logistic platform
for the city centre

Enhancing
the
use
of
innovative
transport
Telematics systems for traffic
management and traveller
support – including solutions
based
upon
satellite
applications/ Galileo

 To implement a real time
monitoring system for the PT
fleet and a passengers real
time information system at
the main PT stations.
 To improve the tramway
lines travel times and
optimize the fleet use by
introducing
preferential
traffic light regulation.

 To implement an integrated
PT fleet management and
real time information system
for travellers based on
mobile solutions.
 To provide new mobility eservices to citizens.
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1.4

MODERN measures overview

Within the CIVITAS Initiative eight categories of measure fields have been identified as the basic
building blocks of an integrated strategy. Hence each city has chosen the most appropriate set of
measures from those building blocks and combined them to form integrated solutions for clean
urban transport. In addition, cities have put in place the appropriate planning framework,
committed to ensure political involvement and support, and also to establish the necessary
partnerships for delivering the plans.
The following table illustrates the specific objectives of MODERN project by making reference to
the eight CIVITAS thematic areas.
Table 4 – MODERN project objectives and CIVITAS thematic areas

CIVITAS thematic areas

MODERN objectives

 To extend the use of alternative fuelled vehicles (mainly CNG) in
Public Transport fleets and for private vehicles
 To reduce the dependency on traditional fuels using renewable
power generation plant for electrical vehicles and improving the
energetic efficiency of the existing electric transport systems
 To reduce fuel consumption in Public Transport fleets improving
the driving ability of public transport drivers and through an
intensive training to general citizens
 To offer new mobility services to citizens based on zero-emission
vehicles and integrated with the PT services
Collective transport and its  To improve the Public Transport services and networks to
achieve a wider modal split in its favour
integration with other
modes
 To strengthen intermodality among different PT modes and
vectors through integrated ticketing systems over wide areas and
including different transport services
 To improve the intermodality between private cars and PT by the
implementation of good and integrated interchange systems
 To implement access restriction policies for the city centres
Demand management
strategies
 To support the existing restriction actions and their extension
through the adoption of complementary measures
 To limit the use of private cars through the reduction of speed and
of the overall capacity of the network, and the re-organisation of
circulation
 To disseminate the culture of a clean and conscious mobility
Mobility management,
through promotional campaigns, set-up of infomobility centres,
marketing, information and
and educational campaign towards the overall population and to
education
schoolboys
 To improve the adoption of mobility management measures by
companies, and big institutions
 To implement innovative tools for information to travellers and to
citizens
Safe and secure roads and  To adopt traffic calming measures over wide areas of the cities
infrastructures and means  To protect and enhance the “weakest” mobility modes such as
of travels
walking and cycling
 To set up Road Safety Monitoring Centres
 To perform educational campaigns and driving training devoted to
improve safe behaviours on the roads
Alternative fuels, Clean
and energy efficient
vehicles
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CIVITAS thematic areas

MODERN objectives

New mobility services for
more efficient vehicle use
or ownership, less car
dependent lifestyles

 To improve cycling as an alternative mode
 To launch new and non-conventional mobility services of car
sharing and dial-a-ride in the cities

Urban freight logistics, new  To implement restriction and regulations for urban freight
distribution in sensible areas of the cities
concept for goods
distribution
 To analyse the implementation of logistic platforms for urban
freight distribution
 To widely implement new traffic regulation schemes giving priority
Innovative telematics
to PT
systems for traffic
management – Galileo
 To set up new or enhance the existing infomobility services with
applications
special reference to the use of PT and the congestion
management

In this context Figure 2 shows the distribution of MODERN measures across CIVITAS Plus eight
thematic categories of measures. Each theme is represented by at least three measures. Mobility
management and clean fuels and vehicles has been covered by seven and eight measures
respectively, while all the other themes have been considered in five measures, except for the
Urban freight logistics characterised by three measures. Nonetheless, the scope of the measures
often touched on several themes to reflect the aim of finding an integrated solution to the city
issues.
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Clean Fuels and Vehicles
Collective Passenger Transport
Demand Management strategies
Mobility Management
Safety and Security
Car-independent lifestyles
Urban Freigth Logistics
Transport Telematics

Figure 2 – distribution of MODERN measures across the eight thematic categories
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Table 5, instead, illustrates – for each policy field – the measures implemented by each city to
rethink urban mobility by optimising the use of all the various modes of transport and organising
"co-modality" between the different modes of collective transport (train, tram, metro, bus, taxi) and
individual transport (car, motorcycle, cycle, walking); by achieving common objectives in terms of
economic prosperity managing transport demand to guarantee mobility, quality of life and
environmental protection; and, lastly, by reconciling freight transport and passenger transport
interests whatever the mode of transport used.

Table 5 – How cities’ measures address CIVITAS policy field

MODERN CITIES’ MEASURES

CIVITAS POLICY
FIELDS

BRESCIA
M01.06 – Clean
and Energy
Efficient Public
Transport Fleet

Clean Fuels and
Vehicles

M01.11 –
Renewable
Energy
Production to
Feed Buses with
Low
Environmental
Impact

COIMBRA

M01.03 –
Alternative Fuels
M01.08 –
Production of
Renewable
Energies for
Trolleybus Lines

M02.02 –
Intermodality with
Public Transport
Collective Passenger
Transport

Demand Management
Strategies

M02.03 –
Development and
Upgrade of eticketing System

M03.03 – P&R
Facilities for
Underground and
Public Transport
System

M04.01 – Mobility
Marketing

Mobility Management

M04.03 –
Communication
and Educational
Campaigns
M04.06 – Mobility
Management
Actions

M02.05 – New
Ticketing System

CRAIOVA

VITORIAGASTEIZ

M01.02 –
Alternative Fuels
M01.07 –
Transition
Towards Clean
Fleets

M01.12 – Electric
vehicles use and
e-car sharing
scheme

M01.09 – Energy
Saving on
Tramline

M02.04 –
Integrated eticketing System

M02.01 – New
Public Transport
Network

M03.01 – New
Public Transport
Network
-

M04.02 –
Infomobility
Centre and
Mobility Marketing
M04.05 – Mobility
Management
Actions

M03.02 – Access
Restrictions
Policies

M04.08 –
Software Tools for
Mobility
Management
Actions in
Industrial Areas

M03.04 – Traffic
Light Regulation
for the New PT
Network and
Superblocks
Model

M04.04 – Energy
Saving Training
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MODERN CITIES’ MEASURES

CIVITAS POLICY
FIELDS

BRESCIA

Safety and Security

M05.02 –
Accident Risk
Analysis and
Development of a
Road Safety
Monitoring Centre

COIMBRA

CRAIOVA

VITORIAGASTEIZ

M05.07 – Safety
Oriented Driving
Training

M05.05 – Public
Transport Security
Program

M05.01 –
Superblocks
model

M06.03 –
Feasibility Study
of New Mobility
Services

M06.04 – Flexible
Services for
Industrial Areas

M06.01 –
Pedestrian &
Bicycle Lanes
Network

M07.03 – Policy
option for freight
distribution
schemes

M07.01 – Urban
freight logistics
within the
Superblocks
model

M05.03 –
Development of
Bicycle Safety
M06.02 – On
Demand Public
Transport
Services

Car Independent
Lifestyles

M06.05 – Policy
Option for Car
Sharing
M07.02 – Freight
distribution

Urban Freight
Logistics

Transport Telematics

M08.05 – Mobility
Channel

-

M08.03 –
Infomobility Tools
for Traffic Data
Management

M08.02 –
Infomobility Tools
for Fleet
Management
M08.06 – Priority
Traffic Light
Regulation for PT

M08.02 –
Information and
Traffic
Management
Systems

In this way starting from the consideration of CIVITAS policy fields each MODERN Work Package has been
thought to respond to a policy subject, in order to collect within each of them all measures responding to the
same theme implemented by cities Table 6
Table 6).

Table 6 – MODERN measures by WP

M01.02

Increasing the Use of Alternative Fuels and of Clean and Energy Efficient Vehicles
and Enhancing Their Integration to urban Transport
Alternative Fuels in Craiova

M01.03

Alternative Fuels in Coimbra

M01.06

Clean and Energy Efficient Public Transport Fleet in Brescia

M01.07

Transition Towards Clean Fleets in Craiova

M01.08

Production of Renewable Energies for Trolleybus Lines in Coimbra

WP1
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M01.09

Energy Saving on Tramline in Craiova

M01.11

Renewable Energy Production to Feed Buses with Low Environmental Impact in Brescia

M01.12

Electric vehicles use and e-car sharing scheme in Vitoria-Gasteiz

WP2

Stimulating High-Quality and Energy Efficient Collective Transport

M02.01

New Public Transport Network in Vitoria-Gasteiz

M02.02

Intermodality with Public Transport in Brescia

M02.03

Development and Upgrade of e-ticketing System in Brescia

M02.04

Integrated e-ticketing System in Craiova

M02.05

New Ticketing System in Coimbra

WP3

Implementing Demand Management Strategies Based Upon Economic Incentives

M03.01

Superblocks Concept for Access Restrictions in Vitoria-Gasteiz

M03.02

Access Restrictions Policies in Craiova

M03.03

P&R Facilities for Underground and Public Transport System in Brescia

M03.04

M04.01

Traffic Light Regulation for the New PT Network and Superblocks Model in Vitoria-Gasteiz
Influencing Travel Behaviour and Modal Choice Through Mobility Management
Plans, Marketing, Communication, Education and Information Campaigns
Mobility Marketing in Brescia

M04.02

Infomobility Centre and Mobility Marketing in Coimbra

M04.03

Communication and Educational Campaigns in Brescia

M04.04

Energy Saving Training in Vitoria-Gasteiz

M04.05

Mobility Management Actions in Coimbra

M04.06

Mobility Management Actions in Brescia

M04.08

Software Tools for Mobility Management Actions in Industrial Areas in Craiova

WP5

Developing Safe and Secure Roads and infrastructures and Means of Travels

M05.01

Superblocks model in Vitoria-Gasteiz
Accident Risk Analysis and Development of a Road Safety Monitoring Centre in

WP4

M05.02
M05.03

Brescia
Development of Bicycle Safety in Brescia

M05.05

Public Transport Security Program in Craiova

M05.07

M06.01

Safety Oriented Driving Training in Coimbra
Introducing Mobility Services that Promote New Forms of More Energy-Efficient
Vehicle Use and/or Ownership, and Less Car Dependent Lifestyles
Pedestrian & Bicycle Lanes Network in Vitoria-Gasteiz

M06.02

On Demand Public Transport Services in Brescia

M06.03

Feasibility Study of New Mobility Services in Coimbra

M06.04

Flexible Services for Industrial Areas in Craiova

M06.05

M07.01

Policy Option for Car Sharing in Brescia
Promoting Energy-Efficient Freight Logistics Services, and New Concepts for
Goods Distribution
Urban freight logistics within the Superblocks model in Vitoria-Gasteiz

M07.02

Freight distribution in Brescia

M07.03

Policy option for freight distribution schemes in Craiova
Enhancing the Use of Innovative Transport Telematics Systems for Traffic
Management and Traveller Support – Including Solutions Based Upon Satellite
Applications
Information and Traffic Management Systems in Vitoria-Gasteiz

WP6

WP7

WP8
M08.01
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M08.02

Infomobility Tools for Fleet Management in Craiova

M08.03

Infomobility Tools for Traffic Data Management in Coimbra

M08.05

Brescia Mobility Channel

M08.06

Priority Traffic Light Regulation for PT in Craiova

During the project development four measures all pertaining to the work package on alternative
fuels have been deleted mainly because of a financial impossibility of cities to sustain the
foreseen investments.
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2 APPROACH TO EVALUATION

2.1

Overview/Framework

CIVITAS initiative as well as the various demonstration projects covers a wide variety of policy
targets: fostering and disseminating the concept of “clean urban transport” among EU cities (EU
objective), identifying the conditions for good practices (EU and CIVITAS projects/cities
objectives), reducing efficiently the negative environmental consequences of urban transport
through actions ranging from transport demand management to inter-fuel substitution. The overall
impacts relevant to the implementation of CIVITAS strategies are the results of the design, the
deployment and the demonstration of each policy fields/application area implemented in each
participant city. The evaluation of impacts is directly linked to the specific details of the measure
implementation according to the objectives set by the city and to the variety of stakeholders
involved. The specific objectives and the practical implementation of the measures allow to
identify the indicators suitable for monitoring the entire lifecycle (ex-ante – ex-post) of each
action.
The CIVITAS Initiative, upon specific indication of the European Commission reflected in
METEOR (CIVITAS I), in GUARD (CIVITAS II) and fully retained in POINTER (CIVITAS PLUS), is
to be evaluated according to the guidelines set out by the MAESTRO project, which suggests the
basic steps of a correct evaluation methodology and identifies and clusters the main possible
impacts of a transport policy and the related indicators. In addition to the traditional technical
evaluation based on a static assessment of two states of things (the ex-ante and the ex-post), the
MODERN evaluation will include an assessment of the dynamic process of planning and
implementation, in order to let emerge those factors which may affect the outcome of a policy
related to the political, cultural, institutional, legal and financial background.
The following evaluation stages have been followed in MODERN:
1. The initial evaluation, the phase in which to understand what is to be measured, and the
impacts expected to occur as a result of the demonstration project. This constitutes the
contents of the Draft Evaluation Plan (current document) and with the necessary updating
those of the Final Evaluation Plan.
2. The ex-ante evaluation, after the detailed design of the demonstration project is
completed, and compares it to the do-nothing scenario. This will help to estimate better
the detailed impacts of the demonstration project. Where the impacts may not turn out as
initially expected, it may be advisable to consider whether modifications can be made, or
whether a full reappraisal of the design is required.
3. The process evaluation, dealing with the process of planning and implementing each
measure, strongly influencing the results together with accompanying activities such as
information, communication, awareness raising, participation, management of the
information process etc. Goal of the process evaluation procedure is to analyse the
institutional, political, cultural, organisational, financial and legal frameworks as well as
the process of the implementation itself in order to identify factors of and barriers to a
successful outcome of the implemented applications and how to overcome obstacles.
4. The ex-post evaluation is the final phase of the process, and provides the most usable
results of the demonstration project. It is necessary to consider whether the
demonstration project has been successful, and to take into account changes with
respect to the earlier evaluation stage. This phase will identify whether the early
assumptions hold, whether the project was conducted as planned, what are the impacts,
and what are the lessons.
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Impact evaluation – both ex-ante and ex-post – deals with understanding the practical/technical
effects of measures within the city whereas process evaluation is concerned with understanding
more clearly why measures have succeeded or failed. Both will be built upon a common
framework approach to ensure a consistent high quality of cross-site outputs. There is clearly
overlap of some fundamental information mainly related to context, so sufficient consistency in
the approaches will ensure that information is requested only once.
The horizontal supporting action (POINTER) has defined a basket of 29 core indicators that will
be used for cross-site comparisons, into which will converge the MODERN set of indicators
selected according to the specific objectives and measures and in agreement with the cities. The
indicators will typically fall within the following categories (based on MAESTRO22):






Transport (quality of service, safety, transport system)
Economy (benefits, costs)
Environment (pollution/nuisance, resources consumption)
Energy (energy consumption)
Society (acceptance, accessibility employment equity, health, security)

Local evaluators have been appointed for each site. Local evaluators are in charge of collecting
the data necessary to produce the indicators for ex-ante and ex-post evaluations in compliance
with the general methodology, guaranteeing robustness and quality of data. In addition, in order to
ensure continuity a control group of end users will be identified in each city. The group will be
periodically informed of the state of the implementations and its feedback will converge into the
evaluation activities.
A common Evaluation Framework for relating the elements of evaluation together in a clear
logical structure and providing consistency and harmonisation of approach across Projects and
Cities to provide added value at the CIVITAS level has been adopted (Figure 3). The foreseen
structure will be characterised by a strong focus on packaging of measures and will include both
impact and process evaluation.

22

MAESTRO is a project funded by the European Commission's Transport Directorate (DGVII) under the Fourth
Framework Programme. The project sought to establish a common framework and methodology for the selection, design
and evaluation of pilot and demonstration projects within the specific research programme on transport. One of the key
MAESTRO has been a set of guidelines to assist those involved in pilot and demonstration projects.
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CIVITAS Evaluation Objectives

CIVITAS
Measures

Impact Evaluation
- Guidelines for defining
evaluation scenarios
- Common core indicators
- Guidelines for measurement
- Guidelines for reporting

Evaluation at
Measure and
City Levels

Process Evaluation
- Collecting information on all
stages of the measure
- Feedback and support
- Factors of success and
unexpected barriers
- Input for policy
recommendations

Reporting
Evaluation
Results

Cross-site Evaluation
- Comparing results across cities
- Conclusions and recommendations

Figure 3 – The common Evaluation Framework

2.2
2.2.1

Impact Evaluation
Objectives

For cities one important objective is to demonstrate, through a sound evaluation, how much the
measures can contribute to better and cleaner urban transport. In addition, cities have their own
objectives, e.g. to assess how much the measures can solve their local problems. Analysis of the
individual measure objectives and plans then lead to the identification of the likely impacts or
effects of the measures and subsequently to the indicators required for the evaluation.
Deciding which impacts should or should not be included in the evaluation is not straight forward.
To assist in this process, both the evaluation objectives (desired impacts) and the measures
(potential impacts) have been be considered by trying to answer the following questions:





What impacts does the CIVITAS measure have?
Do the impacts have influence on achieving the CIVITAS objectives?
Are the impacts direct or indirect?
Will it be feasible to measure the impacts within the lifetime of the CIVITAS Plus
evaluation process?
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Once impacts have been identified, appropriate indictors to quantify the impacts have been
selected. As there are often many indicator options for measuring an impact (e.g. for congestion
level), the selection of the right indicators is very important for an evaluation with limited
resources.
For each measure the definition of the indicators to be measured has started with the
identification of all potential impacts the measure can have (both direct and indirect impacts). As
shown in Figure 4, a measure is characterised by a certain number of impacts dealing with
different areas (i.e. economy, energy, environment, transport and society) and corresponding to
different indicators. The recognition of all potential impacts has been based on the analysis of the
process involving the implementation of the measure, the analysis of its objectives and the
analysis of all potential effects resulting from it. The outcome of this top-down process has been a
list of indicators that “potentially” should be evaluated and, consequently, a set of data needed to
measure those impacts. At this point the following step consisted in the analysis of available
information and, therefore, a new set of all measurable impacts has been defined and that in
some cases has been smaller than the previous potential cluster. That’s often because of
technical difficulties in measuring a certain type of data together with economical and time
constrains.
So, at the end of the indicators selection procedure, each city has defined for all measures a list
of indicators that, even if probably less numerous than the potential ones, have been used in the
evaluation of each measure objectives.
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Figure 4 – Indicators selection process
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In the following table the list of indicators collected for each measure is shown. The indicators with a
grey background are the ones that were initially foreseen to be assessed in the Project Evaluation
Plan (D12.2) but then, because of a change in the measure objectives or some economic or technical
constrains that did not allow to collect the data needed to calculate the indicator at issue.
On the other hand, the indicators highlighted in bold are the ones that have been added in respect to
those indicated in the Project Evaluation Plan.
Table 7 – MODERN measures consolidated list of indicators

City
Measures

Areas of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

Transport

Society

Average
Occupancy

Environmental Care

Brescia
Fuel
Efficiency of
the Fleet
Average
Operating
Revenues
Clean and
Energy Efficient
Public Transport
Fleet in Brescia

Average
fleet age

Average
Operating
Costs

CO Emissions
NOx Emissions
Small Particulate
Emissions
% Km of clean
buses
CNG Buses/ Tot.
Bus Fleet

Accuracy of
time-keeping





Noise
perception
Noise emissions
Average
Operating
Revenues
Renewable
energy
Production to
Feed Buses with
Low
environmental
Impact

Fuel Mix
Energy
consumption
for hybrid
bus/ tot fuel
produced by
solar panels

CO Emissions
NOx Emissions

Small Particulate
Emissions

-

-

Traffic Flow
(peak/off-peak)

Intermodal User Comfort

CO2 Emissions
avoided
% Km of hybrid
buses

Intermodality
with Public
Transport in
Brescia

Km per
line/Tot. Km
PT
Km lines
simulated by
type of
PT/km lines
existing by
type of PT



Simulated
Traffic Flow in
peak hours
-

-

Average Modal
Split
N. of
overlapping lines
per link
N. of
interchanges per
km of trip
N. passengers
simulated/N.
Passengers
transported
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City
Measures

Development and
Upgrade of eticketing System
in Brescia

Areas of Impact
Economy
Percentage
of cards
validation
per year
Percentage
of new
cards
validation in
a given time
period
Data
registered
per new
card in the
ticketing
machine/ N
of new
cards
validated

Energy

Environment

Transport

Society

Quality of
service

Awareness level

Number of new
cards
validated/Total
number new
cards

Acceptance level

Data registered
per new card in
the central
database/ N of
new cards
validated
-

-

Number of new
cards
distributed in a
given time
period
Number/kind of
fare/season
tickets loaded
on the new
cards respect
to the number
of distributed
new cards

P&R Facilities for
Underground and
Public Transport
System in
Brescia

Number of card
breaks/ new
cards
distributed
N interchanges
per km of trip
Percentage of
cards validation
per year
-

-

-

Awareness level
Acceptance level

N. of new cards
activated with
at least 2
season tickets
N. of potential
P&R users per
day
(simulation)
Quality of
service

Mobility
Marketing in
Brescia

Awareness level
Acceptance level
Number of leaflets and booklets
distributed/Total

-

-

Number of glass showcases
installed/Total of showcases planned
N of customer questionnaire filled
in/N of customer questionnaires
distributed
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City
Measures

Areas of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

Transport

Society
N of customer questionnaire filled
in/N of new customer questionnaires
distributed
Number of leaflets and booklets
distributed/Total inhabitants of the
area considered
Number of targeted leaflets and
booklets /Total student of 13 years
old

Quality of PT
service

N of kids
using school
buses at the
primary
school per
year/N of
kids at the
primary
school per
year

Awareness level
Acceptance level
N. of teachers involved in training /
total number of involved schools

N of schools attending EDU / total of
primary schools

N of students attending EDU / total of
students in primary schools (per
year)

Communication
and Educational
Campaigns in
Brescia

-

N of people involved in Brescia
Running words/Total people involved
in the National Project

-

N of Brescia tales published

N of PT passengers in EU mobility
week (in town without my car day) /
Average of the people usually
transported

N of PT passengers in EU mobility
week (in town without my car day) /
N of PT passengers in EU mobility
week (in town without my car day) in
the previous year

Mobility
Management
Actions in
Brescia

Average
operating
revenues in
car pooling
Average
operating
costs in car
pooling

Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency



CO2 Emissions



Average
vehicles
occupancy in car
pooling

Awareness Level

Average
Occupancy

Acceptance Level (willingness to
change)
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City
Measures

Areas of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

N of
“carpooling”
users per
100
employees/
company
investment

Transport

Society

Average modal
split- trips

% of tagged bicycles per year during
the project

Type of property
cars used in HW
trip /100
employees
Type of mopeds
and motorcycles
used in HW trip
/100 employees





Type of property
cars used in HW
trip /100
employees in
the peak hours
N of car-pooling
users /100
employees
% of accidents
on crossroads/
total number of
accidents
% of accidents
on roads/on total
number of
accidents





Awareness Level



death index

Accident Risk
Analysis and
Development of a
Road Safety
Monitoring
Centre in Brescia

Development of
Bicycle Safety in
Brescia

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pedestrian
death/total
VRUs involved
in road
accidents
Pedestrian
inured/total
VRUs involved
in road
accidents
Cyclist
death/total
VRUs involved
in road
accidents
Cyclist
inured/total
VRUs involved
in road
accidents
Injuries and
deaths caused
by transport
accidents
Cyclist
death/total
VRUs involved
in road
accidents

Awareness level

% of bicycle thefts of tag bicycles in a
given period
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City
Measures

Areas of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

Transport

Society

Cyclist injured
/total VRUs
involved in road
accidents

Cycle maps distributed/ maps
published

% Increase of
cycle parking in
a given period
bicycle km in
renewed
lanes/tracks/total
bicycle km
Operating
cost



Quality of the
service

Awareness level

Accuracy of time
keeping in on
demand service

Acceptance level

N of the calls
behind per hour/
total of calls

On Demand
Public Transport
Services in
Brescia
(STOPPED)

-

-

N of the
potential
passages (in a
given time
period/ Number
of effective
passengers



N potential
booking services
in advantage/ N
of passengers
Km per day
maximum/ Total
of km (in a given
time period)
Software
flexibility
Average
Operating
Revenues
Car Sharing in
Brescia

Average
Operating
Costs

Vehicles fuel
efficiency/km
per type of
trip
Fuel mix / km
per type of
trip

Capital
Costs


Freight
distribution in
Brescia

Average
Operating
Revenues
Average
Operating
Costs


-

CO2 emissions/
per type of trip

Quality of
Service

Awareness Level

CO emissions/
per type of trip

Average Modal
Split – trips

Acceptance Level

NOx emissions/
per type of trip

Vehicle
Occupancy

Small particulate
emissions/ per
type of trip
Emissions
according to the
typology of fleet
selected


Freight
Movement
Weighting
Factor


Stakeholders acceptance
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City
Measures

Areas of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

Transport

N. of
download of
the BMC
application
Brescia Mobility
Channel

Total cost /
Cost of
estimated
(or target)
users

Society
Awareness level

-

-

-

Total cost /
Cost of real
users

Acceptance level

N of satisfied (interested) customers

Coimbra
Average
operating
costs
Alternative Fuels
in Coimbra



Vehicle fuel
efficiency

CO emissions

Fuel Mix

CO2 emissions

Acceptance Level (bus drivers)

NOx emissions

Awareness level (marketing)


Production of
Renewable
Energies for
Trolleybus Lines
in Coimbra

New Ticketing
System in
Coimbra

Average
operating
revenues
Capital
costs
Average
operating
costs

Average
operating
revenues
Capital
costs
Average
operating
costs

Vehicle fuel
efficiency
Fuel mix

-

Awareness Level (bus drivers)

Small
Particulate
emissions



CO2 emissions -

Awareness level



NOx emission
Small
particulate
emission



SO2 Emissions

Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency

CO Emissions

Quality of PT
Service

Acceptance Level - users

NOx Emissions

Average Vehicle
Speed

Acceptance Level - operators

Small
Particulate
Emissions

Average Modal
Split - passengers
P&R usage

Capital
costs
Average
operating
costs
Infomobility
Centre and
Mobility
Marketing in
Coimbra

-

-

Quality of PT
service

Awareness Level

Gender Split

Acceptance Level – users

Average vehicle
speed

Acceptance Level - operators

Modal Split passengers

Mobility Marketing

RUMOS Trip
planner usage
Attendance at
the Infomobility
Centre
Mobility
Management
Actions in

Average
operating
revenues

Vehicle fuel
Efficiency

CO emissions

Average Modal
Split - passengers

Awareness level
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City
Measures
Coimbra

Areas of Impact
Economy

Energy

Average
operating
costs
Capital
Costs

Environment

Transport

CO2 emissions

Society
Acceptance level - users

NOx emissions
Small
Particulate
emissions

Average
Operating
Costs
Safety Oriented
Driving Training
in Coimbra

Capital
Costs

Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency training effect
Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency Eco-driving
effect

CO2 Emissions

Driving Service
Quality

Awareness Level (among SMTUC
drivers)

CO Emissions

Accident risk

Acceptance Level (among SMTUC
drivers)
Percentage of SMTUC female
drivers

NOx Emissions
Small
Particulate
Emissions

Feasibility Study
of New Mobility
Services in
Coimbra

Average
Operating
Revenues
Average
Operating
Costs
Capital
Costs

Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency

CO2 emissions

Fuel Mix

CO emissions

Modal Split

Awareness level
Acceptance level (target group –
users and operators)

NOx emissions
Small
Particulate
emissions
HC emissions

Average
Operating
Revenues
Infomobility
Tools for Traffic
Data
Management in
Coimbra

Average
Operating
Costs

-

-

Capital
Costs

Accuracy of PT
timekeeping

Awareness Level - users

Quality of PT
service

Acceptance Level

Average PT
Network speed
Percentage of
lost trips due to
traffic problems

Craiova
Average
Operating
Costs
Alternative Fuels
in Craiova

Vehicle fuel
efficiency

CO emissions

Fuel Mix

CO2 emissions
NOx emissions

Awareness Level (operators)
Acceptance Level (operators)

-



Small
Particulate
emissions

Transition
Towards Clean
Fleets in Craiova

Average
operating
revenues
Average
operating
costs
Capital
costs

-

CO emissions

Quality of service

CO2 emissions

Accuracy of time
keeping in PT

NOx emissions

Average
occupancy

Acceptance Level
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City
Measures

Areas of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment
Small
Particulate
emissions

Energy Saving
on Tramline in
Craiova

Average
Operating
Revenues
Average
Operating
Costs
Capital
costs
Average
Operating
Revenues

Integrated eticketing System
in Craiova

Vehicle fuel
Efficiency
Energy
consumption

Vehicle fuel
efficiency

Average
Operating
Costs

Transport
Modal split

Service Quality

Awareness Level

Average
occupancy

Acceptance Level

CO emissions

Average
occupancy

Awareness Level

CO2 emissions

Quality of Service

Acceptance Level

-

% of passengers travelling without
tickets

NOx emissions
Small
Particulate
emissions

Capital
Costs

Society

Average vehicle
speed (peak/off
peak)

No of fraudulent over 100 PT
passengers

Modal split
passengers
Average
Operating
Costs
Capital
costs
Access
Restrictions
Policies in
Craiova
(STOPPED)

-

CO level

Traffic flow (peakoff peak)

Awareness level

NOx level

Modal Split

Acceptance level

NO level

Average
occupancy (PT)

NO2 level
SO2 level
HC level
Small
Particulate
level

Software Tools
for Mobility
Management
Actions in
Industrial Areas
in Craiova

Public Transport
Security Program
in Craiova

Average
Operating
Revenues

Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency

Average
Operating
Costs

Average
Operating
Costs
Capital
costs

-

CO2 emissions

Average vehicle
speed (peak/off
peak)

CO emissions

Average
occupancy

NOx emissions

Quality of service

Small
Particulate
emissions

Number of
companies using
the service

-

Acceptance Level

Quality of Service

Awareness level

Average
occupancy

Acceptance level
Perception of security
Frauds levels
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City
Measures

Flexible Services
for Industrial
Areas in Craiova

Areas of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

Average
Operating
Costs
Capital
costs

-

-

Transport

Society

Average Vehicle
Speed (peak-off
peak)

Awareness Level

Shift to carpooling sharing
service

Acceptance level

N. of car-poolers
Average
operating
revenues

Policy option for
freight
distribution
schemes in
Craiova

Average
operating
costs
Capital
costs

CO level

Freight
movements in
demo area

NOx level

Awareness Level

Acceptance level

NO level
NO2 level
SO2 level
HC level
Small
Particulate
level

Average
operating
revenues
Infomobility
Tools for Fleet
Management in
Craiova

Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency

Average
operating
costs
Capital
Costs

CO2 emissions

Accuracy of time
keeping

Awareness Level

CO emissions

Quality of Service

Acceptance level

NOx emissions

Average
occupancy

Small
Particulate
emissions
Priority Traffic
Light Regulation
for PT in Craiova

Average
operating
costs
Capital
Costs

Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency

-

Average vehicle
speed (peak/off
peak)
Average
occupancy

-

Vitoria - Gasteiz

Alternative Fuels
in Vitoria-Gasteiz
(STOPPED)

Clean and
Energy Efficient
Public Transport
Fleet in VitoriaGasteiz
(STOPPED)
Electric Vehicles
Use and e-car
sharing Scheme
in Vitoria-Gasteiz
(NEW)

Average
Operating
costs

Vehicle fuel
efficiency

CO2 emissions

Acceptance level
-

Reparation
cost of
mechanical
failures

Fuel mix

Average
Operating
costs

Vehicle fuel
efficiency

Reparation
cost of
mechanical
failures

Fuel mix

-

-

CO2 emissions
-

-

Quality of service

Awareness level

Nº of users of the
service

Acceptance level

-
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City
Measures

New Public
Transport
Network in
Vitoria-Gasteiz

Areas of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

Transport

Society

km per
reservation

Statistics on queries

Average
Operating
Revenues

Quality of Service

Awareness Level

Average
Operating
Costs

Service frequency

Acceptance Level

Capital
Costs

-

-

Average journey
time
Average PT
vehicle speed
peak and off-peak
Injuries and
deaths caused by
transport
accidents
Traffic flow (peak
and off-peak)

Acceptance level

CO2 emissions

Traffic flow (peak
and off-peak)

Acceptance Level

CO emissions

Average vehicle
speed

CO2 emissions
Superblocks
Concept for
Access
Restrictions in
Vitoria-Gasteiz

CO emissions

-

-

Small
Particulate
emissions
Average
Operating
Revenues

Traffic Light
Regulation for
the New PT
Network and
Superblocks
Model in VitoriaGasteiz

Average
Operating
Costs
Capital
Costs
Total
annual time
journey
Total
annual
distance
journey
Average
Operating
Revenues

Energy Saving
Training in
Vitoria-Gasteiz

NOx emissions

Average
Operating
Costs
Capital
Costs

-

NOx emissions
Small
Particulate
emissions

Driver’s
Efficiency

CO2 Emissions

Fuel
consumption

CO emissions

Students of courses

NOx emissions

Acceptance level

Average Vehicle
Speed

Students Satisfaction Degree

Small
Particulate
emissions

Superblocks
model in VitoriaGasteiz

-

-

CO2 emissions

Transport safety

Awareness level

CO emissions

Average modal
split - passengers

Perception of Accessibility

NOx emissions

Average vehicle
speed

Free public space

Small
Particulate
emissions

Acceptance level
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City
Measures

Areas of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

Transport

Usefulness level of traffic calming
devices

Noise
Perception

Pedestrian &
Bicycle Lanes
Network in
Vitoria-Gasteiz

Urban freight
logistics within
the Superblocks
model in VitoriaGasteiz

Information and
Traffic
Management
Systems in
Vitoria-Gasteiz

-

-

-

-

-

-

Society

Transport safety

Awareness level

Traffic flow
(peak/Off peak)

Acceptance level

Pedestrians and
cyclists injured
in traffic
accidents

Perception of Accessibility

Pedestrian and
bicycle flow

Free public space

% of goods
vehicles at peak
hours

Acceptance level

Traffic
distribution by
type of vehicle

Accessibility

Traffic
distribution by
period

Awareness level

Quality of Service

Acceptance level
Number of Users of the Web
Application over a week

-

-

Awareness level
Wireless network coverage

As already said, the indicators selection has been mainly driven by either the availability and/or the
feasibility of collecting the data necessary to them. The following figures23 have been built by
investigating for each MODERN city which is the percentage of measures that, during the evaluation
activities, covered an area of impact by considering at least one indicator pertaining to that area.
It can be noticed that the city of Brescia (Figure 5) gave a primary importance to Society and
Transport, followed by the impacts on Economy, while Energy and Environment impacts have been
taken into account for roughly one third of the city measures.
The city of Coimbra (Figure 6), instead, has considered the economic indicators for all the measures,
while Society and Economy areas have been covered by the large majority of measures. Finally, more
than 60% of measures (5 out of 8) has been evaluated in terms of impacts on Energy and Transport.
The city of Craiova (Figure 7) focused its attention on Transport with 90% of the measures having
indicators in that area. Also Economy and Society have been largely evaluated with 70% (7 out of 10)
and 50% (5 out of 10) respectively of measures with at least one indicator in these areas. Lastly,
Energy and Environment have been both considered by the 20% of city measures.

23

Note: the figures do not consider the stopped measures.
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Finally, the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz (Figure 8) analysed in depth both Society and Transport with the
100% of measures considering at least one indicator for each of those areas, whereas Economy,
Energy and Environment impacts played a supporting role with a coverage of 33%, 11% and 44% of
measures respectively.

Brescia
SOCIETY
TRANSPORT
ENVIRONMENT
ENERGY
ECONOMY
0%

Brescia

ECONOMY
77%

20%

ENERGY
31%

40%

60%

ENVIRONMENT
31%

80%
TRANSPORT
85%

100%
SOCIETY
92%

Figure 5 – Brescia Measures’ Areas of Impact Coverage (at least with one indicator)
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Coimbra
SOCIETY
TRANSPORT
ENVIRONMENT
ENERGY
ECONOMY
0%

Coimbra

ECONOMY
100%

20%

40%

ENERGY
63%

60%

ENVIRONMENT
75%

80%
TRANSPORT
63%

100%
SOCIETY
88%

Figure 6 – Coimbra Measures’ Areas of Impact Coverage (at least with one indicator)

Craiova
SOCIETY
TRANSPORT
ENVIRONMENT
ENERGY
ECONOMY

0%

Craiova

ECONOMY
70%

20%

ENERGY
20%

40%

60%

ENVIRONMENT
20%

80%
TRANSPORT
90%

100%
SOCIETY
50%

Figure 7 – Craiova Measures’ Areas of Impact Coverage (at least with one indicator)
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Vitoria-Gasteiz
SOCIETY
TRANSPORT
ENVIRONMENT

ENERGY
ECONOMY
0%

Vitoria-Gasteiz

ECONOMY
33%

20%

ENERGY
11%

40%

60%
ENVIRONMENT
44%

80%
TRANSPORT
100%

100%
SOCIETY
100%

Figure 8 – Vitoria-Gasteiz Measures’ Areas of Impact Coverage (at least with one indicator)

The first step during the impact evaluation activities has consisted in an accurate analysis of each
measure performed by the MLs in strict collaboration with LEMs and the supervision of the PEM in
order to define the set of indicators (both Core and Local) to be actually monitored during the measure
implementation. By defining the indicators it has been also identified which type of data would have
been collected. Quantitative indicators, in fact, have been measured directly on field, or in some cases
– like for the environmental indicators on pollutant emissions –been modelled by using COPERT IV
Methodology. Qualitative indicators, instead, have been gathered by the use of surveys and
questionnaires.
Data collection is a critical issue to systematically gather information about the effects of measures
implementation and, consequently, about the circumstances under which they occur. In the MODERN
cities there is a certain amount of data that has already been collected by, for instance, transport
companies for their internal use. Retrieving these information is a good starting point in any data
collection effort, most of all for setting up the “ex-ante” scenario. Therefore the collection of data has
been foreseen for the “Before” and “After” scenario and, in most cases, also during intermediate
periods. It is well acquired the necessity that the data collected are of good quality, that is, reliable and
valid.
Data have been collected by observing the events (e.g. traffic, pedestrian counts); by measuring the
events (e.g. exhaust gases for vehicle tailpipe); by questionnaire or surveys of personal travel data
and opinions (e.g. trips made by mode; awareness, acceptability of measure); by stated preference
surveys and interviews.
The qualitative data have also been collected by using interviews, a data-collection technique involving
oral questioning of respondents, either individually or as a group, or written questionnaires, that could
be sent by e-mail with clear instructions on how to answer the questions and asking for mailed
responses; by gathering all or part of the respondents in one place at one time, giving oral or written
instructions, and letting the respondents fill out the questionnaires; or by hand-delivering
questionnaires to respondents and collecting them later.
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If considering the different types of data that have been collected by MODERN cities, it appears from
the following figures24 that Brescia and Craiova have measured on field the majority of indicators,
while modelling has been significantly used by the city of Coimbra also because 2 out of the 8
Portuguese measures were feasibility studies and consequently all the indicators came from
simulations. Finally, surveys and questionnaires have been used by cities to assess a percentage of
indicators included between 22% (Coimbra) and 38% (Vitoria-Gasteiz).

24

Note: the figures do not consider the stopped measures.
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Brescia
Direct Measurement

Modelling

Surveys

31%
52%
17%

Figure 9 – Type of data collection for Brescia indicators

Coimbra
Direct Measurement

22%

Modelling

Surveys

38%

40%

Figure 10 – Type of data collection for Coimbra indicators
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Craiova
Direct Measurement

Modelling

Surveys

32%
59%

9%

Figure 11 – Type of data collection for Craiova indicators

Vitoria-Gasteiz
Direct Measurement

Modelling

38%

Surveys

37%

25%

Figure 12 – Type of data collection for Vitoria-Gasteiz indicators

At the beginning it has been asked to each CIVITAS Plus project to select a certain number of
measures, called ‘focused’, to be evaluated more in depth including also a Cost Benefit Analysis
(CBA). The choice has been largely a matter of selecting those measures likely to provide the most
useful outputs. Of course there have been circumstances where a full CBA has not been possible, as it
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has not been possible to collect all costs and impacts; in these cases, a financial analysis has been
carried out.
By analysing measure by measure, a first list of indicators to quantify their impacts was outlined. Then,
after having considered the data availability, from that list a set of already measurable indicators was
listed. In some cases additional data to be metered have been required and have led up to the final list
of reliable indicators employed during the measures’ evaluation (Table 7). The output of this analysis
performed by each city has been a ranking of measures from which the final list of focused measures
has been drawn up.
A second group of measures – sometimes overlapping with being focused – is represented by the
measures considered priority from the point of view of the municipality. In this case sustainable policy
effects due to their implementation could have not been evaluated in depth during the course of
MODERN project. Nevertheless their evaluation involved the identification of some quantitative and
qualitative indicators.
Mostly because of their nature the remaining group of measures has been evaluated focusing on
qualitative aspects and results by using mostly questionnaires and surveys.
The following table (Table 8) illustrates which indicators – split by area of impact – have been selected
by each city to evaluate the implementation of their focused measures. It has to be noted that the
selection of the indicators has been driven mainly by either the availability and/or the feasibility of
collecting the data necessary to them. In some cases it has been pointed out that the amount of data
collection for both quantitative and qualitative information has been strictly connected to the resources
available at city level.

Table 8 – Focused Measures’ Indicators

Focused Measures

Area of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

Transport

Society

CO Emissions
NOx Emissions

Brescia

Clean and
Energy
Efficient Public
Transport Fleet

Average
Operating
Revenues
Average
Operating
Costs

Fuel Efficiency
of the Fleet
Average Fleet
Age

Small Particulate
Emissions
% Km of clean
buses

Average
Occupancy
Accuracy of timekeeping

Environmental
Care

CNG Buses/ Tot.
Bus Fleet
Noise Perception
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Focused Measures

Area of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

Transport

Society

-

-

CO Emissions

Renewable
energy
Production to
Feed Buses
with Low
environmental
Impact

Average
Operating
Revenues

Fuel Mix

NOx Emissions

Energy
consumption
for hybrid bus/
tot fuel
produced by
solar panels

Small Particulate
Emissions
CO2 Emissions
avoided
% Km of hybrid
buses

Average
Occupancy in car
pooling
Average
Occupancy
Average
Operating
Revenues in
car pooling

Mobility
Management
Actions

Average
Operating
Costs in car
pooling

Average Modal
Split – trips

Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency

Type of property
cars used in HW
trip /100
employees
CO2 Emissions
Type of mopeds
and motorcycles
used in HW trip
/100 employees

N of carpooling users
per 100
employees/
company
investments

Awareness
Level
Acceptance
Level
(willingness to
change)
% of tagged
bicycles per
year during the
project

Type of property
cars used in HW
trip /100
employees in the
peak hours
N of car-pooling
users /100
employees

Average
Operating
Revenues
Car Sharing

Coimbra

New Ticketing
System

Average
Operating
Costs

CO2 Emissions/
per type of trip
Vehicles fuel
efficiency/km
per type of trip
Fuel Mix/ km
per type of trip

CO Emissions/
per type of trip
NOx Emissions/
per type of trip

Capital Costs

Small Particulate
Emissions/ km
type of trip

Average
Operating
Revenues

CO Emissions

Capital Costs

Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency

NOx Emissions
Small Particulate
Emissions

Quality of Service
Average Modal
Split – trips
Vehicle
Occupancy

Quality of PT
Service
Average Modal
Split –

Awareness
Level
Acceptance
Level

Acceptance
Level – users
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Focused Measures

Area of Impact
Economy

Energy

Environment

Average
Operating
Costs

Energy Saving
on Tramline

Capital Costs
Average
Operating
Costs
Average
Operating
Costs

Society

passengers
P&R Usage

Average
Operating
Revenues
Mobility
Management
Actions

Transport

CO2 Emissions
CO Emissions
Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency

NOx Emissions

Average Modal
Split –
passengers

Awareness
Level
Acceptance
Level – users

Small Particulate
Emissions

Energy
Consumption

-

Service Quality

Awareness
Level

Capital Costs

Craiova
Infomobility
Tools for Fleet
Management

Average
Operating
Costs

Accuracy of
Time-keeping
-

-

Capital Costs

Quality of Service

-

Average
Occupancy
Quality of Service
Service
Frequency

New Public
Transport
Network

Average
Operating
Revenues
-

Average Journey
Time

Awareness
Level

Average PT
vehicle speed
peak and off-peak

Acceptance
Level

-

Average
Operating
Costs

Injuries and
deaths caused by
transport
accidents

Vitoria Gasteiz
Traffic Light
Regulation for
the New PT
Network and
Superblocks
Model

Pedestrian &
Bicycle Lanes
Network

CO2 Emissions

Total Annual
Time Journey
Total Annual
distance
Journey

-

-

NOx Emissions

Average Vehicle
Speed

Acceptance
Level

Pedestrians and
cyclists injured in
traffic accidents

Awareness
Level

Small Particulate
Emissions

-

Pedestrian and
bicycle flow/ Offpeak)

Acceptance
Level
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2.2.2

MODERN Measures and the EU Green Paper Five Pillars

If considering the contribution given by the measures to the five pillars of EU Green Paper, all
MODERN cities intended to become more environment-friendly by developing clean, energy efficient
transport technologies, as well as urban 'green zones' with features like pedestrianized areas,
restricted access and speed limits. Cities have also expressed the intention to invest in easing traffic
congestion and increase traffic management efficiency through the implementation of an intelligent
public transport ticketing and better traveller information. In this framework the following table
illustrated the correspondence between MODERN policy measures and EU Green Paper Pillars.

Table 9 – Correspondence between MODERN policy measures and EU Green Paper Pillars

*** = Extremely relevant
** = Relevant
* = Indirect effects

EU GREEN PAPER FIVE PILLARS
More
Fluid

INCREASING THE USE OF
ALTERNATIVE FUELS AND OF
CLEAN
AND
ENERGY
EFFICIENT VEHICLES AND
ENHANCING
THEIR
INTEGRATION TO URBAN
TRANSPORT

Smarter

More
Accessible

Safer

**

*

***

STIMULATING HIGH-QUALITY
AND
ENERGY
EFFICIENT
COLLECTIVE TRANSPORT

**

IMPLEMENTING
DEMAND
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
BASED UPON ECONOMIC
INCENTIVES

***

MODERN
INFLUENCING
TRAVEL
POLICY
BEHAVIOUR AND MODAL
MEASURES CHOICE THROUGH MOBILITY
MANAGEMENT
PLANS,
MARKETING,
COMMUNICATION,
EDUCATION
AND
INFORMATION CAMPAIGNS
DEVELOPING SAFE AND
SECURE
ROADS
AND
INFRASTRUCTURES
AND
MEANS OF TRAVELS
INTRODUCING
MOBILITY
SERVICES THAT PROMOTE
NEW FORMS OF MORE
ENERGY-EFFICIENT VEHICLE
USE AND/OR OWNERSHIP,
AND LESS CAR DEPENDENT
LIFESTYLES

Greener

***

**

*

**

*

**

***

**

*

**

***

*
***

**

**
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*** = Extremely relevant
** = Relevant
* = Indirect effects
PROMOTING
ENERGYEFFICIENT
FREIGHT
LOGISTICS SERVICES, AND
NEW
CONCEPTS
FOR
GOODS DISTRIBUTION
ENHANCING THE USE OF
INNOVATIVE
TRANSPORT
TELEMATICS SYSTEMS FOR
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND
TRAVELER
SUPPORT
–
INCLUDING
SOLUTIONS
BASED UPON SATELLITE
APPLICATIONS

EU GREEN PAPER FIVE PILLARS
More
Fluid

Greener

Smarter

More
Accessible

**

*

**

*

**

*

***

Safer

Based upon the results of the impacts evaluation of each measure it has been sized the related
contributions to each of the pillars. As detailed in the below table and illustrated in Figure 13,
MODERN measures have focused primarily on making the urban transport network more fluid to ease
traffic congestion, give alternatives to private car use making them attractive and safe. Good
connections between different modes of transport, better traffic management and information, carpooling and car-sharing initiatives may then contribute to this pillar.
A quite large amount of measures (71%) aimed also to make cities more environment-friendly by
considering the development of clean, energy efficient transport technologies, as well as urban 'green
zones' with features like pedestrianized areas, restricted access and speed limits. In this context also
energy-efficient driving and green procurement measures had also a role in helping to tackle the
‘greener’ challenge.
The third pillar addressed by many measures (40%) has been the one related to the challenge of
making urban transport more accessible for all. This means, for instance, good inter-connections
between transport modes and good links between urban and suburban transport, to be guaranteed by
providing facilities such as 'park and ride' sites outside cities. Additionally, in order to be attractive,
public transport has to be not only accessible but also frequent, quick, reliable, and comfortable. To
this end MODERN measures have been developed by following that set path in terms of measures
objectives and consequently achievable results.
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Table 10 – MODERN Measures Contribution to EU Green Paper Five Pillars

City Measures

More
Fluid

EU Green Paper Five Pillars
More
Greener
Smarter
Accessible
Brescia

Clean and Energy
Efficient Public Transport
Fleet in Brescia (*)



Renewable Energy
Production to Feed Buses
with Low Environmental
Impact in Brescia



Intermodality with Public
Transport in Brescia



Development and
Upgrade of e-ticketing
System in Brescia



P&R Facilities for
Underground and Public
Transport System in
Brescia







Mobility Marketing in
Brescia







Communication and
Educational Campaigns
in Brescia







Mobility Management
Actions in Brescia (*)









Safer




Accident Risk Analysis
and Development of a
Road Safety Monitoring
Centre in Brescia



Development of Bicycle
Safety in Brescia



On Demand Public
Transport Services in
Brescia



Policy Option for Car
Sharing in Brescia (*)



Freight distribution in
Brescia (*)



Brescia Mobility Channel











Coimbra
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City Measures
Alternative Fuels in
Coimbra
Production of Renewable
Energies for Trolleybus
Lines in Coimbra
New Ticketing System in
Coimbra
Infomobility Centre and
Mobility Marketing in
Coimbra
Mobility Management
Actions in Coimbra
Safety Oriented Driving
Training in Coimbra
Feasibility Study of New
Mobility Services in
Coimbra
Infomobility Tools for
Traffic Data Management
in Coimbra

More
Fluid

EU Green Paper Five Pillars
More
Greener
Smarter
Accessible

Safer

































Craiova
Alternative Fuels in
Craiova



Transition Towards Clean
Fleets in Craiova
Energy Saving on
Tramline in Craiova
Integrated e-ticketing
System in Craiova
Access Restrictions
Policies in Craiova
Software Tools for
Mobility Management
Actions in Industrial Areas
in Craiova
Public Transport Security
Program in Craiova
Flexible Services for
Industrial Areas in
Craiova
Policy option for freight
distribution schemes in
Craiova



























Infomobility Tools for
Fleet Management in
Craiova





Priority Traffic Light
Regulation for PT in
Craiova







Vitoria - Gasteiz
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City Measures
Electric Vehicle Use and
e-car sharing Scheme in
Vitoria-Gasteiz
New Public Transport
Network in VitoriaGasteiz
Superblocks Concept for
Access Restrictions in
Vitoria-Gasteiz
Traffic Light Regulation
for the New PT Network
and Superblocks Model in
Vitoria-Gasteiz
Energy Saving Training in
Vitoria-Gasteiz
Superblocks model in
Vitoria-Gasteiz
Pedestrian & Bicycle
Lanes Network in VitoriaGasteiz
Urban freight logistics
within the Superblocks
model in Vitoria-Gasteiz
Information and Traffic
Management Systems in
Vitoria-Gasteiz

More
Fluid

EU Green Paper Five Pillars
More
Greener
Smarter
Accessible

Safer

























































(*) Focused Measure

By concentrating on the Focused measures – highlighted in red in the above Table 10 – it can be
noted (Table 11) that the city of Brescia has concentrated on developing measures addressed
primarily to promote more sustainable means of transport, decrease the use of private cars for
systematic commuting and, secondly, make public transport more accessible and the freight
distribution in the city centre smarter in terms of movements management.
The city of Coimbra has been even more focused than Brescia on making the local transport network
more fluid and smarter with both the focused measures aiming at improving traffic data management,
integrating and enhancing the ticketing system. Furthermore, this latter intervention intended to make
PT service more accessible, while one of the main Infomobility tools objectives has also been to
improve the local air quality.
In the city of Craiova both focused measure contributed to make the local environment greener by – in
case of the measure on energy savings in tramline – reducing the energy consumption and
consequently the emissions, while – considering the Infomobility tools – increasing the use of PT and
so, indirectly, discouraging the use of private cars. This latter intervention, by introducing more
advanced systems for PT management, contributed also to make the city smarter and more fluid.
Finally, all the focused measures implemented in Vitoria-Gasteiz aimed at decreasing the local
emissions and optimising the traffic fluidity, while 67% of them intended also to make the PT service
more accessible. All these objectives constituted in fact part of the main transport policy followed by
the city when developing the innovative concept of Superblock.
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Table 11 – Focused Measures and the five EC Green Paper challenges

**** = more than 75%
*** = 50% to 75%
** = 25% to 50%
* = up to 25%

EU Green Paper Five Pillars
More
Fluid

Greener

Smarter

More
Accessible

BRESCIA

***

***

**

**

COIMBRA

****

***

****

***

CRAIOVA

***

****

***

VITORIA-GASTEIZ

****

****

Safer

***

**

The following figures show the contribution of MODERN cities to each of the five pillars of the EC
Green Paper on Urban Mobility.

MODERN Measures contribution to the EU
Five Pillars
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

MORE FLUID
GREENER
SMARTER
MORE ACCESSIBLE
SAFER

Figure 13 – MODERN Measures contribution to the EU Green Paper Five Pillars
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More Fluid
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Figure 14 – MODERN Measures contribution to ‘More Fluid’ pillar by city

Greener
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Figure 15 – MODERN Measures contribution to ‘Greener’ pillar by city
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Smarter
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Figure 16 – MODERN Measures contribution to ‘Smarter’ pillar by city

More Accessible
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Figure 17 – MODERN Measures contribution to ‘More Accessible’ pillar by city
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Safer
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Figure 18 – MODERN Measures contribution to ‘Safer’ pillar by city

At the end of the project it has been possible for each measure to qualitatively assess the level of
targets achievement in respect to each pillar. The classification has been defined by distinguishing
three main cases:
4. when the goals have been met only at local level; this is the case when the measure has been
applied only to a certain city district and there is no possibility to upscale it on a wider area.
The symbol used to represent this situation is half circle.
5. when the goals have been met at local level but there is the possibility to upscale the measure
to reach a larger area. The symbol corresponding to this case is three-fourths of a circle.
6. when the goals have been met at city level; in this case the symbol used has been a circle.
Additionally, each of the three possible cases mentioned above, can present two different levels of
targets achievement:
1. complete targets achievement;
2. partial targets achievement.
In the first condition the symbols are represented with their surface area coloured, while in the second
situation only the perimeter is painted.
Finally, there has been highlighted the distinction between measures implemented on field and
measures where only feasibility studies have been produced – and so the results have been obtained
through simulations – by using different colours for the symbols: green in the first case, violet for the
latter.
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Figure 19 – Classification of measure targets achievement

As illustrated in the following tables, the city of Brescia has the majority of measures aiming to make
the traffic on the city network more fluid and one-fourth of them has achieved this target with a real or
potential city level implementation. The greening challenge has been successfully taken by two-thirds
of the measures and also in this case the goals have been reached at city level (concretely or
potentially). The third pillar successfully addressed by many measures has been the one dealing with
the improvement of public transport accessibility for which 5 out of 7 measures successfully reached
the targets set up at city level (concretely or potentially).
On the other hand, the Portuguese city of Coimbra the majority of measures (5 out of 8) contributed to
the scope of emissions abatement and consequently on energy savings at city level (concretely or
potentially). The increase of accessibility has been addressed by 5 measures and all of them fully
achieved this objective at city level (concretely or potentially). Additionally, both of the measures
focusing also on the smarter aspect of urban transport network reached the goal at city level.
Concerning the safety aspect, the measure having among others this target has been successfully
implemented at local level but with a potential for up-scaling at city level.
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Table 12 – Brescia measures achievement of targets per pillar
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Table 13 – Coimbra measures achievement of targets per pillar

Taking into consideration the city of Craiova, all the three measures aiming among other targets to
have a more ‘intelligent’ urban transport have reached the goal, one of them locally while the other two
at city level. Additionally, out of the 7 measures willing to ease the traffic congestion, 4 of them
achieved the objective at local or city level. Finally 2 of the 3 interventions focused on improving the
public transport security have accomplished the purpose at city level.
Lastly, the majority of measures implemented in the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz has reached their goals at
city level (concretely or potentially). Indeed by considering both the greener and the more accessible
pillars, 5 out of 7 measures have achieved the objectives at city level (concretely or potentially).
Furthermore 6 out of 9 interventions positively contributed to make the urban network more fluid, while
2 out of 3 interventions got the target of introducing Intelligent Transport Systems in the city.
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Table 14 – Craiova measures achievement of targets per pillar
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Table 15 – Vitoria-Gasteiz measures achievement of targets per pillar
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2.3

Process Evaluation

The main objectives of a process evaluation can be summarised as follows:




Getting inside barriers and drivers during the preparation, implementation and operation of each
measure analysed;
Getting inside the role of information, communication & participation during the preparation,
implementation and operation of each measure analysed;
Getting inside the “stories behind the figures” and learn from them.

The measures are perceived as data providers while cities have the role of data collectors and
evaluators. Then the last step will consist of assessing the results on measure, city and EU level.
Measures play a crucial role within the process evaluation. In fact they can be considered as transition
instruments for:




Learning about barriers, drivers, opportunities and threats to change the way of thinking, acting
and organizing;
Mobilizing actors and forming new coalitions;
Giving inspiration and motivation as showcases.

Process evaluation provides insight into the main factors that have influenced the implementation of
measures, illuminating in particular the reasons for deviation or under-achievement regarding the
planned objectives. The process evaluation exercise therefore aimed to identify typical patterns of
barriers and drivers affecting the implementation of measures, and to provide substance for the
formulation of policy recommendations regarding future implementation processes.
The main objective of the process evaluation is to get insight in the ‘stories behind the figures’ and to
learn from them. During all phases of the measures, the preparation, implementation and operation,
the drivers and barriers are playing a crucial role. Moreover, conflicting interests between project
partners, or external stakeholders, can lead to management and communication problems.

2.3.1

Barriers and drivers encountered by MODERN cities

BRESCIA Barriers
In the city of Brescia the impact of the economic crisis has been evident with the entrance into force of
the so-called ‘Financial Stability Agreement’25 that has foreseen a cut in the Municipality budget also
for transport investments. In that context the public transport company Brescia Trasporti has been
obliged to reduce the number of buses to be purchased in the framework of measure M01.06 – ‘Clean
and efficient transport fleet’. Additionally, only at the very last moment the city received the
confirmation that part of the funding needed to complete the Metro line would have come from the
central Government (Rome). In terms of delays in the implementation phase this latter issue had a
quite important impact to the group of measures concerning different aspects of the metro start-up,

25

‘Patto di stabilità’.
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and in particular to measure M02.02 – ‘Intermodality with PT’ which was focused on modelling through
macro and micro simulation techniques the upcoming integration of different transport modes (i.e.
bike-sharing, automatic light metro line, regional trains and buses) to define strategic choices about
the future PT network. Nevertheless, thanks to the development of an additional intermediate scenario
not foreseen in the initial master plan, the technical problems have been pointed out more in details
and that allowed a more impartial and proactive discussion among stakeholders. As a consequence,
all the technical issues have been solved more rapidly and the delays have been recovered.
Besides the economic barrier, the main difficulties faced by the city of Brescia dealt with the
technological aspect. In the measure M01.11 – ‘Renewable energy production to feed buses with low
environmental impact’, for instance, to find the necessary devices for the PV plant and in particular the
inverter systems turned out to be very difficult and time consuming. On the other hand, in measure
M02.03 – ‘Development and upgrade of the e-ticketing system’ the definition of requirements for
NFC26 technology has been more difficult than expected because of the complexity to have an
exhaustive List of NFC-enabled mobile devices.
Additionally, in measure M03.03 – ‘P&R facilities for underground and PT system’ there has been
faced a readability problem linked with the equipment that were supposed to read and validate the
new double-faced tickets developed for occasional P&R users. To overcome that barrier, a deeper
research activities have been carried out for finding out the best way to integrate the parking tickets
and the Local Public Transport (LPT) tickets managed by different mobility companies. As result the
technological solutions already adopted in the existing system have been integrated by adapting the
parking ticket machines to also handle PT new tickets. This solution seemed to be the best one, both
for the occasional and the seasonal users, especially from an economical view point.
Furthermore, in measure M08.05 – ‘Brescia mobile channel’ there have been some delays in the
implementation of the service due to the numerous updates of iOS system required to make the
application compatible also with i-Phone in addition to the Android devices. Secondly, the necessity of
Apple store to evaluate the new applications before publishing them brought to a delay in the launch of
the Brescia App that took place two weeks later than planned.
Finally, in measure M06.02 – ‘On-demand transport services’ the problems encountered on the
incompatibility of new cartographies requiring a geo-referenced O-D matrix with the software
developed for the on-demand service together with the inability of the new software to manage a real
‘door-to-door’ service led to the decision of stopping the measure implementation.

COIMBRA Barriers
Also in the city of Coimbra the general economic situation influenced the measures implementation. In
measure M01.03 – ‘Alternative fuels’ the period of financial crisis did not allow to employ any
additional personnel and, consequently, all the foreseen measure activities have been carried out by
the existing personnel who, beyond causing delays, were not always sufficiently specialised for
carrying out the requested mechanical wear analysis. Moreover, in the context of measure M02.05 –
‘New ticketing system’ the financial crisis made both the Municipality and PT operators rethink about
their priorities, and as a consequence the idea of setting up an inter-municipal pass for public transport
was abandoned.
Also in measure M04.05 – ‘Mobility management actions’ many of the foreseen actions have been
downsized because of the lack of financial resources availability, in particular there has been a
substantial decrease in the budget allocation for the foreseen travel plans. The same situation has

26

Near Field Communications.
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been faced in measure M05.07 – ‘Safety oriented driving training’ for which the lack of co-financing
coming from national government for the driving simulator induced a great delay in measure
implementation. Nevertheless, the public transport company SMTUC together with the Municipality
decided to take out a loan contract to purchase the driving simulator.
The Portuguese city have also faced technological problems like in measure M01.03 – ‘Alternative
fuels’ where two buses equipped with common rail technology had problems during the Diesel
injection namely because of the presence of a sort of gel in filters and injectors. That issue induced a
delay in the blend test; meanwhile two additional buses have been equipped with different technology.
The time needed for the buses set up produced a time gap between the initial running tests and the
following ones. As a consequence, to allow a more complete and effective monitoring of all different
blend tested it has been decided to extend the measure of 4 months.
Moreover, in measure M01.08 – ‘Production of renewable energies for trolleybus lines’ it has been
faced a problem concerning the direct electric feeding of trolleybus lines that cannot manage the
energy fluctuations in the energy supplied by the small hydro-power plant. To overcome this barrier it
has been decided to sell the energy produced in the small hydro-power plant to the public electricity
grid and to use the revenues in the electric part of the Coimbra public transport system. In that
measure additional technical constrains occurred like the limited space available in the existing dam
bridge, the need for carefully analysing the impacts on the fish-pass, and the impossibility to reach the
maximum flow rates without the risk of flooding. Nevertheless all these issues have been solved
thanks to the involvement of a team of experts.
In measure M02.05 – ‘New ticketing system’ SMTUC wanted to implement an ‘open’ technology for
the new ticketing system but because of the lack of previous experiences the operations revealed to
be very complicated and time consuming and so could have potentially induced some important
delays. To avoid that possibility SMTUC took advantage of the exchange of experience and knowledge
of several stakeholders, among which OTLIS. Therefore, SMTUC took advantage of the visits to other
existing systems and of the experience of the OTLIS staff. These activities included a partnership with
OTLIS aiming at the establishment of a national standard for e-ticketing systems; in particular the
partnership allowed for a common data base model and the same application programming interface
(API) and the same security access module (SAM). These resolutions benefited the interoperability
and intermodality at a national scale and allowed for economically more favourable tender proposals
due to the fact that a great part of the work needed for the development of the system for Coimbra
region was already developed by the majority of manufacturers which supplied the Lisbon region in
the past.
Technical efforts more than expected have been required also for the implementation of measure
M04.02 – ‘Infomobility centre and mobility marketing’ and in particular for the installation of the centre
that finally it has been decided to be installed in a new place instead of upgrading an existing sale
point together with the development of the trip planner.
Finally, in measure M05.07 – ‘Safety oriented driving training’ the lack of know-how and experience
about state-of-the-art on driving simulators for public transport vehicles, due the reduced number of
this type of equipment installed at European level, made the work for the specifications and for the
design of the driving simulator, as well as the tender procedures, more difficult. Despite that the
possibility of visiting other driving simulators helped in overcoming that barrier, thanks to the good
relationship between SMTUC and the Transport Public Operator of Madrid (EMT) or the Portuguese
Association of Public transport Operators (ANTROP), both owners of this kind of equipment.

CRAIOVA Barriers
In the city of Craiova the general economic crisis impacted many measures among which measure
M01.02 – ‘Alternative fuels’ where there has been faced the problem of biodiesel production shortage
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that impacted on blend tests for buses. To overcome the situation some of the main tests and analysis
have been made in laboratory rather than through on field measurements.
In measure M03.02 – ‘Access restriction policies’ the budget allocated for avoiding private vehicles
entrance in the city centre with physical barriers was transferred to Municipality who had different
action priorities and so this fact delayed the final decision about which type of bollard would have been
used for restricting the zone.
Additionally, in measure M04.08 – ‘Software tools for mobility actions in industrial areas’ the economic
crises reduced the activities of the large local companies, that were also the potential users of the
foreseen services.
From a technical view point, despite the Municipality of Craiova nowadays can be considered
extensively involved on mobility and transport related projects as essential part of the Integrated Urban
Development Plan of the city, the little experience in the field made almost all the measures facing
delays in their implementation because of lack of technical know-how. Nevertheless the great efforts
put by the team allowed to recover some delays and obtain some tangible results. A good examples of
this can be represented by measure M02.04 – ‘Integrating e-ticketing system’ for which additional
research activities have been required to find out the most appropriate technical solution to be
implemented for gradually phasing out the paper tickets in favour of contact-less cards. In this case
quite important has been the possibility to exchange experiences with other MODERN cities, in
particular the city of Brescia. Also in measure M05.05 – ‘Public transport security program’ the city of
Craiova faced technical problems, in particular concerning the real-time transmission of data recorded
for recording anti-social behaviours. Finally, in measure M07.03 – ‘Policy option for freight distribution
schemes’ the insufficient experience in planning and analysing the requirements needed to improve
the freight access in the city centre caused severe delays in measure implementation.

VITORIA-GASTEIZ Barriers
In the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz the main efforts and the related barriers faced have dealt with the
implementation of the innovative concept of the superblock model. In particular, in measure M02.01 –
‘New public transport network’ the change of the whole bus network implied also the installation of
prefabricated platforms at the bus stops. During the site works there have been some problems
concerning the different height between the platform and the sidewalk that forced the administration to
invest additional funds for building up new platforms instead of using the prefabricated ones. As a
good coincidence the Basque Authority responsible for parking fees regulations decided to increase
the charges, therefore more funds became available for supporting the implementation of the
superblock model.
Another technical problem has been faced during the implementation of measure M03.01 –
‘Superblock concept for access restriction’ during which the cameras installed to control the accesses
in the restricted area had some malfunctioning like not taking pictures for a certain number of days, not
correctly including some authorised vehicles in the ‘white list’ and confusing the name of entrance and
exit streets related to some detected vehicles.
Moreover, the implementation of measure M03.04 – ‘Traffic lights regulation for the new PT network’
required more efforts than foreseen to develop a microscopic simulation for evaluating the traffic lights
regulation, to correctly use an advanced software tool and to install detectors on streets for public
transport prioritization.
Finally, also in measure M08.01 – ‘Information and traffic management systems’ there have been
some technical problems related to the traffic information system since the program owner did not
agree with the Municipality to make the software open source. This implied the system to be like a
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black box for the city technicians that had to call for assistance for every problem they encountered
during the system testing.
A second type of barrier encountered often by the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz during the superblock
implementation has been the administrative/political one. The radical change of the city network layout
led in fact to many discussions among stakeholders and institutional representatives involved. In
measure M01.12 – ‘Electric vehicle use and e-car sharing scheme’ there has been a long lasting
negotiation process between the city council and the Basque energy authority (EVE) for defining the
requirements for the e-car sharing service.
In measure M02.01 – ‘New public transport network’ instead the main institutional issue regarded the
quite large number of people involved at administrative level. Different city council departments had in
fact to agree upon the new public transport network proposal; additionally, also the public transport
company had to change the organisation of its bus routes and, in particular, explain it to the drivers
who were almost against any changes.
In the case of measures M03.01 – ‘superblock concept for access restriction’ and M07.01 – ‘Urban
freight logistics within the superblock model’ the main political barrier that delayed their implementation
resulted to be linked with the lack of clarity from the city council side in sharing with all the main
involved actors the political decision and communication strategy.
Finally, in measure M04.04 – ‘Energy saving training’ the main barrier faced has been the low
percentage of people enrolled in the driving courses that then attended the training sessions. It
happened in fact that in a course organised for 15 people only 5 then attended it. To avoid that
insufficient attendance the organising group decided to call by phone all the enrolled people some
days before the scheduled training to have the confirmation on their presence.

Drivers
During the measures implementation, cities have also encountered factors that have fostered and
facilitated the development of foreseen activities. In the majority of cases that consisted in the
communication and marketing campaigns carried out during the measure implementation by each
MODERN city. In the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz, for instance, the motivation and willingness to support the
changes in the city transport network have been fostered through the direct involvement of citizens
asked to disseminate the information to user as city council volunteers. Also in Craiova there have
been organised many events for disseminating the information on how MODERN measures were
being implemented, like public presentations with the presence of the media and interviews release. A
good example of dissemination activities success is given by the Portuguese measure M01.08 –
‘Production of renewable energies for trolleybus lines’ for which the results had a high media coverage
with several pieces in magazines, newspapers and TV. Moreover, in scientific community the measure
also had a very positive impact, since it was presented in 3 international conferences and generates
publications for the scientific energy and environment community. Finally, in the city of Brescia the
organisation of a ‘target group’ composed by all the main people involved in the implementation of
measures clustered in the so-called ‘Metro package’27 allowed to share information, define and
optimise the new transport network scenarios and, consequently, speed up the process of completed
the simulations in view of the metro line start-up.
From a political view point the city of Coimbra took advantage of the strong commitment of both the
Municipality and the public transport company (SMTUC) who, despite the funding cuts due to the
economic crisis, proceeded with the measures implementation by investing their own financial sources

27

M02.02 Intermodality with public transport, M02.03 Development and upgrade of the e-ticketing system in Brescia, M03.03
P&R facilities for underground and public transport system and M08.05 Brescia Mobility Channel.
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and taking out loans. On the other hand, the city of Brescia has been helped mainly by a
political/strategic support of the local public transport company which was committed to decrease the
environmental impact of the fleet by increasing its efficiency and cleanness.
The city of Vitoria-Gasteiz could have benefitted from the Sustainable Mobility Plan in the framework
of which the development of the superblock concept was included and also financially supported
through the Sustainable Mobility Agreement together with the public funds approved by the State Fund
for Local Investments (FEIL) for some infrastructure works.
Finally, a value added of which all MODERN cities could have taken advantage has been the
possibility to have a change of experiences, like in the case of both Craiova and Coimbra cities that
could have had access to information and technical documentation on e-ticketing system architecture
developed by Brescia.

2.3.2

Main challenges encountered by MODERN cities

BRESCIA
The Municipality of Brescia worked with great motivation since the planning phase of the MODERN
project and built a cohesive team of dedicated professionals. The effort channelled toward the
achievement of common objectives and the respect of fixed deadlines, allowed diminishing several
obstacles during the project deployment and progressively implementing the measures foreseen. It is
beneficial to analyse the different challenges faced during the project lifetime in order to flag them and
work to eschewing them in current and future experiences.
Technical challenges





Managing the discontinuity of technological infrastructure existing before CIVITAS and the part
remained beyond the project;
Handling the complexities deriving from the transition to new technologies, starting from the
design and research phase;
Planning and setting-up of the new PT network in view of the new Metro line start-up.

Administrative/Managerial challenges




Working the way through an often tortuous decision making process at the bureaucratic level
involving a broad spectrum of responsibilities;
Overcoming the initial inexperience on what participating to European projects entails in terms of
project management, reporting, accounting, language skills and timely delivery.

Political challenges



Providing a robust whilst flexible decision-making system capable of interacting at different policy
making levels (national, regional and provincial level) so as to support the policy-oriented
decisions and relevant activities.

Financial challenges
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Handling the economic and financial needs during this critical period. Indeed, the successfulness
of certain measures was jeopardized by the financial crunch; whilst the economic downturn
weakened the operators, the partners involved and the citizens’ purchasing power.

Behavioural challenges





Managing the demands and resistances coming from the partners involved that were not familiar
with the characteristics of a European project. This prompted the organisation of numerous
meetings for each initiative and measure in order to stimulate collaboration and simplify the
communication flow;
Plan and roll-out a dense communication programme so as to favour citizens’ acceptability to the
changes enforced to their daily habits; as well as encourage stakeholder engagement to make
the people feel “protagonists of the change, being part of the show”.

COIMBRA
The Municipality of Coimbra and the various partners and stakeholders involved worked thoroughly to
implement the measures planned and accomplish the objectives it has set for itself over the four years
of the MODERN project. As foreseeable in long-lasting projects, Coimbra was not exempt from
changes and discontinuities to the programme, but it handled with dedicated engagement and acumen
the different challenges that cross-cut all the measures.
Technical challenges




Highly complex technical specifications for tender processes of high-tech solutions - e.g., ticketing
system, driving simulator;
Lack of tradition and technical tools for developing mobility solutions centred around mobility
management strategies.

Administrative/Managerial challenges




Meandering through bureaucracy and avoiding excessive time-consuming procedures, such as
tendering processes;
Quickening the approval of loan contracts by national institutions that hampered the process of
implementation of several measures – e.g., ticketing system, driving simulator.

Financial challenges




Facing the difficulties that all large investments demand. Financial assistance from National
agencies and organizations was difficult to secure. The financial crisis that flogged Portugal in
recent years undoubtedly aggravated the scarcity of resources;
Relying exclusively on public funding.

Behavioural challenges




Acceptance and involvement. The cultural constraints Coimbra had to face in certain segments of
the population indeed proved to be a significant challenge. Old habits and tradition fettered the
swift and simple implementation of many measures – e.g., travel plans, ticketing system;
Plan and develop for a clear and robust communication activity that simplified understanding and
encouraged adoption of new behaviour. The general benefits for citizens were for sure at the
heart of each and every step;
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Indifference and enmity of several local stakeholders in participating and committing to innovative
mobility solutions.

CRAIOVA
The Municipality of Craiova and its team worked over the four years by involving partners and
engaging stakeholders notwithstanding the discontinuities at different levels: political and managerial.
Since 2008 it remained motivated in the face of obstacles, persistent until it accomplished its goals
and prompt to leverage on the achievements.
As leading coordinating city of the MODERN project, Craiova fulfilled an acceptable implementation of its
measures whilst driving the consortium as a whole through the broad and, at times, unpredictable
challenges it encountered.
Technical challenges




Selecting the most adequate ways of dealing with the existing features of the urban infrastructure
(streets network, available land...) for implementing the measures;
Managing the discontinuities and changes in the measures implementation due to the impact of
the urban infrastructure works undertaken beyond the scope of the CIVITAS project.

Administrative/Managerial challenges




Managing high levels of inertia in the decision-making process;
Lacking of previous experience regarding the implementation of European projects under FP7
rules.

Political challenges



Facing the weaknesses of National policy and of the legislative framework, clearly directed
towards the segment of transport and urban mobility.

Financial challenges



Handling the crisis. The outbreak in Autumn 2008 (when the MODERN project started) of the
global economic crisis pressed the Municipality to pass into conservation status a lot of projects
that could not be sustained under a tight budget, as was the acquisition of 200 new clean buses.

Behavioural challenges




Striking a balance between the urgency of discouraging a car-dependent lifestyle whilst satisfying
the increasing displacements of people and the increased mobility demands;
Encouraging acceptability to change, in a citizenship that is culturally conservative in its principles
and in its daily habits – the electronic ticketing system is the utmost example.

VITORIA-GASTEIZ
The Municipality of Vitoria-Gasteiz worked intensively during the project lifetime involving a team of
competent professionals for the different aspects of MODERN. Namely, the project management, the
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measure implementation, the evaluation and dissemination efforts. Counting on a robust determination
of the leading figures the city performed impressively notwithstanding the different difficulties that were
progressively encountered. The most prominent challenges faced were taken as a learning experience
and relevant adjusting will undoubtedly be made in the future.
Technical challenges




Developing a consensus scheme for mobility and public space taking into account the
perspectives and sensitivities of the various municipal departments;
Managing the implementation of the new framework for urban freight logistics for goods’
distribution.

Administrative/Managerial challenges





Wearing interdepartmental coordination due to the integrated approach of the project;
Lacking of previous experience regarding the implementation of European projects under FP7
rules;
Adapting the accounting services of the city council in order to manage the reporting of the
project.

Political challenges




Ensuring consensus and the unanimous support of political parties in a period of political
discontinuity. Indeed, during the project lifetime three different teams of government in the City
Council led by indicating different priorities;
The constructive participation of stakeholders has been a Key Performance Indicator for the
successful implementation of the MODERN project measures developed under the SMPSP
umbrella.

Financial challenges



Adapting the schedule, development and implementation of measures to the unexpected
economic circumstances. These changes had two-fold consequences: positive ones such as the
Plan E funds of the Spanish government, but also problematic ones such as the forced truncation
of some measures proposed (e.g. hybrid buses, public bicycle sharing).

Behavioural challenges



2.4

Creating a favourable climate and citizens’ endorsement to the introduction of unpopular
measures. The main ones include: the extension of the restricted parking area, the rising cost of
parking, the changes in the public transport network and the prohibition of motorized passing
traffic in several streets.

Stopped Measures

During the project some of the measures initially foreseen to be implemented have faced some
insurmountable problems that brought the cities to the decision of stopping the measure.
In Brescia this is happened with the measure M01.10 – New CNG Fuel Station which was aiming to
increase the use of CNG fuels by the private cars, building a new CNG filling station in the city,
increasing the accessibility of CNG fuels, in order to reach 1’000 customers, to sell 850’000 m3
(600’000 kg) during the first year and to increase the sold m 3 by 2.5% per year. In October 2008 the
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final project of the CNG tank and of the filling station were submitted to the city council for the
approval. The area selected for the new filling station was close to the bus depot of Brescia Trasporti
(BST). The building authorization was denied because the selected area was set near to a residential
neighbourhood. Until the end of 2008 Brescia Trasporti tried to find out different locating solutions in
order to make possible the validation of the project. Unfortunately, there wasn’t the political will to find
out an agreement for a “new area”. In December 2008 there was the official stop to the implementation
of the project by the Municipality Urbanism dept.
In the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz, on the other hand, there have been 3 measures stopped:
i.
ii.
iii.

M01.01 – Alternative fuels
M01.05 – Clean and Energy Efficient Public Transport Fleet
M01.13 – 4th generation public bike system scheme towards an integrated public transport
strategy

Concerning the first measure, its main aim was about the introduction of biofuels in the 100% of the
municipal transport fleet and the promotion of the use among the Vitoria-Gasteiz citizens, by also
considering clean hybrid vehicles. Unfortunately, during the initial phases of planning it came out that
the Treasury Department of the Municipality decided that, apart from the Police Department, no other
municipal division needed mid-range cars. Additionally, the police did not trust in power reliability of the
current hybrid vehicles. Finally, the Treasury Department was against the use of more percentage of
bio-fuels than ordered by the Spanish law (5%).
The objectives of the second measure, instead, were to increase the use of biofuels (B10) and
incorporate clean vehicles to the public transport fleet of TUVISA (the Basque transport company).
TUVISA considered to increase the percentage of biofuels, learning from past experiences obtained
with higher percentages. Regular meetings and conversations were organised with operators,
technicians and manufacturers but at the end the municipality decided not to increase that percentage.
Lastly, the third measure was about the design of a complementary strategy to improve the public
transport offer in Vitoria-Gasteiz through the integration of a 4th generation public bike system scheme
and to develop the current public-bike system of 17 stations towards a fourth generation system, fully
integrated with the public transport network, and to increase the number of lending points, placing
these at no more than 5 minutes walking from anywhere in the city. An economic feasibility study has
also been developed, considering investment and operating costs, All the activities related to final
design of the scheme and definition of service levels were established, as well as a proposal for its
implementation in phases, public transport tariff integration proposal, and the development of
strategies for integration with collective public transport network. After the Local elections, the new
Vitoria Administration decided to deeply check the measure. The public tender was called on May
2011 and the assessment of bids was completed, but the political decision at the end was against the
launch of the new system.

2.5

The Measure Evaluation Result Template (MERT)

The final results of each measure – in terms of both impact and process evaluation – have then been
reported by using the so-called Measure Evaluation Results Template (MERT) provided by the support
action POINTER. Thereby, this template was intended to be a useful evaluation tool for the CIVITAS
cities and projects as well as for POINTER. It serves multiple purposes including to:





Ensure reporting of all evaluation-relevant information;
Ensure a common reporting style;
Facilitate analysis of evaluation results for the CIVITAS projects and POINTER;
Enable cross-site evaluation at CIVITAS level;
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Help providing information for dissemination of evaluation results, in particular measure results, in
a clear and concise manner.

In order to do this, the template comprises all relevant information in a structured form and it has five
main sections:
1. Executive Summary (summarising the measure implementation and its main results);
2. Section A – General Introduction (objectives and a short measure description);
3. Section B – Measure Implementation (background information and summary of RTD
activities);
4. Section C – Impact Evaluation Findings (description of measurement methodology, baseline
and Business-As-Usual scenario, and results);
5. Section D – Process Evaluation Findings (barriers, drivers, and activities related to them as
well as recommendations for measure replication).
The MERTs were then filled sequentially through the project. For monitoring purposes, a suffix was
assigned to them, namely:
-

B-Level (background information such as description, measure implementation stages and
impact evaluation methodologies);
C-Level (considerable completion with at least baseline information and ex-ante data
collection);
D-Level (draft to the final version with all results and section D filled in);
F-Level (final version).

After each update stage the MERTs were sent by Local Evaluation Managers to the Project Evaluation
Manager in order to discuss and improve the contents. In some cases, they were also checked more
than once between stages when the former level was not completed adequately. Additionally,
POINTER commented on different MERTs levels of completion in order to give cities suggestions on
how to improve their documents.
Contacts between LEMs, Site Coordinators and PEM have been conducted during the project
development and bilateral meetings with each city have taken place at PEM premises. During each
three full days meeting the major effort has been committed to clarify all the aspects related to the
MERTs by analysing each section as drawn up by the city and comparing it to the POINTER
guidelines. A final revision of both measure objectives and indicators has been done to correct any
incongruence still present and consolidate the indicators list. A particular attention has also been
given to the process evaluation development. Recommendations to increase the frequency of ex-post
data collections and the magnitude of samples size have been given. As a result, thanks to the
‘simultaneous’ presence of both LEM and Site Coordinators a real time correction of the information
misalignment has been fixed; the SCs awareness about the crucial importance of evaluation has been
raised; a strong commitment has been express by all cities in order to implement all the detailed
comments in the MERT.
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3 CITY EVALUATION OUTPUTS: BRESCIA

3.1

Introduction

The Municipality of Brescia aimed to drive high-standard mobility and transport solutions in the city in
order to allow it to thrive in the current economic circumstances looking at the future. As part of this
commitment it has defined clear ambitions that are expressed in a well-defined set of strategic goals,
as well as smaller fundamental improvements:






To strike a balance between economic, demographic and urban development, urban transport,
and services of public interest;
To promote a mobility system that is responsive to the people’s needs, respectful of the
environment and supportive to business dynamics;
To increase the overall efficiency of the urban public transport system, particularly focusing on
attracting private car users, as well as identifying and develop innovative, reliable and energy
efficient solutions;
To engage in an open dialogue with stakeholders in order to enhance behavioural change
through participatory consensus-building processes that favour a robust citizenship involvement.

Brescia was then determined to pursue its ambitions in the mobility and transport domain by strongly
integrating its efforts to the fight against pollution in the urban area. Indeed, the research for innovative
energy solutions from renewable sources, are a strategic goal that needs to be met in order to
effectively contribute to the sustainability of the urban environment.
The main impact of the MODERN project in the city can be attributed to the actions designed towards
the reconfiguration of urban mobility network, taking into account the start-up of the metro system that
took place on March 2013 (the so-called METROBUS). This set of activities, known as “Metro
package”, was intended as the most powerful set of actions to be developed within MODERN: it
allowed the realization of the initiatives that led to the systematization of the new mobility layout within
the Metro system context. As a matter of fact the “Metro package” measures constituted the
preparation step for the start-up of the Metro service: the reconfiguration of the Public Transport
network (through the new ticketing system and Park&Ride, the redesign of Public Transport system
network) the promotion of intermodality in order to boost the integration of different transport modes
(Metro system, public transport, bike sharing, car sharing, Park & Ride, cycling) and the involvement of
Brescia citizenship (also through the development of apps for smartphones). Targeted campaigns
raised the awareness and the acceptance of the actions and outputs of the Brescia mobility network
reconfiguration among citizens, and during promotional events organized in relation to CIVITAS issues
the involvement of the citizenship was high.

3.2

Measures Summary and Evaluation Key Findings

In this paragraph each Brescia measure has been described in brief by illustrating the different
implementation steps and also highlighting the achieved results.

M01.06 – CLEAN AND ENERGY EFFICIENT PUBLIC TRANSPORT FLEET
The main purpose of this measure was to renew the Local Public Transport (LPT) fleet, purchasing
new clean and energy efficient vehicles.
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The measure mainly consisted of actions relating to the purchase and the equipment of the new
busses, namely:
-

30 CNG busses were purchased and equipped during the project, 6 CNG busses delivered
just before the end of the project;
2 hybrid 8m busses were purchased and equipped during the project.

Furthermore, the measure foresaw a series of actions aimed at improving LPT both from the
emissions and the service offer to citizens point of view, trying to solve the problems related to the
busses overcrowding, increasing the fleet punctuality and then increasing the number of passengers
offering more comfortable vehicles. The new vehicles (which substitute the older ones) were activated
on the bus line n.1, which crosses the city from north to south, serving the most important university
poles, many schools, the train and the extra-urban bus stations and where the main criticalities were
detected.
As 18 m long busses represent an absolute novelty for the city of Brescia, from the technical and from
the driving point of view (many problems were encountered in driving the new 18 m vehicles at
roundabouts), specific training actions were addressed to the bus drivers, in order to increase their
awareness about the new vehicles.

Figure 20 – Evolution of the Brescia Trasporti bus fleet composition (historical data series)

Other specific activities concerned the dissemination about the actions implemented within the
measure.
The general goal to renew the fleet was exceeded thanks to the implementation of coordinated actions
such as the CNG vehicles purchase (45% of the fleet in 2008; 59% in 2011), their introduction into the
bus network (54,86% of km travelled in 2008; 73,37% in 2011) and the promotional campaigns which
let citizens know about the new service and its advantages.
Another important issue, which can be considered an innovative aspect for the city, was the direct
involvement of stakeholders (namely the citizens of the city of Brescia), also through a massive
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dissemination campaign and customer satisfaction survey, in order to widespread information
throughout the Brescia territory and to evaluate the awareness and acceptance level.
As regards the future activities relating to the measure, the renewal of the bus fleet will continue to be
an important part of the company policy, carried out in years, in order to guarantee a more modern
and competitive public transport service.

M01.11 – RENEWABLE ENERGY PRODUCTION TO FEED BUSES WITH LOW ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The measure belongs to the thematic area “alternative fuels” and it regards the production of energy
through the enlargement of the existing Brescia Trasporti (Public Transport Company in Brescia)
photovoltaic system, in order reach independence at an energetic level and recharging the batteries of
hybrid busses (Hybrid busses are a part of Brescia Trasporti fleet).
The objective of the measure consisted in the energy production and in the emissions reduction. It’s
important to highlight that this action strictly belongs to Brescia Trasporti policy.
During the first year of measure implementation of the new photovoltaic system, the energy production
was doubled. To obtain such result it was necessary to design the system, obtain its approval by the
Municipality, purchase and install it alongside to the existing one.
In order to evaluate the objective achievement, a set of indicators was measured to monitor the
objective achievements and to check the emission levels, and operating costs.
The new plant characterised by a peak power of 76,8 KWp was built in the period between January
and March 2011, and started its operation in April 2011. During the first year (May 2011-Apr.2012) the
new system produced 97.736 kWh. This production is almost twice in respect to the previous power
plant. Furthermore, in the first year, the new system entailed the reduction of 52 Ton of CO2 and the
saving of 22 TOE.

Figure 21 – Installation of the new photovoltaic system of 76.8 KWp

From the impact point of view the measure is considered of success, while by considering the process
evaluation aspects it needs to be pointed out the following:
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-

it is easier to implement such kind of measure if funding is available;
if the funding is limited within a time period it may be possible to have a shortage of technical
devices, due to a general rush.

M02.02 – INTERMODALITY WITH PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Nowadays, Brescia public transport is mainly based on a bus fleet. No intermodality is provided.
Almost the total number of bike city trips doesn’t include other transport modes, resulting in a critical
distance problem. Intermodality is used only for suburban trips involving only the train station and the
main bus station , which are located in the same place. The consequence is a very congested area
resulting in difficult and uncomfortable mode-shift.
The measure mainly consisted in research studies and demo activities finalized to the start-up of the
Brescia metro line, scheduled in year 2013. The integration of two innovative systems: bike-sharing
network, automatic light metro line, train and bus services is one of the most innovative aspect.
Another innovative aspect of the measure was represented by the use of different modeling
techniques (macro and micro) to define strategic choices about the future PT network. This
methodological approach is replicable for the re-organization of local PT network in presence of an
innovative mean of transport, such as the new metro line. The macro-simulation regarded the new
public transport network scenarios, while the micro-simulation was carried out to evaluate the public
space quality close to the new metro stations.
The implementation of the macro-simulation consisted in the realization of different scenarios which
aimed to reorganize the PT network, in order to enlarge the positive effects brought by the introduction
of the new metro line. These kind of simulation activities produced new local PT scenarios, called K,
B, B* that were progressively developed and refined under two main different hypothesis:
 scenario K (radial line PT network) was characterized by bus lines serving the outskirts residential
areas, short trips and terminus at the metro stations;
 scenario B (diametric line PT network), was characterized by long bus lines to directly connect
outskirts areas set at opposite sides of the city providing also possible interchanges with the metro
line;
 scenario B* – that was the final chosen solution – was a refinement of the scenario B (intermediate
scenario).
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Figure 22 – Diametric line PT network (Scenario B*)

The micro-simulation activities were focused on the public space quality just outside the metro
stations. The model made evident that several road safety problems can occur to pedestrians at
crossings – in particular for the ones located close to roundabouts. Therefore, a check list was
elaborated to evaluate the level of service associated to each foreseen PT stop. A good and safe PT
stops positioning has been considered fundamental also to attract new PT users.
The scenarios allowed also to simulate the integration between the new local PT network and P&R
service, providing useful information about the interchange parking size and the number of potential
users to be attracted. Additionally, focusing on disabled user needs has been important to develop a
high quality PT network.

M02.03 – DEVELOPMENT AND UPGRADE OF THE E-TICKETING SYSTEM
One of the main target of Brescia mobility strategy is to increase the use of PT. In this framework, a
new e-ticketing system can give high contribution to enhance intermodality and to improve sustainable
mobility. The integration of a new electronic cards compatible with NFC (Near Field Communication)
standard could improve intermodality services; since up to now intermodality in Brescia urban area
was limited only to suburban trips concerning the railways station and the main suburban bus station,
which are located in the same place. Moreover, a potential fare integration among public transport
companies could be realized by the development of the AFC (Automatic Fare Collection) system,
improving even more the accessibility to the whole PT services. The upgrade of the existing e-ticketing
system (Hardware and Software) on Local Public Transport has been then considered fundamental to
be implemented before the start-up of the new metro line (activated in 2013).
In this framework, the measure aimed to prototype a technical solution, feasible from an economic
view point, to manage smart cards, allowing users to take advantage of the same support to access
the transportation services of the city (metro and buses, bike sharing, car sharing and park and ride),
with a new intermodal approach. The innovative aspect of the new e-ticketing system consisted, in
fact, in the possibility to manage bike sharing, urban bus service and car parking using just one card
(i.e. the Omnibus card). So the so-called Omnibus card contributed to give a new “smart “ image of PT
in Brescia. Thanks to this measure, the opportunity to develop NFC system has also been evaluated.
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Research activities have been carried out to study the AFC platform, and, as a result, the new
MIFARE contactless card seemed to allow the intermodal approach needed by Brescia, in order to
promote the interoperability among transport systems. The distribution of new cards to LPT (Local
Public Transport) and bike sharing users allowed the city transport company (Brescia Mobilità) to start
the implementation of an integrated e-ticketing system.

Figure 23 – Testing instruments for the new contactless cards recharge system. On the left: aerial for the
contactless recharge; on the right: printer that simulates the sales check emission

The results of the measure show that, already in April 2012 about 1250 cards were distributed to LPT
users. From a technological point of view, it's important to highlight the reliability of the new
contactless cards: as a matter of fact, the number of registered broken cards was less than 2% of all
the cards distributed.
Considering the key results achieved and the measure implementation, it is recommended to pay
attention to the feasibility analysis: a strict collaboration with the provider is essential to develop a
suitable technology and make a reliable integrated system. Also the strong collaboration among
stakeholders is considered fundamental for the measure success. Another key issue is the importance
of an effective dissemination campaign (meetings and presentations), in order to spread information
throughout the city.
In the future, the e-ticketing system will continue functioning, while, from a technological point of view,
the control and the monitoring of the information security of the cards will be carried out.

M03.03 – P&R FACILITIES FOR UNDERGROUND AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYSTEM
The city of Brescia was traditionally characterized by mono-modal mean of transport. The realization
of a metro line (activated in march 2013 just few months after the end of the CIVITAS project), in
addition to traditional LPT (namely, bus lines), and, at the same time, the CIVITAS project
implementation were considered a good occasion to implement a measure which aimed to predispose
the Park and Ride (P&R) system in Brescia, to be implemented after the light metro activation. This
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service was considered particularly important to reduce the private traffic entering the city from the
suburbs.
Despite the interchange Parking weren't realized (considering the advancement state of the metro
works in Brescia), as they’re part of the complementary civil works still to be completed by 2013, the
activities implemented in this measure have to be considered necessary and preliminary to the actual
P&R system implementation.
The P&R solution for Brescia, from the technological point of view, was based on the identification of
two kinds of P&R users: the systematic ones and the occasional ones. The research activities were
diversified during the project to manage the needs of these two kind of users, therefore, the
technological solutions to manage the special P&R fares have been developed separately: for
systematic users it’s possible to use the new contactless and integrated Omnibus Card (realized
thanks to the CIVITAS Measure 02.03 "Development and upgrade of e-ticketing system in Brescia"),
able to manage at the same time 4 different kind of season tickets (LPT, metro, bike sharing and
parking); for the occasional users, a special double-face ticket was developed, able to register on a
unique support both the LPT and the Parking validations, in order to apply the special P&R fares.

Figure 24 – New double face ticket

The activities were concluded after the successful experimental phase concerning the communication
among the double-face ticket, the software and the ticket machine, to apply the special P&R fares.
Some key results were achieved, namely:
-

the successful development of a software able to manage the P&R system (The test phase
was carried out in September 2011);
the positive upgrade of the existing HW platform for Park & Ride in terms of technology
development (Omnibus cards, double-face tickets);
the distribution of more than 7000 4k “Mifare cards” towards parking, bike sharing and LPT
users;
the creation of interoperability between public transport services and parking services.
the test of a new integrated technology (software and hardware), with a double face tickets for
occasional parking users.

In the near future, all the software and hardware support of both the parking machines and the PT
(busses and new metro) ticket machines will be equipped to read also the double-face tickets.
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M04.01 – MOBILITY MARKETING
The improvement of the transport company (Brescia Trasporti) constant care for travelers’ needs
means to increase the attention to the information dissemination about the public transport products.
This is considered fundamental during the phase of the Metro construction, in the view of the changes
brought to the bus network after the startup of the new metro line in 2013. As a matter of fact, the new
metro line is conceived to substitute the most important bus line (line 1), crossing the Brescia urban
area from north to south-east).
Mobility marketing actions performed in this measure consisted in dissemination campaigns related to
Local Public Transport (LPT) service (urban buses) in the city of Brescia. The measure aimed at
increasing the level of information in order to promote public transport, mainly improving accessibility
to LPT timetables and to LPT maps. Several dissemination activities were made through the
distribution of a range of renewed products (for example, booklets, leaflets and renewed company web
pages).
The renewing of the info packages has been focused on the following features:
-

readability (clear and sharp information was used);
fonts dimensions (new and bigger showcases were installed, to allow the use of bigger fonts);
contents (different info if on the web, in timetables, etc..);
languages (timetables have been translated into English, French and Russian).

This choice was mainly due to the fact that city users are changing their needs. As multi-ethnic groups
are growing in number and they can be considered all potential PT users, the offer should be shaped
also on their habits.

Figure 25 – Targeted information campaign to young PT users

The main results obtained thanks to the measure implementation are:
-

in 2008, 2009, 2010 the use of other communication channels (such as newspapers and
websites) to spread info about Brescia Local Public Transport service over the majority of
citizens increased;
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-

-

in 2011, a massive targeted distribution leaflets and booklets to 13 years old student was
performed;
more than 80% out of the students attending junior high schools were reached by the targeted
information campaign, thanks to the implementation of integrated and effective actions mainly
concentrated in two time periods (September and June) of the year and repeated every year
of the project;
more than 52% of citizens living in the area, where PT service information has been spread,
have been reached by the marketing campaigns.

The implementation of the measure showed that:
-

to replicate the measure it is important to optimize the information channels already available
by choosing to use consolidated advertisements means;
it is fundamental to disseminate information among citizens also through the production of new
and targeted material (i.e. redesign of the timetables, info packs for kids).

The activities implemented in the measure will surely continue also after the end of the project, as they
are considered an effective way to spread out information about PT in general, and in this specific time
context, to promote the new integrated PT system in occasion of the new metro line startup in 2013.

M04.03 – COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGNS
The constant care of the society which manages the LPT service in Brescia (Brescia Trasporti) for
sustainable mobility led it to plan the dissemination of the sustainable mobility culture. Brescia
Trasporti and Brescia Mobilità have then supported Brescia Municipality during the European
sustainable mobility weeks (organized every September) and have involved the primary schools in
special events, which topic was sustainable mobility.
In this framework, the measure consisted mainly in performing the following three activities:
-

-

-

"EDU" project in primary schools: the objective of this educational program was to explain to
the primary school students the importance of the environmental sustainability, civic
perception, security, social and health - promoting also the importance of public transport use
- through educational lessons and interactive activities;
"Running Words" project: the objective was to involve LPT bus passengers in a national
project which foresaw a local contest for non-professional writers. Passengers of LPT
participated to the contest writing short stories during their trips by bus, to highlight the
emotional experience while travelling and the winner of the local contest was invited to the
national competition;
"European Sustainable Mobility Week": this event, which yearly takes place in September,
was used to inform citizens on Brescia mobility choices such as sustainable mobility actions
and projects promoted by the Municipality of Brescia, Brescia Trasporti and Brescia Mobilità.

Brescia Trasporti also distributed to youngest citizens informative material about sustainable mobility,
such as a leaflet called “10 good reasons to take the bus”.
Thanks to the CIVITAS Initiative, the key results achieved during the measure implementation were
the following:
-

the number of students attending the “EDU project”, with respect to the number of students
attending the 3rd and 4th classes at the primary schools, increased from 23% (school year
2007/2008 before CIVITAS) to 35% (school year 2011/2012);
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-

-

additionally, the promotion of the national project “Running words" was improved: a tangible
outcome has been the significant increase of the interest for this project, as the number of
participants doubled (from 11 published tales in 2009 to 23 in 2011), despite the national trend
(in 2010 the number of tales published at national level decreased by 30% respect to the 2009
edition);
dissemination activities (press conference and items on local newspapers) were carried out
yearly to promote the European Sustainable Mobility Week and all scheduled activities
organized during this week.

Figure 26 – Web page promoting the 2010 edition of the project Running Words

With the implementation of the measure it was learned that the collaboration among partners and all
the involved providers is fundamental for the measure success. Furthermore, the direct involvement of
stakeholders, also through targeted dissemination campaigns, was crucial to spread the information
throughout the city.
The activities implemented in this measure will surely continue also after the end of the project, as
they are considered effective way to spread out sustainable mobility culture in Brescia.

M04.06 – MOBILITY MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
The spread of the culture of sustainable mobility is fundamental to reduce the use of private cars.
Mobility management actions can play an important role in this direction. The already existing actions
implemented in Brescia needed to be coordinated following a systematic approach, aiming at a
coherent vision in promoting sustainable mobility.
The following main activities promoted by the Area Mobility Manager of the Municipality of Brescia
have been carried out during the measure implementation:
-

-

surveys among the main companies and schools located in Brescia concerning their travel
behavior during the home to work/school trips finalized to the elaboration of Home to Work
Travel Plans (for companies) and to the proposal of specific mobility management actions (for
schools);
experimentation of the Car-pooling service;
training activities addressed to the companies/schools Mobility Managers;
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-

-

promotion of the initiative “bike tag” and targeting of a booklet to inform citizens about the
advantages of using bicycle, the available anti-theft systems and the solutions offered by the
city of Brescia for the cycle mobility;
organization of events during the "European Sustainable Mobility Week" in Brescia, such as
the promotion of thematic conferences to share knowledge with citizens, the dissemination of
the implemented activities in the city, the dissemination of the researches results about
mobility improvement and the promotion of existing and new transport services.

1. Alfa Acciai
2. ASL
3. Associazione
Industriali
4. Associazione
Piccole imprese
5. Associazione
Artigiani
6. Gruppo Lonati
7. Ospedale Civile
8. Poliambulanza
9. SAIA
(autotrasporti)
10. Università
cattolica
11. Zooprofilattico
12. IKEA
(The 6 companies
selected for the demo
activity are the ones
included inside the red
polygon)

Figure 27 – Map of the 12 most involved companies investigated in the 2010 Home to Work travel behaviour
survey.

The main results of the measure are the following:
-

-

-

according to the answers provided by the interviewees, the number of people driving alone
increased (the average occupancy went from 1.27 in 2010 to 1.23 in 2012), but, at the same
time, people who share their car (making a spontaneous car-pooling) carried a higher number
of passengers during the home to work trips (the average occupancy in spontaneous carpooling went from 2.15 in 2010 to 2.28 in 2012);
concerning the “modal split” characterizing the home-to-work trips, the number of people using
local PT and non-motorized means of transport (train, urban and extra-urban busses, bicycle,
pedestrian mode) significantly increased from 8.49% of people using these means of transport
in 2010 to 14.66% in 2012, notwithstanding the slight increase registered by the use of cars.
the use of powered two wheels decreased from 2.60% in 2010 to 2.24% in 2012;
an increasing number of methane gas powered vehicles has been recorded.

The indicator of CO2 emissions cannot be representative of the whole city since it monitored the
emissions produced only by the vehicles used during the H/W trips of the interviewed employees.
Actually, the increasing trend observed between the 2010 survey and the 2012 one (+ 895.8 kgCO 2)
has just been due to the higher number of filled in questionnaires, even if the same number of
companies was involved: as the indicator was calculated basing on parametric estimation of the CO 2
emission, a higher number of filled in questionnaires corresponded to a higher amount of km declared
by the interviewees, then to higher emissions levels.
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As regards the experimentation of the car-pooling service at the Tridentina School, it has been
analyzed also by performing a Cost-Benefit Analysis. The results showed that the initial investment
cost for the Car-pooling experimentation (19.950 €) can be re-paid in 15 years, thanks to the benefits
associated to the emission and fuel saving, only if the total mileage covered by the car-pooling service
will be 134’572 km. This means that the car-pooling experience in Brescia, which was characterized
by an exiguous number of km covered in 2011 during the experimentation (1’647 km), should increase
the mileage covered in the next 15 years by 21.5% per year, in order to register 25’169 km in 2025
and to reach the cumulative value of 134’572 km (15 years).
Some consideration were pointed out after the measure implementation, namely:
-

-

-

-

the behavioral change in the citizens’ life style patterns is a complicated issue and the mobility
management actions aren’t so able to significantly affect consolidated travel habits, especially
in the short period;
the Home to Work Travel surveys to companies allowed to investigate the mobility habits of
the involved companies; the positive results in terms of switch toward more “sustainable”
means of transport cannot be associated only to the actions performed by the measure, as the
general period of economic crisis experienced in Italy favored the collective transport solutions
and cheaper fuel vehicle powering. On the contrary, the availability of mobility management
actions (such as the economic incentives for the purchase of clean vehicles or the promotion
of collective transport services) are particularly important in times of economic crisis, when
people is more predisposed to change their mobility habits to more sustainable behaviors;
the experimentation of the car-pooling service was made according to the measure objectives,
but probably recurring to the wrong technological solution. This can be considered the main
reason of its substantial failure. At the same time, a quite consolidated attitude toward more
spontaneous way of car-pooling was observed in Brescia, therefore, other solutions for the
car-pooling initiative promotion should be found.
At the end of CIVITAS the number of tagged bike didn’t reach the expected objective,
notwithstanding a slight increasing trend during the project. This can be due to several
reasons: the scarce effectiveness of the system itself or of the promotional activities.

In the future, the bike tagging initiative will be kept alive, trying to find out the best way to promote it,
and on a regular bases the Home to Work Travel Plans will be updated.

M05.02 – ACCIDENT RISK ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF A ROAD SAFETY MONITORING CENTRE
The road accident trend in Brescia has always been monitored thanks to the availability of data
coming from ISTAT (National institute of statistics) yearly updated. Information contained in the ISTAT
database are considerable: for every single road accident occurred in Brescia, it’s possible to know,
for example, the venue, the involved vehicles, the circumstances, etc. The storage of information is
carried out inserting manually data into the computer. The construction of a GIS platform has been
made in years thanks to the close collaboration between the Mobility and Traffic Department of the
Municipality of Brescia and the University of Brescia. The latter from 1991 to 2002 realized at the
beginning the GIS platform, then it kept data updated, integrating ISTAT data with the information
coming from the Municipal Police, to geo-reference them. Such actions allowed the administration to
have a considerable historical data series on which basing the road safety policies. Since 2003 the
contract with the University hasn’t been renewed, therefore the activities done by the Municipality were
reduced only to the ISTAT data collection (restricted to punctual situations and aiming at funding) and
the integration of the information with Municipal Police data was no more implemented.
In this context, the measure developed the following two main aspects:
-

a Road Safety Monitoring Centre;
a Road Safety Urban Plan (PSSU) to be developed in the city of Brescia.
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Concerning the Road Safety Monitoring Centre, a new web platform was realized at the Local Police
Station for the road accident relief enhancement. The main activities consisted in developing the
software, purchasing palm devices and training the local municipal police on the use of the palm
devices during the relief operations.
As regards the PSSU – designed according to the National low requirements – identified black-spots,
priority areas of intervention, and road maintenance needs. It can be considered an innovative
instrument that provides technical and objective criteria in order to help the public administration in
choosing the most suitable solutions in relation to road safety problems (black-spots). Actually, the
activities implemented by the measure allowed the city to manage the road safety problems using a
new systemic approach, namely through planning and programming the activities related to road
safety. This innovative methodological approach also allowed integrated planning actions among
different Municipal Departments (mainly Road Department, Public Works Department and Police
Department), thanks to a shared instrument.

Figure 28 – Smartphones and PC tablets used in the new Verbatel system

It’s important to bear in mind that the measure is characterized by activities not having visible impacts
on road safety statistics in the short period. In Brescia, the number of road accidents increased from
2009 to 2010, while at national level the opposite trend is observed (-1,8%). At the same time in
Brescia the crash severity decreased (the number of deaths goes from 14 in 2009 to 6 in 2010), which
means that more accidents occurred but they were less serious.
Another important consideration regards data availability. The more complete and official road
accidents data came from the Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT), but their late delivery
made the most recent year data collection not possible. For this reason, the partial data coming from
the Municipal Police were considered. Observing both the partial data coming from the Municipal
Police and the ISTAT ones, road accidents increased at the intersections and at the same time
decreased along the roads, which means that interventions made on a site likely produced a local
accident reduction, but an increase elsewhere, in this case at intersections.
Even if the scarce availability of data (2-3 years) didn’t allow to make significant statistical
considerations, in general the number of pedestrians and cyclists dead or injured on roads slightly
decreased or registered a stable trend.
Finally, in general terms, there is a lack of awareness about the importance of the dissemination of the
Urban Road Safety Plan, which is seen by the Local Administration as an internal act, not made to be
spread among citizens. This consideration is confirmed by the data collected for indicator n.8
“Awareness level” about the PSSU, which decreased from 24% (2010) to 8% (2012).
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To preserve the future reliability of the information systems, is indispensable to keep on collecting,
digitizing and geo-referencing the accidents data, as a useful basis to update the PSSU.

M05.03 – DEVELOPMENT OF BICYCLE SAFETY
The first Cycle Mobility Plan of Brescia, approved in 2000 (within the 1998 Urban Transport Plan)
aimed at realizing almost exclusively new cycle lane kilometres in order to favor the implementation of
long and safe cycle routes for citizens. No attention was given to the renewal of the existing cycle
routes and to their quality. This has led to a progressive worsening of the infrastructures and to a
progressive lack of itineraries integration, with a consequent decreasing of the cyclists’ comfort and of
the perceived safety. Furthermore, no systematic and targeted dissemination activities were carried
out by the Municipality, except for publication of info on the Municipality web site.
In this framework, the measure aimed at the renewal of the existing itineraries to be in line with the
administration policy, focused on the promotion of cycling through the improvement of the cycle
itineraries comfort, quality and safety.
Three main actions were, then, carried out during the measure implementation:
-

signing improvement (either horizontal and vertical signs) and renewal of the existing
itineraries;
publication and distribution of cycling maps;
realization of dedicated bicycle parking, equipping them with lockable racks.

Furthermore, thanks to the CIVITAS initiative, in May 2011, the Cycle Mobility office was instituted to
coordinate, at technical level, the different Municipal Office Departments (Traffic and Mobility, Urban
Planning, Public Spaces, Signing, etc.), as a point of reference for the local cyclists’ association and
the cycling management.

Figure 29 – Signs installed along itinerary n. 9

The key results achieved are the following:
-

more than the scheduled 170 signs - both horizontal and vertical – were installed.
about 95kms of the existing cycle routes (80% of the total bicycle network) were renewed
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-

-

during CIVITAS, with a slight contribution in reducing road accidents (indicators were selected
to monitor cyclists safety in the city);
publication and distribution of 5’000 cycle maps, with which it was possible to spread out the
information of possible itineraries; as a consequence, the awareness level about cycle
itineraries renewal increased by 4.75% (from 16.25% in the ex-ante situation to 21% after the
measure implementation);
about 1’100 parking slots were introduced: the cycle parking area was enlarged and new cycle
racks were installed (with respect to the 120 planned racks, 1’098 slots were realized,
considering that each rack is composed by a variable number of slots).

Observing both the partial road accident data coming from the Municipal Police and the ISTAT ones,
the number of cyclists dead or injured on roads slightly decreased or registered a stable trend. It’s
important to highlight that in general Brescia registered in the period 2009-2010 an increasing number
of accidents and injured people, but at the same time a decrease of the number of dead people and of
the road accident severity.
In the near future, the analysis carried out on some existing cycle itineraries will be extended to the
whole cycle network of Brescia, to plan the necessary interventions.

M06.02 – ON-DEMAND PUBLIC TRANSPORT SERVICES
This measure foresaw the start-up of an “On demand transport system”, suitable for no-peak public
transport demand, taking into account also the weakest users’ needs. The existing “On demand”
service is a manual on-demand transport system (“Accabus”) dedicated to disabled people. This
manual system isn’t able to optimize the resources, therefore, in order to have a more efficient “on
demand” service, BST (public transport company in Brescia) decided to provide a technology that
allows flexibility and trips optimization:
-

to minimize the number of busses and the travel time;
to adopt a software able to manage the work shift in order to optimize the trips (so reducing
labor and, as a consequence, fuel costs);
to increase of shared journeys up to 20% and shared passengers up to 25%;
to optimize time of booking of the service.

Figure 30 – Bus used for the existing Accabus on demand service

During the measure implementation several actions were carried out:
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-

-

-

new potential targeted on demand users investigation among “weak users” category through
the implementation of the “Brindo con Prudenza” project: it was a dedicated “on demand” bus
service to avoid car use by young people during the weekend nights, allowing them to drink.
The project was unsuccessful as anyone joined the initiative;
benchmarking researches: these ones were carried out among different on demand software
used in Italy and Powersoft software was selected as suitable for Brescia “On demand”
service;
software purchase and test: the Powersoft software needed to be customized to be used for
the “Accabus“ service, according to BST specific requirements. Several problems occurred
during the customization process and the testing phase (as the software was able to manage
multiple origins to a single destination) and Powersoft was not able to find a solution.
Therefore, the personalization of the software was not carried out and this activity was
stopped.

From the evaluation point of view there was no impact of this measure on the city, as “Brindo con
Prudenza” project didn’t register subscribers and the software purchased for “On demand” service was
not considered suitable for “Accabus”.

M06.05 – CAR-SHARING
The Car Sharing service can be considered an intelligent way of driving everywhere without the
financial “disadvantages” which characterize the private car ownership. Its implementation thanks to
the CIVITAS Initiative represented an important innovation for Brescia as regards the modal split of the
city, also towards an integrated view of transport systems of the city, linked with both the new metro
line realization and the "smart city" image of the city. The Brescia Car Sharing service has been also
integrated with the existing Italian network of car sharing (called ICS, “Initiative Car Sharing”).
Considering the medium size of the city and the geographic distribution of its citizens, a feasibility
study was prepared within CIVITAS MODERN time period to investigate the needs of potential users
of the car sharing service, as well as a benchmarking to evaluate other car sharing experiences in
Italy, to find out the best way to manage the new service. A scheme suitable for Brescia was defined
and the tender documents for the award of service were prepared.
The main problem to be solved was related to Car Sharing fleet dimension in relation to size of the
city. Therefore, Muovosviluppo (i.e. the company who won the tender) decided to focus its offer more
on the variety of deals (for e.g. hotel – car sharing) and agreements (for e.g. with the University of
Brescia, with IKEA, etc.) instead of on the fleet size. It was agreed to increase the latter by steps,
according to the success of the service. Therefore, the potential users targeting was fundamental to
the success of the service.
As regard the actual functioning of the car sharing, an ICS system was implemented: the users are
then able to book the car sharing vehicle by using internet (for example, the website) and, at the same
time, the service administration system organizes reservations, considering the time and place chosen
by users. The users pick up the car after 24 hours from the reservation, using their contactless cards.
Cars have to be brought back again to the same parking place, once used.
Car sharing service started in Brescia in March 2010 and its fleet was initially composed by 6 cars, half
powered by natural gas. 7 reserved parking places were located in the city. Before the end of CIVITAS
project, the car sharing counted more than 290 subscribers.
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Figure 31 – Home page of Brescia Car-sharing web site (www.carsharingbrescia.it)

The results of the measure showed that, due to the small fleet, environmental indicators, even if
monitored, were not considered significant in relation to the emissions reduction at city level. The
quality of service and the vehicle occupancy have been assessed through a survey addressed to the
Car Sharing subscribers. A very good judgment was given to the service, with an awareness level of
29% and an acceptance level of 16%, while a mean value of vehicle occupancy equal to 1.7
highlighted the use of car sharing mostly for individual trips. It was also monitored the average modal
split at city level, but the small fleet of the car-sharing service resulted to be non-influential.
Finally, a Cost-Benefit Analysis was performed to assess the measure from an economic view point.
As a result, the investment cost beard by Brescia Municipality (194’000,00 €) to support the car
sharing CIVITAS measure can be re-paid in 15 years, thanks the emission and fuel saving, only if the
total kilometers run by the car sharing service fleet will be 1,526,420 km. This means that, the car
sharing service, with its low starting (i.e. 16,022 km made in 2010 and 44,142 km in 2011), should
register an yearly increase of 28.8% during the next 15 years.
In the future, the service will be upgraded by:
-

enlarging the fleet ;
implementing new fares;
extending the dedicated parking areas, to be located also in relation to the new PT network of
the city.
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M07.02 – FREIGHT DISTRIBUTION
When CIVITAS started, the main topics under discussion in Brescia relating to city logistic and freight
distribution were:
-

the logistic pole localization (Urban Distribution Centre - UDC), aiming at serving both the
metropolitan and the urban areas;
the new organization of freight distribution in the historical centre: the access to the city centre
was managed through a Limited Traffic Zone (LTZ) – residents, Local Public Transports
(buses and taxi) and several authorized people could enter it. The LTZ was characterized by
different time bands (Z1 -the core- with no access 24 hours a day; Z2, with open access from
4 pm to 8 am) to allow the freight distribution in the city centre, where about 500 commercial
activities are located.

This integrated approach was considered innovative, at city level, as it provided a systemic vision of
the urban freight movement in Brescia.

Figure 32 – Limited traffic zone (LTZ) in historic centre of Brescia: Z1 were the yellow coloured areas, Z2 the blue
ones.

Thanks to this measure a Urban Logistics Plan has been elaborated: starting from the analysis of the
“state of art" concerning the freight distribution in Europe and in some Italian cities, some solutions for
Urban Distribution Centre location and several management actions were proposed for Brescia, in
order to reorganize the freight distribution at city level. In particular, for the historical center new time
windows and restrictions were foreseen. The Pedestrianization of the main historical squares – with a
substantial reorganization of the freight delivery program – was carried out to reach a high
environmental quality in the heart of the city.
In order to monitor the measure outputs, during its implementation, information about the average
weight per delivery and number of accesses to the historic center were collected. The collected data
helped to understand if the freight operators rationalized their deliveries, by optimizing the use of their
vehicles capacity and reducing their accesses to the historic city center. As a measure outcome, in the
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city center the number of delivery vans decreased by 18%, trucks by 14.5% and articulated lorries by
2.5%, while the average weight per delivery increased by 12%.
These results were related to the restricted time windows and to the pedestrianization process, jointly
implemented by the Municipality step by step in the city center. The transport companies had to
reduce the journeys for the deliveries to respect the time restrictions to enter the center and had to
increase the average weight per delivery, to accomplish their deliveries. Also the reduction and the
reorganization of load/unload parking areas influenced the choice of vehicles used and the weighting
factor. In addition, by the data collected through the LTZ cameras, it was remarked that the
pedestrianization and the restrictive measures also contributed to the reduction of the private cars
accesses (- 9,2%).
The stakeholder acceptance towards the implementation of a urban distribution center in Brescia was
assessed through the conduction of a survey among the most important freight operators in Brescia
(15 companies). The results proved that during CIVITAS operators had a constant interest in the
freight distribution center development.
Thanks to the driver represented by the measure itself, an experimental UDC service, called “EcoLogis”, was activated on November 12th 2012, just after the end of the MODERN project. The service
is currently operating and will experimentally last for at least one year. The durability of the measure
results will be guaranteed by keeping the UDC active after the experimental phase.

M08.05 – BRESCIA MOBILE CHANNEL
-

-

-

-

During the MODERN project, the city of Brescia was building a new light automatic metro line
(the line has been activated in March 2013, few months after the end of the CIVITAS project).
Beyond this recent event, historically, the city has never pushed significant intermodal services
and citizens developed mono-modal attitudes. Only recently, several initiatives were proposed,
aiming at promoting an intermodal transport system. One of them is the smart phone
application called “Brescia Mobile Channel” (or BMC), implemented thanks to the CIVITAS
initiative.
The measure is intended as a supporting action to promote a smart image of PT in the city
and it consisted in developing different smart phone applications:
o compatible with the main smart phones operative systems (Apple and Android);
o accessible from mobile devices, primarily Smart phones;
o able to exploit the device computing, storage and communication capabilities, both
online (i.e. through cellular data network, wireless LAN and mesh networks, local
connectivity/personal networks, etc.) and offline.
The BMC aimed at offering a variety of free services on mobile phones, while promoting the
use of public transport in the urban area. The implemented set of functions can be grouped
into the following three key areas:
o “take the bus more easily”: it’s possible to check the best line (or the best combination
of bus lines), calculating the route starting from origin/destination data (a map of the
city is always available containing also information about the public transport);
o “find useful services in the city”: the information shared through BMC comes from a
wider database, that contains many useful information, such as bike sharing stations,
parking, police stations, schools, etc.;
o “use your phone as a payment system”: phones can be used to buy PT tickets,
parking tickets, promotional events tickets, etc. just through the use of the SIM card,
thanks to an integrated NFC technology. (the implementation of this function has
already started, but its full integration is foreseen after the end of the CIVITAS project).
The BMC application contains several kind of information:
o RSS updated news about the bus lines deviations;
o the map layer, that allows to compare the Local Public Transport (LPT) trip to the one
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o
o

using a car;
several city-related information as bike sharing stations, car sharing stations, the new
metro stations, railway station, Limited Traffic zones (LTZ) accesses, parks, cycling
paths, building sites, parking areas, etc.
links to local newspapers (namely "Giornale di Brescia", "Brescia Oggi", "Corriere di
Brescia", "Brescia news").

Information is updated in real time, like the number of available parking places, available bicycle of
bike sharing service and bus timetables and journeys.

Figure 33 – Design of BMC application: user interface and presentation layer.

Considering that the application was developed both not only for Apple OS but also for Android OS, a
larger amount of potential users was reached, as the second OS in Italy is more widespread than the
first one. In September 2012, the total number of downloads of the Apple version of the application
(which was released in November 2011) was more than 3350, while the number of downloads of the
Android one (released in July 2012) was more than 650.
From the user view point the acceptance level is quite high, since interviewed people gave a mark of 4
out of 5, expressing their appreciation for the service. This good result is mainly related to the
progressive upgrades done to improve the quality of the product. BMC users had also the possibility to
leave a comment after ending the connection to the app. By analyzing these feedbacks together with
back-office information, it has been noted the following:
-

the presence of information updated in real time concerning bike sharing and parking was
highly appreciated;
thanks to the publication of dynamic info, the time connection of BMC sessions substantially
increased;
Android users seem to have less expectations than the iOS users and their comments are
generally higher.

In the near future, the BMC application will be upgraded with the following main integrations:
-

information about the new metro line;
update of the map layer with the new bike sharing stations, installed close to the new metro
stations.
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3.3

Comparison of objectives, targets and results

Each measure has been characterised by a set of so-called measure level specific objectives with, in
most cases, the related tangible targets. This information has been then used at the end of the project
to assess the achievement or not of these goals and to which extent. In the MERT, in fact, the actual
achieved results are compared with the envisaged ones by using a ‘star code’ which identifies three
different levels:
1. Substantially achieved, when the results are up to 50% of the envisaged target;
2. Achieved in full, when the results are more than 50% of the envisaged target;
3. Exceeded, when the results go beyond the envisaged target.
The city of Brescia had a quite huge number of measures that has achieved the objectives
predicted during the measures definition. As illustrated in the following figure, among the total
number of objectives – namely 43 – 53% of them have been achieved in full and 33% even
exceeded the foreseen target.

Brescia
14%
33%

53%

Partially Achieved

Achieved in full

Exeeded

Figure 34 – Brescia achieved objectives

By going into the details of each measure, it can be noted that the interventions mainly focused on
environmental and energy impacts (e.g. clean and energy efficient PT fleet, and renewable energy
production for feeding buses) have exceeded the envisaged targets together with the large majority of
soft measures on increasing citizens awareness and involvement towards sustainable urban mobility
themes.
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0

1

2

3

4

Clean and Energy Efficient PT Fleet
Renewable Energy Production
Intermodality with PT
Development and Upgrade of e-ticketing System
P&R Facilities for Underground and PT System
Mobility Marketing in Brescia
Communication and Educational Campaigns
Mobility Management Actions
Accident Risk Analysis and Development of a Road Safety…
Development of Bicycle Safety
Policy Option for Car Sharing
Freight distribution

Brescia Mobility Channel

Partially Achieved

Achieved in full

Exeeded

Figure 35 – Objectives achievement for each Brescia measure

The following table summarises for each measure the objectives foreseen and the target achieved at
the end of the project.

Table 16 – Comparison between expected and obtained results for each Brescia measure

Measure

Expected results

New 40 CNG buses

M01.06

Obtained results

Durability of the results

30
buses
have
been
purchased during the project
and 6 have been delivered just
before the end of the project

Purchase of the 3 CNG
buses
for
demand
responsive systems

2 hybrid 8m buses have been
acquired and used instead of 3
CNG

Increase of passengers
in the demo area by 5%

+0.9% of passengers increase
in line 1.

Other 3 Diesel buses will be purchased
and 5 old Diesel ones will be
dismissed. This decision is part of the
transport company policy to guarantee
a more competitive and sustainable
transport service. This consolidated
trend will then continue after the
project.
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Measure

Expected results

To acquire CNG 18
metres buses in order
to
minimize
overcrowding on the
busses (because of the
increase
of
passengers)

To increase the km
covered by CNG bus
by more than 60%

M01.11

To
produce
144
MWh/year
(during
MODERN: 188 MWh)

The whole plant in the first
year (May 2011-Apr.2012)
produced 151.5 MWh.

To reduce CO2 of about
50 tCO2/year (during
MODERN: 100 tCO2)

The whole plant in the first
year allowed to reduce CO2
emissions of 81 tonnes.

To save energy: 19
toe/year
(during
CIVITAS: 38 toe)

M02.02

Obtained results

Durability of the results

This objective is measured
referring to the Line 1 of the
bus network, as the 18m long
buses run on that line. The
goal can be considered
achieved in full because
introducing longer vehicles,
the busses capacity increased.
Therefore,
the
average
occupancy increased without
worsening
the
bus
overcrowding
from
86.89
pass/ride (year 2008)to 110.38
pass/ride (year 2011).
The km travelled by clean
buses respect to the total
amount of km travelled by the
fleet has increased from
54.86% (year 2008) to 73.37%
(year 2011)
Considering a long-term situation (the
lifetime of the PV plant is about 25
years), and since the system will not
change substantially, it will be possible
to:

- produce 1400 MWh in 9 years
(considering the whole plant);
- save energy of 120 toe in 3.5 years
(considering the whole plant) or in
5 years (considering only the new
The whole plant in the first
part);
year (May 2011-Apr.2012) reduce by about 905 tons of CO2
allowed to save 34.8 toe.
in 11 years (considering the whole
plant) or in 17.5 years (considering
only the new one).

Scenario of the redesign
of
public
transport routes aiming
to
favour
the
intermodality
among
metro, urban public
transport,
suburban
public transport.
Scenario
of
redesigning PT network
in relation to bike
sharing
scheme
implementation.
Improvement
of
intermodality in the
equipped interchange
points by the use of the
bike sharing system

In
particular
3
different
scenarios have been defined
and compared. The final
scenario
suburban
bus
network had its terminals just
next to the metro stations; as
regards
the
urban
LPT
network, it is diametric (the
lines
were
longer,
well
connecting suburban areas,
overlapping the metro line
when necessary).

Increase in number of
bike sharing at Metro
Station.

It has been decided to have
one additional new bike
sharing station is foreseen
just next to every metro
station.

The refinement of the scenario will
continue
for
taking
also
into
consideration the actual amount of
parking slots really provided for P&R
(since the road works are still in
progress) and for bike sharing stations
located just outside the future metro
stations.
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Measure

Expected results

Investigations on the
need to move for weak
users.

Intermodal
users
comfort
investigation
(through
questionnaire).

Acquisition of a new
software
for
the
Automatic
Fare
Collection management
system

Development of new
hardware platform for
ticketing machines

M02.03

Obtained results
Pedestrian crossings safety
near the metro station, the
accessibility of the LPT stops
were investigated during the
scenarios development. After
the in-depth studies, some
critical point (for example, near
"Prealpino" station and near
"Ospedale"
station)
were
requalified by improving both
the pedestrians and the
cyclists safety.
The intermodal users comfort
(investigated through direct
surveys) increased during the
project implementation period
from 7.35/10 to 7.58/10.
The
previous
AFC
management system has been
updated for giving
the
possibility to validate ISO
14443 A cards. AFC system
has also been opened to
interoperability
with
other
electronic ticketing systems to
give customers the possibility
to use the same card for
different
services
(public
transport, bike sharing and
parking).
The
ticketing
vending
machines have been updated
and equipped with new
hardware platform. Special
antennas have been designed
to communicate with GTML
and Mifare electronic cards.

Increasing
the
possibility to manage a
maximum number of
ticket typologies by the
Automatic
Fare
Collection system up to
65.000.

New AFC system manages all
the existing LPT fares in
Brescia (300 different tickets
fares, instead of the previous
255).

Increasing the number
of temporal periods
managed by the AFC
(the old limit was 20).

The actual value of number of
periods is 40.

Purchasing
and
distribution of at least
10.000
new
card
(Mifare 1K).

Brescia Mobilità purchased
30’000 Mifare (4k). More than
12’000 cards have been
distributed (7’300 cards were
distributed
among
bike
sharing, parking service and
LPT users; 5’000 of the
purchased cards were given to
the extra urban PT companies
to be distributed among
interested users).

Durability of the results

The control and monitoring of
information security on the new
integrated cards are two of the main
activities that will take place after the
project end. Additionally, the monitoring
of the number of new cards breaks and
validations will also be an important
action to control both the effectiveness
of disseminations campaigns and the
presence of any technical problems.
Finally, a massive distribution of the
new integrated cards is likely possible
to promote the new integrated
transport service.
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Measure

Expected results

Evaluation of the use
by
the
customers
during one year.

Increasing
PT
customers using smart
cards

Development of a new
SW functionality for the
AFC
management
system to treat Park &
Ride services
Development of new
HW platform for park &
ride gates and ticketing
machines

Definition
of
new
typologies of fares for
park and ride services.

M03.03

Creation
of
interoperability between
public
transport
services and parking
services
(only
test
phase for double face
tickets)

Purchase
and
distribution of at least
1000 new card (Mifare
1K).

Obtained results
In
the
LPT
customer
satisfaction survey usually
carried out by BST to monitor
LPT specific questions about
the new card distribution have
been added (on awareness
and acceptance of the citizens
were monitored). At the
moment there is a good level
of acceptance on Omnibus
cards. The broken cards were
less than 2% respect to the
whole distributed ones.
Brescia local PT lost about
550’000
passengers
from
2010 to 2011; this decrease is
mainly due to the significant
increase of the bus tickets
price (+20%). Smart cards
don’t seem to have an
influence on the number of
customers.
An upgrade of the previous
AFC management system has
been carried out and the AFC
management system is now in
force.
The new HW platform was
developed, in order to allow
the park&ride service use both
for systematic and occasional
users. The system hasn't been
yet installed in the foreseen
interchange parking.
The new P&R fares were
defined and submitted to the
Municipality for the approval at
the beginning of December
2012.
The
interoperability
was
enabled between transport
service and parking for
systematic users (only using
the new Mifare card). During
CIVITAS a successful test
phase was carried out to verify
the operability of the double
face tickets for occasional
users.
More than 10000 Mifare cards
(4K), simulating 1K card, were
purchased and more than
7300 were distributed among
bike sharing, parking service
and LPT users. 5000 of the
purchased cards were given to
the extra urban PT companies
to be distributed among
interested users.

Durability of the results

All the software and hardware of the
city will be equipped to read double
face tickets.
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Measure

Expected results

Obtained results

To reach every family of
Brescia Municipality, at
least once a year, with
the
information
campaign
(about
150’000 families)

During the project 795’500
booklets and leaflets have
been distributed.

To increase the PT
information at the bus
stop. At least the 20%
of the bus stop will be
equipped with the new
information tables.

M04.01

To reach at least 80%
of 13 years old kids of
Brescia
Municipality,
with the information of
the bus offer, to get to
the school

Participation to the
national
project
“Running words” – a
competition
amongst
non-professional
writers, on the theme of
“travel”.

M04.03
Supporting
European
Week.

the
Mobility

Nr of citizens involved
(about 50.000 citizens
for each year)

The number of bus stops
equipped
with
additional
information has been doubled
(from 3.4% to 6.1%) and the
number of the bus shelters
with showcases within map
moved from 43 to 78 with an
increase of 81%. Additionally,
the number of showcases
planned at the beginning
(i.e.14) has been exceeded
since 33 of them have been
installed.
To reach as much as possible
students
with
targeted
information the new version
was
designed
including
information for the University
students in order to optimize
the printing costs, but also for
use the tool to give a more
complete information to the
families. This edition has been
distributed directly to the
schools and reached 100% of
the target students.
Since year 2009 the initiative
has been arranged every year.
The number of people involved
in Brescia Running words in
respect to the total of people
involved in the National Project
moved from 11/1235 (year
2009) to 25/869 (year 2011).
Additionally, the number of
Brescia
tales
published
increased from 11 (year 2009)
to 23 (year 2011).
Every year the initiative took
place in Brescia with several
activities, among which the “in
town without my car” day. In
this context a specific indicator
able to measure the success
of the single initiative “In town
without my car” day has been
the number of PT passengers
during the initiative in respect
to the average people usually
transported that moved from
0.45 (year 2007) to 1.19 (year
2011).

Durability of the results

Brescia
transport
company
will
continue to keep the information
provided to citizens up to date and
easily accessible; to plan further
information campaigns by following the
same approach used during the project
to detect a specific group of users and
define targeted information items.

The activities implemented within this
measure will surely continue after the
project ending since they are now
consolidated and represent an effective
way to spread out sustainable mobility
culture in Brescia.

year 2007: 51’984 people
year 2008: 53’404 people
year 2009: 30’007 people
year 2011: 115’112 people
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Measure

Expected results
Nr of students involved
(about 1.000 students
for each year)

Nr of page on the
media (about 5 pages
on the local media for
each year)

Number of companies
involved: 15

Number of Easy Tag for
bike: about 6.000 bikes
in Brescia

Number
of
people
involved: 20.000

M04.06

Number
of
the
carpooling crew: 10

To
avoid
about
150.000km/year
with
10 crew

To increase of the
public transport use for
the home to work trip
of 1%

Obtained results

Durability of the results

2007/2008: 692 students
2008/2009: 655 students
2009/2010: 103 students
2010/2011: 323 students
2011/2012: 1’065 students
During each year have been
published: 4 newspaper items
for “Parole in corsa”: on both
the
local
newspapers
(“Giornale di Brescia” and
“Bresciaoggi”) one for the
launch of the initiative and one
for the public award; 4
newspaper
items
for
“European Mobility Week”: on
both local newspapers one
that
follows
the
press
conference
(with
the
scheduled activities during the
week) and one in mid-week to
remind the program.
In occasion of the 2010 Home
to Work Travel survey a total
number of 25 joined the survey
answering to about 1600
questionnaires and a total
number of 20 schools joined
the survey answering to about
2.300 questionnaires.
The tagged bicycles in 2009
were 2341 while in October
2012 were 3.318. It can be
assessed that the participation
of people to this initiative was
good and that the target
number of bicycles tagged was
over-estimated.
The activities carried out
during
the
measure
implementation and during
targeted events, such as the
"European
Sustainable
Mobility Week" in Brescia,
involved all the city.

As future activities it is foreseen to
keep the bike tagging initiative alive
and to update the home to Work Travel
Plans on a regular basis.

Only 3 crews
organized.

have

been

The car-pooling experience
was characterized by 1’647 km
covered in 2011 during the
experimentation,
corresponding to about 3’569
km avoided at city level.
From the questionnaire done
to draw up an integrated home
to work plan, results show that
employees taking the bus in
order to go to work have been:

Before: 2.83% (local PT)
and 0.18% (train)

After: 5.57% (local PT) and
0.76% (train)
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Measure

Expected results

Obtained results

Purchase
of
the
hardware and software

Two software were purchased.
The first was provided by
Telecom
(using
CIVITAS
funding) and stopped by the
end of 2010 (several problems
in transferring info occurred
and new needs by local police
were made evident) and
substituted
by
Verbatim
software (developed using
Municipal funding)

Elaboration
PSSU28

The plan was implemented
and updated as scheduled.

of

the

Realization
of
an
automatic system for
accident
database
updating/reporting/anal
ysis based on GPS
technology and on GIS
software (Realization of
the Monitoring Centre)

M05.02
Providing technical and
objective criteria in
order to help the public
administration
in
choosing
the
most
suitable
interventions
for the solution of the
main
accident
problems;

Implementation
some
improvement
interventions

28

of
safety

Durability of the results

The new SW allows real time
data transferring and georeferential info transfer (i.e.
updating/reporting/analysis)

PSSU managed the data as
follows:

Geo-referred data using
certified ISTAT schedules
(historical data series is
available since mid ’90,
long term data collected);

data related to traffic
(magnetic detectors and
modelling actions);

geo-referred data using
data collected by police a
local level -now coming
from the Monitoring Centre
– (data info available up to
3 years) – short term data
collected.
The database was used in
order to reach a clear mapping
of black-spots with evidence of
critical sites - road sections or
crossroads - where priority
actions were needed. Short
term data could be particularly
useful in the PSSU to calculate
road accident rate for road
sections.
The intervention implemented
consisted in:

enforcement activities;

interventions at pedestrian
crossings;

interventions at junctions;

interventions on traffic
lights;

road renewals.

The plan will be kept monitored and
updated.

Road Safety Urban Plan.
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Measure

Expected results

Obtained results

Accidents data sharing
among all the sectors
of
the
public
administration through
the creation of a
Monitoring Centre

The real time data transferring
allow and easy interfacing with
other GIS used by the
Municipality.

Installation of the 170
signs.

95 km of renewed routes were
implemented.
It
wasn’t
possible to intervene on some
cycle routes as they were
closed for the underground
construction works (start up in
2013)
5000
cycle
maps
were
distributed in September 2010.
Furthermore in October 2012
“new information maps” were
targeted to cycle users and
contain practical information
concerning existing services
along the itineraries such as
accommodation, restaurants,
bicycle repairs, etc. including
also the new metro line (start
up foreseen by 2013) and bike
sharing service locations.
The cycle parking area was
increased and new cycle racks
were installed. Respect to the
120 planned racks, 1098 slots
were realized (considering that
each rack is composed by a
variable number of slots)
450 signs (symbols and
vertical signs) were installed.

Prevention of bicycle
thefts trough bicycle
parking
improvement
(up to 35%)

The objective of reducing
cycles thefts through technical
solution (such as the lockable
racks) was not achieved.

Decrease of the 20% of
the accidents number

Observing both the partial data
from the Municipal Police and
the ISTAT ones, the number of
cyclists dead or injured on
roads, slightly decreased or
registered a stable trend.

Purchase hardware for
central
management
system

The benchmarking activities
were organized and a HW was
purchased.

Purchase software for
central
management
system able to optimize
the trips (picking up
more than one user)
(so reducing labour and
fuel costs)

The software was purchased
to manage the on-demand
service, but the encountered
problems made it to be used
for school service. So it will not
be used for on-demand
service (Accabus).
The new dedicated SW was
tested during MODERN, but
wasn't put into operation as it
did not satisfy the company
needs.

Implementation of the
new signing system
along 13 itineraries
(100 km of renewed
routes)

Publication
cycle maps

of

5.000

M05.03
Installation and location
of the 120 racks

M06.02

Increase of the use of
the On demand public
transport service.

Durability of the results

The analysis of the cycle network
quality and the renewal of some
specific cycle routes have been a
fundamental starting point for the
elaboration of the Cycle Mobility Plan,
which is going to extend the renewal
planning activities to the whole cycle
network.

It has been decided to use the software
for school service as it can gather
stops and only a single destination
(since it can manage multiple origins to
a single destination).
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Measure

Expected results

Obtained results

To
minimize
the
number of buses and
the travel time

Not assessable.

To increase shared
journeys up to 20%
and
shared
passengers up to 25%

Not assessable.

To optimize booking
times for the service

Not assessable.

To set up a car sharing
service in Brescia and
expand it throughout
the urban area; during
the
project
it
is
intended to have a
gradual launch of it.

The
car-sharing
service
started in March 2010.

about 7 car sharing
parking spaces.

7 reserved parking lots in 4
different parking areas have
been built.

about 10 car sharing
vehicles, the entire fleet
will be powered by
hybrid
or
bi-fuel
engines or methane.

M06.05
about 220 subscribers
as a result of the
service in the years of
the project within the
relevant areas.

A car sharing service
for the citizens fully
integrated within the
Italian network ICS.

Currently the service is carried
out with a fleet composed by 6
cars, half powered by natural
gas. The number of cars is
lower than expected by the
plans.
290 subscribers decreased to
254 subscribers in autumn
(November 2012), as several
agreements are now under
renovation – for example the
one with IKEA - and
the
plafond (10.000€) paid by the
Municipality to promote car
sharing – and used to provide
discount fares for University
students and employees – was
extinguished at the end of
summer 2012.
The car sharing service
implemented in Brescia is fully
integrated within the Italian
network ICS (“Initiative Car
Sharing”). The subscribers of
different cities are now able to
use the service.

Location of 50 delivery
areas

Loading/unloading areas were
reorganized and 31 spots were
located in the city centre.

New
restrictive
measures in the city
centre.

Restrictive measures (for the
freight distribution) have been
implemented in the city centre,
reducing the time slots to enter
the LTZs, reorganizing the
delivery areas and defining the
authorized vehicles.

M07.02

Durability of the results

The service will be upgraded by:




enlarging the fleet with electric
vehicles;
implementing
new
fares
depending on the service usage
agreed with companies;
extending the dedicated parking
areas to be located also in
relation to the new PT network
foreseen in concomitance with
the new metro line.

An experimental form of Urban
Distribution Centre (UDC) has been
activated on November 12th 2012. It is
currently operating. The experimental
UDC offers the possibility to use 3
clean vehicles to access the city centre
without restrictions: this could influence
the behaviour of freight transport
operators by favouring the introduction
of electric vehicles to take advantage of
a wider time slots for deliveries in the
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Measure

Expected results

Growth of the average
weighting factor up to
60%

Decrease by 20% of
the commercial traffic
flow in the rush hour
through
the
new
restrictive measures
Implement commuter
and
personal
infomobility
services
(City
experience,
shopping and tourism,
health and wellbeing,
M-government of the
Municipality of Brescia,
culture, education and
entertainment,
communication
and
productivity)

M08.05

3.4

Obtained results
The indicator “average weight
of deliveries per average
capacity of the vehicles used
to enter the LTZs” was
collected and monitored. In
these
terms,
some
encouraging
results
were
obtained: considering that the
average capacity of the
vehicles entering LTZs is 35
quintals, the average weight of
the carried goods increased by
more than 10%, passing from
57 kg in 2010 to 64.8 kg in
2012.
the accesses to the LTZ have
recorded
the
following
reductions: -18% (delivery
vans), -14.5% (trucks) and 2.5% (articulated lorries).

The Brescia Mobile Channel
application was designed for
iOS and Android O.S. The
application provides info as
regard the various Points of
Interest in the city and shows
on the map a series of city
attractions.

City
news:
urban
mobility restrictions, PT
service modifications.

The application provides both
real time and static mobility
information.

Information on parking
and bike sharing

The application provides real
time information about bike
sharing service and available
lots for car parking.

Information
culture,
environment.

News links to the RSS feeds
stream from the various local
newspapers to get updates on
community events and info on
city mobility services were
implemented
in
the
application.

about
event,

Durability of the results
LTZ.

A constant update of releases is
foreseen until the start of the Metrobus.
The most important upgrade will be
done in 2013 in concomitance with the
metro start up (new bike sharing
stations will be foreseen).

Focus on bundled or cooperative measures

In the city of Brescia there has been a group of measures all implemented in view of the launch of the
new metro line. These interventions are known as the ‘Metro package’ and include the following
measures:
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M02.02 Intermodality with public transport;
M02.03 Development and upgrade of the e-ticketing system in Brescia;
M03.03 P&R facilities for underground and public transport system;
M08.05 Brescia Mobility Channel

As the main effects of the ‘Metro-package’ strategy, the following outcomes can be highlighted:







The reconfiguration of the Brescia network system. The new Metro system implied a redesign of
the bus network and the plan and design of the Metro stations towards intermodality between
Metro, bus and cycling network, bike sharing and Park&Ride. This laid to a better approach to
urban PT network intermodality. In this framework 15 racks for the bike sharing service have been
installed outside the new Metro station. This has been estimate to bring an increase of bike
sharing users up to 10’000 units by the end of 2013. A medium-long time objective is to maintain
the investments and to focus on fares policy since it has been calculated that, if the actual growth
trend will remain stable, in 2018 the users would increase up to 20’000 units. With the
implementation of new Park&Ride services an increase of Metro system passengers is expected,
namely 49 million users in a medium-term perspective up to 56 million users in a long-term
outlook.
New ticketing systems. The one for seasonal users is based on contactless cards to manage
different kind of services; the one for occasional users is based on double face disposable tickets
that could manage Public Transport tickets and Parking tickets in order to boost the Park&Ride
policies. The new technology laid to the promotion of PT network and intermodality through the
implementation of integrated fares and to the easiness of users in the approach with Public
Transport.
A new way to give citizens information about city mobility through the use of smartphones. The
new applications for iOs and Android OS allow citizens to easily approach Public Transport
finding information on PT network and timetables and bike sharing and parking availability,
together with news and points of interest.

This approach helped Brescia to developed from a mono-modal city to a multimodal one and the
positive effects of the actions implemented will be stronger and visible when the Metro system will be
in exercise. The startup of the Metro system will complete the intermodality network and will boost the
use of Public transport.

3.5

The Cost Benefit Analysis

The Cost benefit Analysis (CBA) is a popular tool to assess the impacts of transport-related measures.
It permits to monetise different environmental, social and financial impacts on order to make them
comparable. This is particularly important in the urban transport context since financial gains of
projects are often not ample enough to cover the initial investments. However, by taking into account
social and environmental impacts – the so-called external costs – the CBA highlights the relevance of
a measure for the entire society.
In the case of Brescia, the following measures have been considered to be the most suitable for
carrying out a CBA.
M01.06 – Clean and energy efficient PT fleet
The CBA has been performed by comparing the scenario 0 (Reference case or BAU), which keeps
unchanged the fleet operating in 2008 and foresees the gradual substitution of the older buses with 12
m CNG ones, with the scenario 1 (CIVITAS measure), which foresees the purchase and the activation,
on line 1, of new CNG 18m long buses.
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The whole CBA has been referred to the fleet running on Line 1, on which thanks to CIVITAS only
CNG 18m long buses are used. The CBA base year is 2008, during which on Line 1 20 buses were in
use. After 2009, the transport offer (buses*km) remained unchanged. The CBA final year (2023) falls
at the end of the technical/economical life span of busses (that doesn’t necessary coincide with the
average age of a fleet, that is usually estimated in 15 years).
This CBA doesn’t contemplate oncoming Brescia Trasporti strategy on the occasion of the Metrobus
start-up foreseen in January 2013, after which Brescia buses transport system is going to be modified.
The benefits, due to the passengers increase and to the CNG buses, which have less environmental
impact, can equal (conventionally) the operating revenues increase (financial aspect assimilated to
economical aspect). In particular, the purchase of buses described in the CIVITAS scenario (Scenario
1) is re-paid in approx. 4 years (NPV>0 at 2012 with a value of 1.6 M€), due to a better transport
supply on line 1 and lower maintenance and emission costs in comparison to scenario 0 (which keeps
unchanged the fleet operating in 2008 and foresees the gradual substitution of the older buses with 12
m CNG ones).

M01.11 – Renewable energy production to feed buses with low environmental impact
The reference year is 2011 and the CBA time horizon coincides with the technical/economic life time of
the photovoltaic system (20 years; final CBA year: 2030), longer than the technical/economic life time
of the new purchased buses (15 years).
This specific cost/benefit analysis is referred exclusively to the actions implemented with CIVITAS
support regarding the renewable energy production to feed buses with low environmental impact.
Therefore, the new additional photovoltaic system, operating from April 2011, and n.2 new hybrid
buses, registered in February 2011, have been taken into consideration. The previous 50 kWp
photovoltaic system, implemented in 2008 by Brescia Trasporti, and the first 4 hybrid busses,
purchased in 2003, haven’t been considered in this CBA, because they haven’t been financed by the
CIVITAS initiative. As a consequence, the maintenance costs and the operative revenues deriving
from the oldest part of the plant have been neglected. Only the contribution coming from the new part
of the plant (co-financed by the CIVITAS initiative) has been taken into consideration.
The CBA takes into consideration the investment costs of the new photovoltaic system/hybrid busses
and the consequent variations of the emission costs (reduction of 0.531 kg CO2/kWh with photovoltaic
production and zero CO2, CO, NOx and PM emissions with electrical battery use of the new hybrid
busses) and of the maintenance costs (the drivers cost has been evaluated unchanged).
So the CBA has been carried out comparing the two scenarios: Scenario 0 (any PV extension
purchase of two new CNG 8m long buses and their substitution after 15 years, i.e. at the end of the
technical life) and Scenario 1 (implemented thanks to the CIVITAS initiative, i.e. extension of the PV
plant and purchase of 2 hybrid methane-electric 8m long buses).
From the observation of the CBA results, it’s possible to say that the purchase of n.2 hybrid buses and
of the additional photovoltaic system (Scenario 1) is paid back in approx. 12 years (NPV>0 at 2022),
likely thanks to:




the use of a part photovoltaic energy to feed the new hybrid busses;
the sale of the remaining third of photovoltaic energy (surplus);
the lower maintenance and emission costs in scenario 1 (CIVITAS measure) respect
Scenario 0 (Business-as-Usual).

to
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M04.06 – Mobility Management Actions
CBA has been carried out comparing the hypothetic situation without the car-pooling service
(reference case or Business-as-Usual scenario) with the CIVITAS scenario, characterized by the Carpooling experimentation, which lasted from November 2010 to June 2011.
The reference year is 2010, when the Municipality of Brescia charged a private local Company to
manage the car-pooling service experimentation. At the end of the experimental phase data were
collected to monitor the experience. The whole period, taken into consideration by CBA to have a
financing return, is 15 years (final CBA year: 2025). While the average yearly interest rate estimated in
the 15 years period of CBA (2010-2025) has been 3.5%.
This CBA considered as “capital costs” the contribution the Municipality of Brescia gave to the Private
Company for the management of the experimentation. As regard the benefits, from a theoretical point
of view the introduction of a car-pooling service allows to reduce the car trips at city level and the
mileage. As main consequence of that, the fuel consumption and polluting emissions are reduced: this
CBA included these positive effects in the economic benefits in terms of operating cost saving at
collective level (because they contribute towards the “expenses reduction” of imported goods from
foreign countries).
Another benefit related to car-pooling initiative is the reduction of traffic congestion and road accident,
but taking into consideration the exiguous number of car-pooling users during the experimentation, this
benefit (conservative approach) was considered negligible and not evaluated in this CBA.
From the monitoring carried out in 2011, the total kms run during the car-pooling experimentation were
1.647, which corresponded to a mileage reduction of 3.569 kms at city level. The “kms saved / kms
run” ratio is 2,17 and it was assumed constant in the following years of the CBA. This CBA provides
the yearly increasing rate of the kms to be covered by car-pooling users in order to re-pay the
investment costs in 15 years (NPV at 2025>0).
The initial investment cost for the Car-pooling experimentation (19’950 €) is re-paid in 15 years, thanks
to the benefits associated to the emission and fuel saving, only if the total mileage covered by the carpooling service will be 134’572 km.
This means that, the car-pooling experience in Brescia, which was characterized by an exiguous
number of kms covered in 2011 during the experimentation (1’647 km), should increase the mileage
covered by the car-pooling service yearly in the next 15 years by 21.5%, in order to register 25’169
kms in 2025 and to reach the cumulative value of 134’572 km (15 years). Therefore, only with this
increasing rate, the Net Present Value and the Benefit/Costs Ratio become respectively higher than
zero and higher than one in 15 years. The Investment Return Rate in 2025 results 3.6%, practically
equal to the estimated Interest Rate (3.5%).

M06.05 – Car-sharing
CBA has been carried out comparing the hypothetic situation without the car sharing service
(reference case or Business-as-Usual scenario) with the effective present situation, including the
implementation of the Car Sharing CIVITAS Measure (Car Sharing scenario). The reference year is
2010, in which a private Company, charged by the Municipality of Brescia, implements and managers
the car sharing service inside the town. The whole period, taken into consideration by CBA to have a
financing return, is 15 years (final CBA year: 2025). While the average yearly interest rate estimated in
the 15 years period of CBA (2010-2025) has been 3.5%.
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The Measure (introduction of the car sharing service), using last generation new cars with lower
consumptions/emissions, allows to reduce fuel and pollution than old private cars assumed to be used
in the B.A.U. scenario. Fuel reduction has been included in the economic benefits as operating cost
saving at collective level, because it contributes towards the “expenses reduction” of imported goods
from foreign countries.
The investment cost by Brescia Municipality (194’000 €) to support the car sharing CIVITAS measure
is re-paid in 15 years, thanks emission and fuel saving, only if the total kms running by car sharing
service are 1’526’420 kms. This means that, the car sharing service, with the low starting (2010 and
2011 monitoring: 16’022 kms and 44’142 kms), should increase yearly in the next 15 years of 28.8%,
in order to can monitor 1’526’420 kms at 2025 and reach the cumulative value of 6’673’219 kms in 15
years (2010-2025). In fact, only with this use increasing, the Net Present Value and the Benefit/Costs
Ratio become respectively up zero and up one in 15 years.

3.6

Measures up-scaling

The exploitation of the results achieved during MODERN will be deeply affected by the March 2013
Municipal elections. However the possible up-scaling of results may be represented by the following
actions:







3.7

The busses circulating on the other lines could be progressively replaced with clean buses with
the same methodology used in the Demo line 1, especially introducing 18m buses to face the
situations of particular congestion;
The share of hybrid buses within the PT fleet could continue to be incremented;
The new scenario for the urban PT network developed within MODERN and that aims to
reorganise the PT system will be operative after a year from the metro line start-up. During the
one-year period of transition a temporary bus network will be operative in order to gradually shift
from the actual layout to the final scenario;
The application of the micro-simulations will be of a great importance for the verification of the
metro station accessibility conditions and also for the planning of new bus or metro stations.
The City Logistics project started within MODERN that implemented the pedestrianisation of a
significant area of the city centre. The next steps include the start-up of the Logistics Platform of
Brescia Mercati. The system can count on 3 electric trucks, all equipped with a management
software and a GPS, so as to monitor real-time the forwarding. By means of a dedicated website
the process flow of the goods can be tracked at all times, from pick-up to delivery29.

Lesson learned

Brescia’s main purpose is to be a people friendly city: the Municipality is committed to providing
citizens and guests with a cleaner and more efficient mobility system as fundamental elements for a
higher quality of urban life. In this framework CIVITAS MODERN has provided an opportunity for
Brescia to develop and implement smart and innovative solutions, following innovative approaches
and practicing rigorous management. The responsibility to monitor the projects before, during and
after the measure implementation, in order to evaluate the real impact on the City has been a
challenge but the way ahead for the future. This effort has allowed to assess different methodological
options and the ones adopted will for sure influence Brescia’s way of operating in the years to come.
The ability to involve local stakeholders and citizens, by creating a new way of preventively including

29

The first phase of the project is foreseen for non-perishable goods and the next phase, starting January 2013, sees the whole
system at operating speed and will •
thus be opened to all kinds of goods.
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their opinions and expectations in the decision-making, has positively improved the relationships
between the different stakeholders and has produced beneficial effects for the city of tomorrow.
Thanks to CIVITAS MODERN Brescia has developed a new vision and a new approach to face future
mobility challenges.
Several projects have already improved the overall mobility of the city and others have paved the way
toward innovative solutions. The integrated planning approach through the adoption of the Omnibus
Card to facilitate the tickets integration, the introduction of a broad range of information solutions (such
as the Mobile Channel and Bresciainfo.com), the implementation of the Freight Distribution plan, the
launching of the car-sharing service and the consolidation of the mobility management initiatives are
concretely contributing to build the future of Brescia, as a sustainable, innovative and vibrant urban
environment.
In terms of transferability it can be stated that:







30

The “Metropackage” approach could be transferred in its concept of implementation of action
towards the anticipation and the fostering of the Metro start up with an integrated approach
and in its technical solutions (ticketing system and smartphone apps). What is peculiar of this
approach is the scheduling of the actions: the integration between the bike sharing
implementation and the renewal and implementation of new cycling itineraries with the new
Metropolitan system will be effective if the cycling venues will be put in place before the Metro
start up in order to promote the service and to make users be comfortable with the service. In
particular in Brescia bike sharing service was implemented in conjunction with the Metro
system construction sites start up.
The Monitoring Centre technology could be transferred with a little customization. In particular
the advantages of this measures lie in the facilitation of the reporting/updating/analysis of
accidents through smartphones and the share of information between different Municipal
departments.
The methodology used to define the priority of interventions in PSSU 30 could be transferred as
an effective approach to road safety planning.
Macro and Micro Simulation actions could be transferred as a useful approach to mobility
planning and city accessibility.

Road Safety Urban Plan.
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4 CITY EVALUATION OUTPUTS:COIMBRA

4.1

Introduction

The Municipality of Coimbra has set for itself and its future generations an extensive range of
demanding ambitions. Besides launching and implementing a series of concrete measures, the
CIVITAS Initiative also presented itself as an exceptional opportunity to establish and procure the
achievement of a set of strategic goals:






To increase the quality and efficiency of the urban public transport system, namely by providing
more efficient mobility products and services;
To multiply the number of PT users and reduce the use of private cars by providing more mobility
solutions, such as improved PT access and information;
To limit PT energy waste and improve its overall safety, limiting Coimbra's PT carbon footprint;
To promote a sustainable mobility culture among citizens, stakeholders and transport operators,
raising public awareness for sustainable urban mobility.

Coimbra was determined to pursue its ambitions by consolidating its urban public transportation
system standing as a superior service provider. This means introducing new services and products,
especially based on new communication and information technologies, which can enhance the quality
of the transport provided to its clients. Accordingly, this improvement can contribute to attract more
passengers to the public transportation system and help modify the current model split which is highly
car centred (66% car, 26% PT, 8% other). Coimbra is committed to express leadership in the
European domain of urban sustainable mobility promoting the pursuit of ambitious goals locally,
nationally and at international level.
Additionally, the introduction of a new planning and work culture focused on mobility management has
led the Municipality of Coimbra to assume a host of new strategic projects, such as the
implementation of SUMPS and Travel Plans for the principal public entities in the city. Also, many
CIVITAS measures have supported many of Coimbra’s other projects – e.g., Covenant of Mayors,
Smart Coimbra, etc. Coimbra has also applied to participate in other European mobility projects, such
as CH4LLENGE and ENDURANCE. Coimbra after CIVITAS will be more able for the continuous
improving of the quality of life provided to its citizens.

4.2

Measures Summary and Evaluation Key Findings

In this paragraph each Coimbra measure has been described in brief by illustrating the different
implementation steps and also highlighting the achieved results.

M01.03 – ALTERNATIVE FUELS
The rise in oil prices and the pressure for greater environmental sustainability in Public Transportation
led the Municipal Public Transportation Services of Coimbra (SMTUC) to test the use of biofuel in their
bus fleet. Within this measure SMTUC tested 3 different mixes (30%, 40%, and 50%) of biofuel in 4
buses running in real operational conditions in order to assess the possibility of supplying its entire
fleet with this kind of fuel in the future.
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The measure began with the design of the test model and was followed by personnel training. The
tests started with a 30% biofuel mix and 10 % increments were conducted in each new test cycle,
which lasted for about 25’000 km (about 5 months), coinciding with the scheduled maintenance of
buses. The analysis at the end of the test period considered the quality of lubricant oils, fuel
consumption, number of repairs and maintenance, performance evaluation, and emissions, and the
following conclusions have been established:
-

-

No perceptible problems occurred with the 4 buses that reached the objective of 50% of
biofuel mix, during a running test period of 20 months and by covering about 100.000 km each
one;
The average operating costs of the 4 buses tested with B30 and B50 biofuel blends resulted to
be lower than average operating costs of similar vehicles running on diesel for the same
period. The difference has been more evident for B30, where the average operating costs in
the ex-post have been 10% lower if compared with similar vehicles running on diesel.

Figure 36 – Delivery, mixture and fuelling processes exemplification.

The use of biofuel as a blend with diesel may lead to some changes in emissions, but for NOx, and
CO2 the biofuel revealed in general only a marginal effect. For a B30 blend the savings in the CO and
PM emissions will be 20%.
In the future, if B30 will be used in all vehicles of the SMTUC bus fleet (100 vehicles), the total PM
emissions of the fleet in a given year may decrease from about 2.4 tons PM/year to 2.0 tons PM/year,
representing an overall reduction of approximately 17% in terms of PM abatement.
The hypothetical introduction of B30 in the entire SMTUC bus fleet could represent savings in
operating costs around 420’000 €/year and the replacement of approximately 268’000 litres of diesel.
Additionally, an important finding of the tests has been that buses with common rail technology are not
suited for the use of biofuels.
The full-scale experimentation for the majority of the SMTUC bus fleet and on regular public service is
under consideration. In case the response will be affirmative, priority will be given to using biofuel
resulting from recycled oils, such as cooking oils from the university complexes and the two central
hospitals. Contacts with the municipal waste management service are also being established to
assess the possibility of collecting these oils in the future.
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M01.08 – PRODUCTION OF RENEWABLE ENERGIES FOR TROLLEYBUS LINES
This measure comprises the elaboration of a technical, environmental, economic and financial
feasibility study to implement a small-hydro power plant in the existing local river dam and use this
electricity to supply Coimbra’s trolleybus and electric minibus fleet with renewable energy.
The innovative aspects of this measure – the use of the existing river dam for the production of
renewable energy to supply the trolley bus lines and the electric bus batteries used in PT operations –
are very relevant because they contribute to improve the economic and environmental performance of
a clean PT system with reduced investments.
The feasibility study prepared within the CIVITAS MODERN period concluded that this measure is
viable at a relatively low cost and has the potential to generate revenues that support the operation
and permit the gradual recuperation of the investment.

Figure 37 – Laboratorial tests considering 3 turbines in a scale model of the Coimbra Dam spillway sill.

The results of the measure indicate that in a short period of time the operation small-hydro would
generate positive impacts over the average operating revenues and over the decrease of green-house
gas emissions at the national level (decrease of 1 million ton CO2 per year) . With the implementation
of the measure it is estimated a revenue of 200 k€/year and the investment (1,7 million Euros) has a
simple pay-back period of 8,5 years, which is considered cost effective in terms of other investments in
small hydro plants.
The feasibility study for the small-hydro power generation in the existing local river dam is the CIVITAS
MODRN measure with the major media coverage in Coimbra and had a very positive impact in the
scientific community.
The implementation of the study showed that:





Direct feed of the fleet should be carefully considered given the irregularities in the energy
production that may affect the transport system and the considerable costs of energy
transformation.
It is important to analyse with anticipation the possibility of the appearance of several constraints,
mainly at the environmental level (impacts on the biodiversity, consequences in case of flooding),
but also at the dam specifications level, and to involve experts of several specialities (ex: experts
in zoology to study the issues linked to the fish passage) to deal with those constraints.
Special attention must be given to the administrative / legal aspects because the processes of
licensing and request for authorizations could be long and complicated and the involvement of
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high level decision-makers could be very important to clear the communication channels with
national authorities.
Considering that capital costs in this kind of projects could be significant, positive external factors
such as environmental impacts and the importance of the project for the city should be taken into
consideration in the economic feasibility study.

M02.05 – NEW TICKETING SYSTEM
Coimbra intended to increase the effectiveness of the system of inter relation among Public Transport
(PT) operators and extend it to the municipalities around Coimbra, by using both single and combined
fares, as well as to develop new products in terms of inter modality, since this has always been a
priority strategy to the Municipality of Coimbra throughout the years.
For these reasons Coimbra implemented a new e-ticketing system in the Urban PT Service owned by
the Municipality (SMTUC). The system has been based on technologies allowing “contact less”
validations for all kinds of transport e-cards and e-tickets, the creation of a wider range of products and
a greater reliability of the systems performance. Also fraud control has been facilitated. A more
complete on demand database has been provided, enabling monitoring and benchmarking as well as
dynamic network and supply planning and the adaptation of the transport network to the real needs of
the populations’ mobility.
The major advantage of the new e-ticketing system has been the great increase in the interoperability
between systems and PT operators and in the intermodality. In this field took special highlight the
creation of new e-tickets for the Park&Ride system, the establishment of a partnership with an
association of PT operators and the complete integration with the Automatic Vehicle Management
system of SMTUC.

Figure 38 – The automatic machines for PT drivers account activities is allowing the payment by ATM of the
results of the tickets sales on board buses with economies of resources on the accounting office

Despite some delays in the measure implementation resulting from financial and bureaucratic issues,
the less time for the demonstration period didn’t affected the achievements of some key results,
namely:
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An increase of the average operating revenues (+0,02 €/v-km) due to a shift from private cars to
public transport (+ 1,2% PT users) and a decrease of the average operating costs (- 0,0095 €/vkm). Adding the effects of the operating revenues and costs it can be concluded that the measure
has a positive impact from an economic view point. This fact has been confirmed by the CostBenefit Analysis showing that the measure can generate a positive NPV of 1,82 M € over a 15
year period with a payback of the investment expected to be between the 5 th and 6th year of
implementation.
Significant energy savings due to the assessed reduction of the energy consumption per
passenger (-0,24 MJ/pkm) and generates a positive impact on CO2, NOx, and PM emissions with
a decrease of 17,081 g/pkm, -0,698 g/pkm, and 0,03 g/pkm, respectively. The CO emissions
remained constant.
An increase of the Park & Ride system usage with a growth of 10% of the e-tickets sold.

In the future the e-ticketing system will continue functioning, as well as the development of the on-line
payment system. Once the legal issues relating to national legislation and the financial crisis will be
overcome, the payment and reload of the e-cards through ATM machines will also be implemented.
The contacts created for the establishment of an inter-municipal pass will continue, namely by
searching for new ways to avoid financial barriers and involve both the surrounding Municipalities and
PT operators in a common project.

M04.02 – INFOMOBILITY CENTRE AND MOBILITY MARKETING
This measure comprises the creation of an important mobility centre in Coimbra that integrates all the
transport operators as well as the development of a planning tool for the Municipal Public
Transportation Services of Coimbra’s (SMTUC) internet website (i.e., RUMOS – Rotas Urbanas em
MObilidade Sustentável - Urban Routes in Sustainable Mobility) allowing any user to know how to
travel in an optimised way by defining the desired temporal, economic or sustainability criteria.
The innovative aspects of this measure – the use of new technologies in the trip planner based in a
geographic information system (GIS) (whose acquisition has been useful for other tasks in SMTUC,
such as the network planning), and the implementation (one of) the first mobility centre in Portugal –
are very significant at national level.
These innovations are very relevant because they help to overcome an old problem in Coimbra that is
the lack of integrated information on multi-modal trips and thus allow users to take full advantage of
the support that the Coimbra Municipality has given by financing the creation of tickets combining
different transport operators.

Figure 39 – The Infomobility Centre – the exterior (Left) and interior view (Right)

The demonstration of the measure within the CIVITAS MODERN period showed that this measure is
feasible at a relatively low cost in comparison to those of other PT operations.
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The demonstration of the measure resulted in a short period of time in an increase of the awareness
level of population, and also in the increase of the acceptance level of the users and in the level of the
quality of PT service. The results demonstrated that the acceptance level of the measure is very high
(95% in 2011) and 95,1% were satisfied or very satisfied with the service provided by the Infomobility
Centre in 2011. The acceptance level of the public transport operators was 100% in all the surveys
carried out.
In 2011 the Infomobility Centre registered 34.040 customers (an average of 2.836 per month). There
are 4688 accesses to “RUMOS” trip planner per month, greatly exceeding the 1500 accesses that
were initially foreseen.
With the implementation of the measure it has been learnt that:




Risk management is important taking into consideration that licensing procedures, linked to the
centre location (in the historic centre), could be time a consuming activity, Rigorous planning and
follow-up of the process is fundamental;
The involvement of the municipality is critical to achieving commitments among all stakeholders,
as well as in the negotiation process concerning the financial issues;
Promoting meetings about good practices on sustainable mobility and urban development is of
paramount importance in order to involve all the stakeholders;

It is essential in the implementation of a trip planner to involve the developers of the systems during all
the stages to know exactly what is needed and required in the initial specification stage, including
system interoperability, which is increasingly important as more PT operators are included within the
system.

M04.05 – MOBILITY MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
In an effort to solve some of its mobility problems, the city of Coimbra decided to adopt a mobility
management approach by developing and implementing site-based travel plans. With the guidance of
the Municipality, the local public transport company SMTUC developed and implemented a travel plan
for local oncological hospital (934 workers), as well as carried out several mobility management
actions, particularly in the University Hospital and Paediatric Hospital (including campaigns, PT,
carpooling, ticket discounts, etc.). Partnerships have also been established with some private
companies to share part of the trips costs.
Accordingly, the city developed and implemented a travel plan at the Coimbra Oncological Hospital
and implemented several mobility management actions in the adjacent University Hospital and
Paediatric Hospital. In the initial stage the travel plan was focused on hospital employees. The main
objective of the travel plan and mobility management actions was to contribute to a modal shift to
emphasise other means of transportation besides the private car.
The key results of the measure have been the following:




A modal shift of 10.3% from private cars to public transport at the Oncological Hospital, resulting
from the implementation of the travel plan.
An increase of operating revenues (+0,007 €/pkm). The measure induced a 28% increase of the
average operating revenues related to the employees of the hospital that transferred to public
transport.
A positive contribution to energy efficiency in the city, resulting in significant energy savings in
the displacement of the hospital staff (-15,1%) due to the assessed significant reduction of the
energy consumption per passenger (-0,31 MJ/pkm).
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A mitigation of CO2 emissions leading to savings (-12,89 g/pkm) equal to 273 ton of CO2 during
the first year of mobility plan implementation.

Also several informative campaigns have been carried out and as a results 1.154 children and 116
teachers and chaperones from 52 elementary schools have visited SMTUC offices.

Figure 40 – Children took a picture in a model of trolleybus. Later the photos was given to each child (left). Buspaper winners (right)

The development and implementation of travel plans and mobility management actions in Coimbra
catalysed a change in mentalities in planning technicians and local decision-makers. The participation
of technicians from Municipality and SMTUC in 4 VANGUARD/EPOMM training sessions on mobility
management issues also helped to transfer knowledge for the referred behaviour changes. After many
decades focused on traffic management activities, Coimbra now acknowledges that mobility
management solutions, especially travel plans, is a practical and valuable way of dealing with the city’s
mobility challenges.
The board of Administration of the University hospital has recently authorized the development of a
travel plan to implement in the upcoming year. The city of Coimbra will also continue pressing the
Paediatric hospital to implement a travel plan in the near future, rather than just implement isolated
initiatives and actions. Also, there is a commitment from the majority of stakeholders to follow-up the
existing travel plan, namely by developing a plan for hospital out patients and logistic services.
Additionally, city officials have indicated that the development and implementation of site-based travel
plans is a very viable option in the future for being applied to the University campuses and local
secondary schools.

M05.07 – SAFETY ORIENTED DRIVING TRAINING
The measure consists of the implementation of a Driving Centre at the Municipal Public Transportation
Services of Coimbra (SMTUC) equipped with a high tech driving simulator tailored to the specific
public transport vehicle requirements and in accordance with the European Directive 2003/59 - which
establishes continuous driver education (35 hours every 5 years).
The Driving Centre has been implemented in new and dedicated facilities at the SMTUC installations
and the simulator has been purchased through an international public tender with the following specific
features:
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Real and dynamic cabin that reacts to the driving and movement conditions, three external film
screens permitting “all around simulation” and a complete trainee monitoring system with external
control and intervention capabilities.
Virtual reproduction of real driving conditions with high quality graphics, including the simulation
of trolleybuses and the possibility of changing traffic and environmental conditions at any time by
the trainer, as well as the creation of unexpected occurrences.
Simulation of the interaction with the passengers, including the passenger entry and their
behaviour in the buses during the journey.
Data storage of driver/trainee performances, including drivers’ behaviour and virtual fuel
consumption, as well as .pre-programmed lessons or the possibility to program and record new
lessons.

Figure 41 – Driving simulator tests at SMTUC site.

A reference group of 25 SMTUC drivers has been set up and trained using the simulator in order to
have time to evaluate the impacts of the driving training sessions. As key results it has been obtained
that:





The training using driving simulators led to a 15% reduction in the average operating costs when
compared with the training using real buses (from 3,41 €/vkm to 2,90 €/vkm).
During the driving training sessions using the simulator, a substantial improvement of the average
fuel efficiency in mixed circuit was observed, corresponding to a 15% reduction in terms of energy
consumption per vkm.
Using a driving training simulator instead of diesel vehicles in real operational conditions has a
significant impact on the average emissions per vkm (-19% of CO2, -85% of NOx and -93% of
CO).
The driving training simulator can help improve transport safety in terms of accident risk. By
considering the same circuit and travelling distance covered during two driving sessions in the
simulator made respectively before and after the training resulted to have a 33% reduction of the
total number of incidents.

The functioning of the Driving Centre will continue in the future. A process of licensing the driving
centre for the training of PT drivers from other companies is in course and partnerships with some
specialised organisations are presently under consideration.
Due to the lower cost that the driver training would have and the increase in available resources
(buses not used for training) that the simulator allows for, a significant raise in the number of training
courses and trainees is expected to happen. The European Directive 2003/59 seems also to be a
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good driver to increase the driving training activity. There would be fuel savings, pollution reduction,
increase of safety, and higher levels of diving quality which would increase passenger comfort.

M06.03 – FEASIBILITY STUDY OF NEW MOBILITY SERVICES
This measure comprises the elaboration of a technical and economic feasibility study to set up a car
sharing service in Coimbra, including the development a state of the art report and technical and
economic feasibility study to set up a car sharing service. This study will assess the “acceptability”
among stakeholders and potential users, develop a business plan for implementing a car sharing
service, as well as compromise the Planning and Implementation of a communication campaign and
dissemination of the end results.
The innovation of this measure is very relevant because will contribute to a greater sustainability of
local and regional of PT. More precisely, the study proposes the introduction of an innovative transport
solution (electric vehicles) that is unique in the region (car-sharing) and which will imply the direct
involvement of the Municipality and the Urban public PT operator (SMTUC) thus promoting the
integration with the rest of the public transport services and products and improving the use of the
Municipal PT fleet.
The feasibility study prepared within the CIVITAS MODERN period concluded that this measure is
feasible at a relatively low cost and has the potential to generate revenues that support the operation
and permit the gradual recovery of the investment.

Figure 42 – Mayor of the City of Coimbra promotes new mobility services during the European Mobility Week –
Press conference over the river in the middle of the pedestrian bridge (top), experiencing bike-sharing from the
Infomobility Centre to the Municipal Market (bottom left) to assists the car-sharing demonstration (bottom right).

The results of the measure indicate that in a short period of time the operational car-sharing system
could generate positive impacts over the balance between the operating revenues and the operating
costs (+ 0.04 €/vkm), the vehicle fuel efficiency (-0,84 MJ/vkm), and vehicle fuel emissions (-10 ton
CO2 per year).
The development of the study demonstrated that:



car sharing services are very important in cities that want to have an integrated mobility system,
being an important complement to the public transport network.
If institutional fleets are to be used in supplying the system, a previous assessment of the car
usage by the current users of the fleet is strongly recommended.
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launching the service with the use of a reduced fleet, based on comparisons with the usage of
similar services in other cities, is a good alternative to launching of a large scale service based on
expensive and unrealistic demand potential assessments through surveys.

The involvement or commitment of the key decision-makers in the implementation of a new system,
especially in certain cultural settings or where there is a general lack of knowledge, is very important in
order to identify problems and anticipate recovery actions, e.g., to avoid delays or irreversible
consequences.

M08.03 – I INFOMOBILITY TOOLS FOR TRAFFIC DATA MANAGEMENT
This measure comprises the implementation of an updated GPS/GPRS Operation Support System in
all the Municipal Public Transportation Services of Coimbra (SMTUC) bus fleet and the installation of
new generation real time passenger information panels in order to improve PT commercial speed and
guarantee more accuracy in the real time information.
The innovative aspects of this measure are very relevant because they have a positive impact in the
quality and accessibility of PT. More precisely, the use of GPRS data transmission system allows for
improving the quality and efficiency in the real time operational management of the urban PT network
and opens up the possibility of implementing in the future an integrated management system of the
city traffic lights (giving priority to the PT fleet). Also it permits an optimisation electronic real-time
information panels at bus stops (that are accessible to all users and that are supplied with renewable
energy).
The demonstration of the measure within the CIVITAS MODERN period showed that this measure is
feasible at a relatively low cost in comparison to those of PT operation.

real time public
information panels

Fleet

Base
Station

Control Centre

Figure 43 – Control centre system architecture

The demonstration of the measure achieved positive impacts over (passenger numbers and therefore
in) the average operating revenues, operating costs, the percentage of trips lost due to traffic
problems, the average network speed, and the awareness level of the PT users in a relatively short
period of time.
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The results obtained in relation to the Cost Benefits Analysis (CBA) suggest that the measure is both
effective and efficient in achieving positive results in terms of cumulated costs not only in lifetime of the
measure (11,7M € in 10 years) but since the year of its implementation. Also, more than half of the
investment will be covered in 10 years only with the decrease of the costs.
The implementation of the measure shows that:






The upgrade of the Operation Support System to GPRS technology is a cost-effective way to
improve the quality of the PT operation management and of the information to the public
(including travel planning real-time information on mobile phones) in transport companies that
possess more obsolete technologies, namely with investment requirements that are substantially
inferior to the costs of acquiring a new system.
The installation of e-panels in the lobbies and waiting rooms of hospitals with the real time
information about the bus arrivals at the nearby bus stops is a good option to improve the
information given to the public considering the high visibility and attendance of such places and
the reduced costs of the these e-panels in comparison to those usually applied at bus stops.
Stakeholders should be involved in the specification and launching of the products.

To preserve the credibility of the information systems among the public it is indispensable to maintain a
rigorous and frequent control of the information supplied to users. Accompanying the installation
process and monitoring the early stages of operational management of the GPRS / GPS Operation
Support System was very important for detecting and characterising the diverse problems that came
up and to find rapid solutions for them.

4.3

Comparison of objectives, targets and results

Each measure has been characterised by a set of so-called measure level specific objectives with, in
most cases, the related tangible targets. This information has been then used at the end of the project
to assess the achievement or not of these goals and to which extent. In the MERT, in fact, the actual
achieved results are compared with the envisaged ones by using a ‘star code’ which identifies three
different levels:
1. Substantially achieved, when the results are up to 50% of the envisaged target;
2. Achieved in full, when the results are more than 50% of the envisaged target;
3. Exceeded, when the results go beyond the envisaged target.
The city of Coimbra has been the only one having no objectives partially achieved. As illustrated in the
following figure, among the total number of objectives – namely 29 – 48% of them have been achieved
in full and 52% even exceeded the foreseen target.
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Coimbra

48%

52%

Achieved in full

Exeeded

Figure 44 – Coimbra achieved objectives

By going into the details of each measure, it can be noted that, except for the feasibility study on new
mobility services, all the other measures have at least 33% of the envisaged targets (i.e. at least one
target) exceeded for each intervention.
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0

1

2

3

4

Alternative Fuels

Production of Renewable Energies for Trolleybus Lines

New Ticketing System

Infomobility Centre and Mobility Marketing

Mobility Management Actions

Safety Oriented Driving Training

Feasibility Study of New Mobility Services

Infomobility Tools for Traffic Data Management

Partially Achieved

Achieved in full

Exeeded

Figure 45 – Objectives achievement for each Coimbra measure

The following table summarises for each measure the objectives foreseen and the target achieved at
the end of the project.

Table 17 – Comparison between expected and obtained results for each Coimbra measure

Measure

M01.03

Expected results
The final result is to
assess the possibility of
achieving at least a share
of 25% of bio diesel in the
mixture to be used in the
fleet of SMTUC in the
future (value already
important
given
the
topology of the city) - This
will
represent
approximately to replace
750.000 litres of diesel
per year by the same
quantity of bio-diesel
(reducing 187.500 litres
of mineral diesel).

Obtained results

4 buses reached 50%
of biofuel mix without
perceptible problems, 2
during 20 months and
about 100.000 km
each one.

Durability of the results
A
full-scale
experimentation for the
majority of the SMTUC
bus fleet and on regular
public service is under
discussion. In case of
positive response, priority
will be given to oil
residues, such as cooking
oils
from
the
large
university complexes and
the two central hospitals.
Contacts
with
the
municipal
waste
management service is in
course to allow the oil
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Measure

Expected results

It
is
intended
to
demonstrate that with this
measure may decrease
by 15% emissions of CO
from exhaust gas of
buses.

To perform at least 10
test cycles by bus.

To improve the
cooperation with
Municipality and other
fleet operators.

Construction
of
hydro digital model.

mini

Hydraulic and resistance
of materials tests.

M01.08

Awareness of the benefits
of future self-production
of electricity to supply
network of trolleybuses,
without
relying
on
external suppliers, and
with
generation
of
surpluses for possible
alternative
uses
(marketing, production of
hydrogen to PT vehicles,
etc.). – Production at
least of 750.000 kWh per
year.

Obtained results
Despite PM emissions
could
achieve
a
decrease of 19% with
the low biofuel mix
tested (30%), for this
mix the fall in CO
emissions will be only
9,4%. The decrease of
CO emissions for B50
will be 12,4%, which is
more approximated to
the initial objective of
demonstrate
the
possibility of the use of
biofuel could decrease
15%
the
CO
emissions.
The buses being tested
ran between 20 to 81
test cycles.
All the buses running
biofuel mix have a
sticker informing this
fact. Other campaigns
have been also carried
out and the measure
has been presented in
several events and to
other fleet operators.

Durability of the results
collection in the future.

The mini hydro digital
model
has
been
released. The digital
model included a 3D
version and 4 related
videos.
The tests have been
carried out.

The real implementation of
the small-hydro power
plant in the future is
forecasted.
For
this
purpose will continue the
search for opportunities for
financial and partnership
arrangements. As soon as
the funding is decided a
final project for the power
plant will be made and
provided to the INAG –
Portuguese Water Institute
– to allow for the quick
start of the small-hydro
implementation.

The study has been
carried out and the
feasibility
was
demonstrated with an
energy production of
2.6 GWh per year.

During the first years the
revenues of the energy
sold will be used mainly in
the depreciation of the
small-hydro
implementation and in the
energy supply of the
trolleybus and electric
mini-bus fleet. After the
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Measure

Expected results

The purchase through a
public tender of a new
“contact less” ticketing
system.

Improvement by 1% of
the
municipality
passengers in PT during
CIVITAS.
M02.05

Expansion
of
public
transport
in
the
metropolitan area.

Mobility
Centre’s
functioning with at least 1
worker in permanence
during 12 hours / day.

M04.02
Acquisition
of
the
geographic
information
system – GIS (without
claim for funding).
Implementation
and
functioning
of
the
RUMOS (Rotas Urbanas
em
MObilidade

Obtained results

The e-ticketing has
been purchased by a
public
tender
and
installed on board of
139 PT vehicles, in the
lift
and
in
the
Park&Ride
service,
totalizing 150 on board
sets.
During the first 9
months of the new eticketing
functioning
the
passengers
increased by 1.2% due
the
system
implementation.

2 new PT lines for the
surroundings has been
created, as well as the
expansion of 1 line to
one hospital involved in
the scope of the
mobility management
actions
(measure
04.05).

The Infomobility Centre
start-up on 15th of
September 2009 with
all
regional
PT
operators. The Centre
runs at least with 2
staff
members
simultaneously
from
7:30 to 19:30 (Monday
to Friday) and one from
8:00 to 13:00 (on
Saturdays).
The GIS has been
purchased,
installed
and used for the backoffice of the RUMOS
trip planner.
The
RUMOS
trip
planner
has
been
implemented
4688
accesses per month to

Durability of the results
payback period the surplus
in energy sold will be used
for renewing the fleet.
The e-ticketing system will
continue functioning, as
well as the development of
the on-line system for the
payment of the fares.
The payment and reload of
the e-cards through ATM
machines will be also
implemented when the
legal issues relating to
national
legislation
(provided for the combat of
the financial crisis) are
surpassed.
The contacts carried out
for the creation of an intermunicipal
pass
will
continue,
namely
by
searching for new ways to
avoid the financial barriers
and
involve
the
surrounding Municipalities
and PT operators in the
project.
In any case, the launch of
new
fares
and
the
development
of
new
features
for
the
improvement
of
intermodality
and
interoperability will be a
priority.
The mobility centre will
keep working in the same
way it has been working
during
the
CIVITAS
MODERN. There is the
intention to open a second
mobility centre close to the
railway station.
The PT operator SMTUC
will keep the operation of
the trip planner RUMOS
and
promoting
the
implementation of mobility
marketing campaigns.
Also the possibility of the
extension of the “RUMOS”
application to several of
Coimbra’s
several
“outdoor”
Multimedia/Information
check-points
is
being
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Measure

Expected results
Sustentável
Urban
Routes in Sustainable
Mobility).

Raise in 1.5% the number
of female passengers
transported by SMTUC.

Improvement
of
cooperation
between
SMTUC and other PT
operators.
Improvement
of
cooperation
between
SMTUC
and
other
entities,
like
Central
Hospitals, University and
other
High
Schools,
enterprises, etc.

M04.05

To provide at least 1
mobility
plan
for
1
hospital
and
mobility
actions for other 2
hospitals, as well as 1
partnership
with
1
enterprise.

To put into practice a
“Bus-paper”
during
CIVITAS

To put into practice the
visit to SMTUC by
students
from
all
municipality
primary
schools.

Obtained results
the
RUMOS
trip
planner between 1st
June 2011 and 31st
May 2012 have been
reached, which largely
exceeded the expected
1.500 accesses.
Comparing with the
scenario
without
CIVITAS,
the
percentage of female
passengers
transported by SMTUC
increased by 6.2% in
2009, 6.9% in 2010
and 2.4% in 2011,
surpassing largely the
expected 1.5%.
All the regional PT
operators participated
in
the
Infomobility
Centre.
The cooperation has
been improved namely
through the campaigns
to
support
the
partnerships with some
entities involved in the
mobility management
actions
(measure
04.05).
A mobility plan for the
IPOC
hospital
in
Coimbra has been
provided and mobility
actions continue to be
implemented in the
other
2
hospitals
involved
in
the
measure.
Two
partnerships for PT
special services have
been implemented.
A “Bus-Paper”, a kind
of Pedi-paper but also
travelling by public
transport, has been
organised
for
the
children.
52 visits of young
students to SMTUC
have been carried out
(61 classes from 17
elementary schools, in
a total of 1.154 children

Durability of the results
evaluated.

The development and
implementation of travel
plans
and
mobility
management actions in
Coimbra has catalyzed a
change in mentalities in
planning technicians and
local
decision-makers.
After
many
decades
focused
on
traffic
management
activities,
Coimbra
now
acknowledges that mobility
management
solutions,
especially travel plans, is a
practical and valuable way
of dealing with the city
mobility challenges.
The
board
of
Administration
of
the
University hospital has
recently sanctioned the
development of a travel
plan to implement in the
upcoming year. The city of
Coimbra will also continue
pressing the Pediatric
hospital to implement a
travel plan in the near
future, rather than just
implement
isolated
initiatives and actions.
Also,
there
is
a
commitment on the part of
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Measure

Expected results

To
improve
the
cooperation
between
SMTUC and Hospitals,
University
and
Municipality.

Purchase of the driving
simulator

Drivers training
installation.

centre

To perform at least 500
training actions during
CIVITAS
M05.07

Reduction of 5% in the
accidents rate of SMTUC
drivers (327 road traffic
accidents with SMTUC
fleet during 2007)

Improvement
cooperation

of
between

Obtained results
and 116 teachers)

The cooperation has
been improved namely
by the support of the
Municipality
in
the
release
and
implementation of the
mobility plan, as well
as the partnership with
University workers for
tickets discounts in the
Park & Ride system
and with the Nursing
School for the special
prices and dedicated
transport
for
the
students.

The driving simulator
has been purchased
and installed.
The driving centre is
functioning in a new
pavilion installed for
the effect and hosting
the driving simulator.
During
CIVITAS,
considering only the
period
after
the
implementation of the
new Driving Centre,
518 training sessions
have been carried out,
262 on the driving
simulator.
The results show that
the accident rate could
decrease more than
the
5%
initially
expected, taking into
consideration the 33%
decrease
of
the
accident risk in driving
simulation training.
Technicians of the
Municipality, Carristour

Durability of the results
the major stakeholders to
follow-up
the
existing
travel plan, namely by
developing a plan for
hospital out patients and
logistic
services.
The
travel plan has a four year
implementation
period
which
guarantees
the
involvement
of
the
different partners in the
upcoming years.
Also, city officials have
indicated
that
the
development
and
implementation of sitebased travel plans is a
very viable option in the
future for applying in the
University campuses and
local secondary schools.
Other
mobility
management actions will
also be applied in the
future in managing mobility
during large events, such
as
sports
and
entertainment events.
The functioning of the
Driving
Centre
will
continue in the future. A
process of licensing the
driving center for the
training of PT drivers from
other companies is in
course and partnerships
with some specialized
organizations
are
presently
under
consideration.
Due to the lower cost that
the driver training would
have and the increase in
available resources (buses
not used for training) that
the simulator allows for, a
significant raise in the
number of training courses
and trainees is expected.
There would be fuel
savings,
pollution
reduction, increase of
safety, and higher levels of
diving quality which would
increase
passenger
comfort.
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Measure

M06.03

Expected results
SMTUC and others fleet
operators (PT operators,
Municipality,
Driving
Schools, etc.)

To release a technical
and economic feasibility
study to set up a car
sharing
service
in
Coimbra.

Obtained results
(PT Driving School)
and
ANTROP
(Portuguese
Association of Public
Transport Operators)
visited
the
driving
simulator centre and
partnerships with these
entities
for
future
training actions for PT
drivers of all the centre
Portuguese region is
under consideration.

The feasibility study
has been carried out
according the planned,
including the business
plan.

Durability of the results

After the end of measure it
is foreseen to continue
efforts to sensitize decision
makers in Coimbra for the
real implementation of the
car sharing service in this
city as well as to
disseminate the study to
other cities and other
stakeholders, with the
scope to enlarge the car
sharing
network
in
Portugal.
The Municipality became
more participative in this
issue
and
made
a
preliminary agreement for
the use of 5 cars of its fleet
in case of the car sharing
implementation. Also the
Mobility
Councilor
requested that the study
consider the possibility of
using of electric cars and
integrate it in the national
electric mobility project
(Mobi.e).
Finally during the Mobility
Week
2012
the
Municipality
announced
that it wants to launch a
municipal
service
of
carpooling.
The seminars, workshops
and demonstration events,
organized in the scope of
this
measure,
also
contributed to increment
the knowledge about this
kind
of
service
for
academics and operators
of PT and car sharing
services.
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Measure

Expected results

GPS – Operation Support
System updating

M08.03

Delivery of the technical,
economical and quality
impact on the public
transports feasibility study
relatively to the priority
systems of the public
transports placed in cross
roads that are regulated
by traffic lights.

Obtained results
The Automatic Vehicle
Management System
has been upgraded
with success to a
GPS/GPRS technology
and
included
the
purchase
and
installation of 125 new
on-board computers in
SMTUC
public
transport vehicles and
the installation of the
new software in the
control centre and
upgrade of the 12
existing real time public
information e-panels at
bus stops.
In addition to having
carried out the study,
the Municipality and
SMTUC
have
conducted
several
tests
with
the
GPS/GPRS
–
Operation
Support
System and the traffic
light control system in
order to evaluate the
possibility
of
implementing
the
preferential traffic light
regulation in the shortterm.

Acquisition of at least 6
additional new real time
public
information
epanels, during CIVITAS

6 new real time
information
e-panels
have been installed.

Control Centre of the
GPS – Operation Support
System in operation.

The centre functions
every day from 5:30
a.m. to 1:30 a.m. with,
at
least,
3
employees/day.

Less than 1 minute gap to
the updating of the real
time public information
panel in bus stops.
Increase by 0,5% the
commercial speed in PT
service of SMTUC, during
CIVITAS.

Durability of the results

It is expected that the
system will keep in full
operation, maintaining the
same
standards
with
which it currently works..
The PT SMTUC operator
is preparing the acquisition
of at least 3 additional
panels during 2012. The
SMTUC
operator
is
preparing also for the
implementation during this
year of another mobile
phone application with real
time information.
SMTUC will complete the
feasibility study by adding
an assessment of the
economic
and
environmental
benefits
related to the integrated
management of the city
traffic lights.

The e-panels have a
refresh frequency rate
lower than 1 minute.
The SMTUC average
PT network speed was
increased by 2.4%.
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4.4

Focus on bundled or cooperative measures

The City of Coimbra aimed through the CIVITAS MODERN project to implement changes in the
mobility patterns of its citizens, promoting a less car dependent life style, as well as cleaner and safer
public transport system. Accordingly, several measures have been implemented, the majority
revealing an impact on the model share within the city. For instance, the launching of a new e-ticketing
system in the Municipal Urban Public Transportation (SMTUC) network in association with the
implementation of other measures (namely the Automatic Vehicle Management system) has resulted
in a modal shift of over 2% from private car trips to Public Transportation (PT). The new ticketing
system included the development of new intermodal mobility products and its integration with other IT
systems, namely the upgraded Automatic Vehicle Management (AVM) system which contributed to a
more efficient management of the urban PT system, as well as improved real-time information for
passengers. This shift represented, in the year 2012 alone, savings of over one hundred thousand
litres of fuel and a reduction 300 tons of CO 2 emissions. Equally important for this behavioural change
was the development and implementation of several new infomobility tools, such as the online trip
planner RUMOS, PT applications for mobile phones, installation of 6 new real time public information
e-panels, and the opening of an Infomobility Centre. The Centre hosts all the regional PT bus
operators and the national railway company and is currently the only operational Infomobility Centre in
Portugal. These measures also contributed to an increase of 2.4% in the commercial speed of the
SMTUC bus fleet.
Some measures focused on PT safety and eco-driving. In particular, a new Driving Centre, equipped
with a state-of-the-art high tech driving simulator, was implemented for training PT bus drivers (from
SMTUC or other PT operators). The driving simulator is the only such device in Portugal providing the
simulation of passenger interaction. The results from the training carried out to an initial reference
group of 25 bus drivers reveal that it is possible to widely surpass the initial objective of reducing
SMTUC bus accidents by 5%. Additionally, the results demonstrate that training eco-driving
techniques can contribute to a reduction in fuel consumption of about 15%, which implies an annual
savings of about 500’000 litres of fuel.
CIVITAS also contributed to a change in the attitude of the major part of the stakeholders, surpassing
a cultural resistance to the implementation of travel plans. This resistance resulted from a culture
heavily focused on traffic management – traffic centred approach to mobility issues, with emphasis on
hard measures and road infrastructures for solving traffic problems, as well as a supply-oriented
approach to transport policy and planning, with the practice of random / isolated measures. Intensive
promotional campaigns to demonstrate the advantages of implementing mobility plans and long and
consistent initiatives aimed at persuading and involving stakeholders introduced and fostered a culture
focused on Mobility Management: emphasis on soft measures; demand-oriented approach to
transport policy and planning; integrated planning; public participation; and evaluation of measure
outcomes. After the implementation of the mobility plan at the Oncological Hospital – the first site –
based travel plan officially implemented in Coimbra - the use of the private car by the hospital
employees dropped from 75.4% to 57.7%.
During the CIVITAS project Coimbra also carried out some research and trials with alternative fuels
and new mobility services. In effect, biofuel was tested in real operational conditions in four SMTUC
buses. The buses reached a 50% biofuel mix in a trial that ran for twenty months and lasted for about
100’000 km for each vehicle.

4.5

The Cost Benefit Analysis

The Cost benefit Analysis (CBA) is a popular tool to assess the impacts of transport-related measures.
It permits to monetise different environmental, social and financial impacts on order to make them
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comparable. This is particularly important in the urban transport context since financial gains of
projects are often not ample enough to cover the initial investments. However, by taking into account
social and environmental impacts – the so-called external costs – the CBA highlights the relevance of
a measure for the entire society.
In the case of Coimbra, the following measures have been considered to be the most suitable for
carrying out a CBA.

M02.05 – New ticketing system
The analysis was performed by comparing the costs and benefits of the new ticketing system (nocontact for pre-purchased tickets) that is the CIVITAS Case, with an old system (for magnetic prepurchased tickets), namely the BAU or reference Case.
The generated benefits of the technological change is due to the increase of:





Revenues from the passengers (transferred from private car due to the measure);
Time savings due the quicker validation process of the e-tickets comparatively to the ancient
tickets with magnetic band technology (this approach has been chosen in alternative to the
assessment of the Average PT Network speed initially foreseen, because has been considered
more correct, taking in attention that has been a direct measurement, while the assessment to the
commercial speed could be influenced by several other factors external to the measure
implementation);
Air Pollutants Reduction (NOx, CO2, volatile compounds (HC), particulates (PM)).

In terms of costs the main beneficiaries were the personnel and the maintenance (material stock and
purchase). The balance between costs and benefits was computed using the NPV by discounting the
aggregated annual cash flow (sum of the 15 year annual cash flows). The discount rate considered is
3% per year.
The results of CBA demonstrate that the measure could produce a NPV of 1.82 M € over a 15 year
period analysis, based on the updated balance of costs and benefits of the new ticketing system.
In order to evaluate the sensitivity due to the discount rate an analysis has been carried out. A 3% rate
per year was assumed and 2 scenarios have been consider to analyse a high discount rate with 5.5%
and a low discount rate (2.5%). The analysis demonstrated that the discount rate has a small impact in
the NPV and it always remains positive.

M08.03 – Infomobility Tools for Traffic Data Management
The analysis was performed by comparing the costs and benefits of the GPS/GPRS Operation
Support System (CIVITAS Case) with a radio system (BAU Case).
The generated benefit of the technological change has been due to the increase of the average PT
network speed. In terms of costs the main considered items have been the Control Centre personnel,
the maintenance, the communication, and energy of the control centre.
The balance between costs and benefits was computed using the NPV by discounting the aggregated
annual cash flow (sum of the 10 year annual cash flows). The discount rate considered is 3% per year.
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The results of CBA demonstrate that the measure produces a NPV of 11.6 M € over a 10 year period
analysis, based on the updated balance of costs and benefits of the GPS/GPRS Operation Support
System (CIVITAS Case) with a radio system (BAU Case).
In order to evaluate the sensitivity due to the discount rate an analyses has been carried out. A 3%
rate per year was assumed and 2 scenarios have been analysed by comparing a high discount rate
(5.5%) with a low discount rate (2.5%). By investigating the sensitivity, the analysis demonstrated that
the discount rate has a small impact in the NPV and it always remains positive.

4.6

Measures up-scaling

The city of Coimbra committed itself to improve the city mobility by applying a smarter and more
sustainable urban mobility policy. In this context MODERN contributed to improve the quality of the city
mobility by supporting intelligent, innovative and sustainable solutions.
As an example, mobility management is an area very important to obtain good and sustainable results
in mobility with “low prices”. The application in Coimbra of one of the firsts site-based travel plans, and
the good results abtained, contributed to combat a cultural resistance to this approach to the mobility
issues. So the Portuguese cities are being the first target of the transferability of this measure. This
measure continue to be a case study in Portugal and several entities invited the staff involved in the
implementation of the mobility management actions to speech in workshops and training sessions,
with emphasis for the events organised by the Portuguese Institute of Mobility and Inland
Transportation (IMTT). Additionally, the up-scaling in the City of Coimbra, with the proliferation of the
travel plans, could amplify the results of the measure. This measure was implemented for the 934
workers of the Oncological Hospital and it induced a 6.6% modal shift from private car to public
transport – bus (Ex-post – BAU scenario) in the first year, creating a positive impact in the balance
between the operating revenues and costs (+12’383 €) and economies in terms of reductions of
energy use (-380’407 MJ) and emissions (-273 ton CO2 emissions). If the measure was applied to a
larger scale, namely the 2 other hospital of the health cluster (Children's and University Hospital), the
impacts would have been more important. Hence the number of workers to be involved in the mobility
plans would have been higher (5’100). The up-scaling for the workers of these hospitals would hence
have represented an expected gain of 67’616 € per year, savings of 2’077’169 MJ in the energy
consumption and 1’491 ton in the CO2 emissions yearly.
Concerning the road safety issues, mainly such related to the public transportation, the installation of
a Driving Centre equipped with high-tech driving simulator could be a good solution and Coimbra case
demonstrated that the results could achieve very significant importance with quick return of the
investment. During CIVITAS MODERN demonstration period a reference group of 25 SMTUC drivers
has been used through intensive training sessions in the driving simulator. Considering that SMTUC
has a global universe of about 280 drivers, the potential impacts of up scaling the measure to the
entire SMTUC universe has been assessed, particularly in terms of the possible improvement of
vehicle fuel efficiency/fuel consumption, as a result of the driving training simulator activities and ecodriving principles. The up-scaling of the measure to all 280 SMTUC drivers, assuming that the 15%
decrease of the average fuel efficiency achieved in the driving simulator could be maintained in real
operational conditions, would have brought the total SMTUC bus fleet diesel consumption to be
reduced by about 500’000 litres per year. Considering a reference price for the diesel of about 1.0395
€/l, this number could represent an annual saving of € 519’750 in terms of fuel costs, that is superior to
the costs of the driving simulator (€ 499’000). The potential reduction of fuel consumption as a result of
eco-driving principles could also have an important impact in terms of the emissions avoided (about
1’300 t CO2 savings).
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In terms of accident risk, it has been possible to observe that the number of accidents decreased by
33% between the two driving training sessions conducted in the simulator, probably as a result of the
defensive driving principles acquired by the 25 drivers during the sessions. If the trend would be
maintained in real driving conditions, the number of expected accidents during 2012 will be 78 instead
of the 116 verified during 2011.
Finally, in the field of the alternative fuels a trial with 4 buses using bio fuel mixes in real operation
mode allowed the assessment of important results, namely because the durability of these results
seems to be high taking in attention the great duration of the tests – No perceptible problem occurred
with the 4 buses that reached the objective of 50% of biofuel mix (B50), 2 during 20 months and about
100.000 km each one. The introduction of B30 in the entire SMTUC bus fleet can represent savings of
about €420 000 per year and the replacement of approximately 268 000 lt. of diesel per year.

4.7

Lesson learned

MODERN Project in Coimbra represented much more than a financial opportunity for implementing
measures. It was, above all, a learning experience and an opportunity to catalyse a change in
mentalities and behaviour, namely by introducing a new planning and work ethos focused on mobility
management. The project was also important for promoting the city internationally, particularly in
showcasing the quality of life that the city provides its citizens.
As result of MODERN, Coimbra now have a new e-ticketing system for the entire urban PT network,
an Infomobility Centre, a Driving Centre for public transportation drivers equipped with a high-tech
driving simulator, travel plans for great institutions, an Automatic Vehicle Management System
upgraded supporting new mobility products and 18 e-panels with real time information about buses
passage in the bus stops, an on-line trip planner and information about the creation of new mobility
services, the bio fuel use in greats percentages (50%) and the production of renewable energy for the
trolleybuses.
The positive modal shift from private car to public transport verified in Coimbra, which represented
more than 2% only in 2012, with few months of entire application of the CIVITAS MODERN measures,
could be replicated to other cities. To achieve this result the city of Coimbra appointed to the
improvement of the public transport quality, with emphasis for the information provided to the public,
the intermodality and interoperability, the public participation and the mobility management.
For this effect a good and “intelligent” public transportation should be necessary, so the
implementation of an efficient e-ticketing system could be advantageous, namely if the interoperability
and intermodality are priorities for mobility. The Coimbra case demonstrates that similar investments
could have a return in 5 or 6 years and the results are positive under different perspectives.
It is important to highlight that the e-ticketing is a complex system, as well as all the related issues.
SMTUC carried out a significant research and knowledge acquisition on this subject, including several
visits to other PT operators and the consultation of experts. So the experience acquired by SMTUC
during the measure implementation and during the operational phase could be very useful to support
other cities or fleet operators that want to implement a similar measure. Reinforced by the fact that an
important assessment of the implementation process carried out by SMTUC, also allowed providing
important lessons learnt and recommendations.
To prove this fact, the transferability has already been a reality in Coimbra. The “Metro Mondego”
system (project for the implementation of a tramway in Coimbra) benefits from the new e-ticketing
specifications and adopted the same data model and system technology adopted by the MODERN
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project, allowing for the integration of the tramway in the “Coimbra ConVIDA” system in case of the
“Metro Mondego” implementation.
Also the implementation of an Infomobility Centre is very important for cities with several public
transport operators. It helps passengers who use several different operators and modes of transport
because it concentrates various operators and services in one single place. Infomobility Centres also
contribute to promote soft measures and consequently can be justified in terms of improving
sustainable mobility practices in most cities.
An effort should be made to involve the largest possible number of public transport operators and
other agents such as tourism services, rent-a-car, car sharing, bike sharing, renting, etc. However,
business models should be well planned in advance. In Coimbra it was possible to involve all the local
public transport operators, but the fact that SMTUC guarantees all the installation and major part of
operational costs certainly contributed to this situation (74% of the operational costs are supported by
SMTUC). In different conditions it is stipulated that things might not be so straightforward, namely if
there are operators insensitive to customer services. However, the involvement of the municipal
authorities seems indispensable. An incentive to the participation of the private operators is the fact
that while SMTUC has the largest public transport service area in the municipality of Coimbra, of the
34’000 customer attendances at the Centre in 2011, 55% was for services with other operators.
The location of the Infomobility Centre in a central part of the city and close to the different public
transport interfaces is recommended. The need of any special licensing must be taken into account in
advance because it can delay the implementation process.
Employee training is essential. In the case of Coimbra each staff member had training on the services
of all the public transport operators enlisted in the Centre. Employees with a good knowledge of
English were also sought out. The Centre should be able to host different sorts of events (e.g.,
meetings and press conferences) in order to be a platform for mobility promotion.
Another measure very important for the improvement of the public transport quality, of the information
for the public transport users and of the interoperability of systems is the implementation of an
Automatic Vehicle Management System of the public transport fleets, or the upgrade of ancient
systems. The upgrade of the AVM systems to GPRS technology is recommended for transport
companies that use more obsolete technologies (i.e., analogical communication systems in large
fleets) which hinder the quality of the fleet management and the information offered to their customers.
SMTUC has verified that a refresh period equal to/higher than 2 for the updating of the real time
information result in imprecise information for the control centre operators and for the general public
through the e-panels. When there is a break in communications the interval may reach 4 minutes,
worsening this phenomenon. The investment needed for the system upgrade is not very significant
and is substantially lower than the costs of acquiring a new system. And in the case of Coimbra, the
upgrade solved the operational needs perfectly. The improvement of the refresh rate in the real time
information is also essential in case there is the need for integration with the traffic light priority
system. The migration to a GPRS system is also important to offer on-line travel planning services in
real-time, namely on mobile phones. The reliability of the service depends on the quantity and the
quality of the available information – a fact which is not possible with the use of analogical systems.
The experience acquired in the demonstration period of this measure could help other cities that want
to replicate the measure.
Coimbra had also study the feasibility of implement new mobility services. This feasibility study can be
useful for other cities that want to implement a car sharing service, namely in Portugal. Car sharing
services are very important in the cities that want to have an integrated mobility system, being an
important complement to the public transport network, creating alternatives for the special mobility
needs of drivers that want to avoid owning their own car. Cities that have a good public transport
network can have advantages in the implementation of these services because each driver that leaves
his car could be a potential public transport user.
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The innovation of some proposals coming from the study also can help the transferability of the
measure, with emphasis on the use of the Municipality fleet in the car sharing service. In Coimbra the
idea is that the Municipality can be both a fleet provider and also a car sharing customer. This situation
that could interest other cities, taking into consideration that this approach can benefit the economic
feasibility of the system as well as the management of the Municipal fleet.
The existence of a river dam in the middle of the city of Coimbra contributed for the idea of use the
already existing infrastructure for the installation of a small hydro plant for the local production of
renewable energies and to apply this energy for the supply of the trolleybuses and electric mini-buses
of the municipal public transport operator. But the measure replication will be not easy because it is
difficult to find similar conditions in other cities: an existing river dam (in this case, the major capital
costs had already been made), located in the centre of the city (local production which avoids energy
transport losses), for the production of renewable electric energy for the use in the electric part of the
transport system. If similar conditions are available, avoiding the direct electric feed of the fleet is
recommended because the costs of energy transformation could be high and seasonal irregularities
could occur in the energy production that will affect the transport system (peaks or insufficient energy
production) or a surplus of unused energy production can occur. As in the case of Coimbra, it would be
better to consider the sale of the energy to the public grid and the use of the revenues for the electric
part of transport system. The experience acquired in Coimbra with the 4 years analysing this issue
could help other cities that want to replicate the measure.
Finally is important to highlight that is under preparation the transfer of acknowledgement of the
technology and best practices with the MODERN City of Craiova, namely in relation to the alternative
fuels, the new e-ticketing system and the Infomobility Centre and Mobility Marketing in Coimbra.
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5 CITY EVALUATION OUTPUTS: CRAIOVA

5.1

Introduction

Craiova is aware that its cultural heritage pushes citizens to seek for personalised modes of transport.
The city learnt to read this peculiarity and these preferences for mobility. It is thus determined to
promote individual but sustainable mobility investing in infrastructure and sharing experiences and
ideas.
The Municipality of Craiova has been determined to provide its citizenship important opportunities. It
therefore agreed that it had to plan for the future of its city with its people as the focus. To achieve this
a set of ambitious goals have been identified and set:






To find technical and political solutions in order to make the transportation system less aggressive
and more responsive to people’s needs, to the environmental ecosystem and to the planet’s health
in general;
To achieve a balance between economic development and urban transport development as one of
the major drivers of the strategic growth of the city;
To develop a strategy which encourages car-independent lifestyles and provides a public
transport system which is efficient, safe and comfortable;
To engage in an active and open dialogue with stakeholders in order to identify and develop
innovative, reliable and energy efficient solutions in the public transport services and in the
urban mobility area;
To provide a modern, secure and welcoming city to all citizens and visitors.

Craiova has then been committed to play its role in the global warming quest by directly and indirectly
contributing to the reduction of the greenhouse gas emissions.

5.2

Measures Summary and Evaluation Key Findings

In this paragraph each Craiova measure has been described in brief by illustrating the different
implementation steps and also highlighting the achieved results.

M01.02 – ALTERNATIVE FUELS
Replacing fossil fuels with biodiesel offers a solution against global warming without loss of engine
performance and without major engine changes. For this reason, Craiova intended to offer its citizens
a better life by using alternative fuels.
In recent years, the necessity of having a clean air in cities has been at the center of attention of many
public authorities, research institutions and business companies. The city of Craiova is well aware of
this need and is currently working to achieve this goal by different interventions. This measure is such
an intervention and its objective consisted in promoting the use of biofuels to replace conventional
diesel in the public transport system.
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The measure introduced for demonstration 10 buses (Roman UDM type) belonging to the Public
Transport Company (RAT), which were slightly modified with additional filters to run with biodiesel up
to 20% concentration.
First tests were made on 2 buses fuelled with mixtures of 5 (this is the standard fuel which is supplied
at filling stations), 10, 15 and 20% biodiesel in conventional diesel. The physical properties of different
biodiesel mixtures and the emissions of buses using biodiesel mixtures were measured and analysed
within the University of Craiova in dedicated laboratories. Based on these tests it was decided that for
operation to be used a blend of 20% biodiesel and the 10 buses for demonstration were included in
the operation program and run in the city.

Figure 46 – Buses modifications for biodiesel fuelling

For the evaluation of the measure’s impact, were defined indicators from three categories: economy
(costs), energy (efficiency) and environment (specific emissions). Different alternatives, scenarios and
situations were characterized based on these indicators. These cases were compared with the
CIVITAS intervention and highlighted in a realistic way the effect of the measure, its efficiency and the
impact produced.
The evaluation’s results demonstrated a real benefit for RAT in terms of operational costs (reduction of
operational costs of 1.32%) and for the quality of life in the city, due to the emissions’ reduction equal
to 8.91% of CO2 emissions for the buses running with biodiesel B20 compared with 2% reduction that
is the measure’s target assumed for the emissions. It should be mentioned that the demonstration
period was short and the results should be considered only a first assessment of the new fuel and an
encouraging reason to repeat the trials for a longer period of time.
During the implementation it has been found that there is a large deficiency in terms of legislative
framework to encourage biodiesel production and to support its widespread use as fuel. In addition,
the global economic situation steadily worsened since 2008 led to the withdrawal from the market of
many producers of biodiesel. To overcome these barriers we have been forced to reduce the
demonstration group of buses from 88 to 10 and to change the original timetable when needed,
without causing problems in the timely completion of the measure.
The introduction of biodiesel in the public transport is no longer a pioneering action. There are
cities/transport companies already using for a long time this fuel without any problems. The result of
the evaluation in our case is a positive one but the economic context, biodiesel market trends, and
national legislative context represent strong criteria in the decision to introduce biodiesel as usual
practice in the public transport future operation.
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Based on the results of evaluation, on the experience of other cities and considering the technical
state of the RAT’s buses, the introduction of B20 as current fuel in parallel with a careful monitoring of
buses could lead to real benefits.
We believe also that the wide application of this fuel depends actually only on political and economic
reasons that are being found from global, down to local level. There are regulations/general
recommendations and there are particular initiatives at cities level but to accelerate the adoption of
biodiesel is needed to stimulate both producers and users, to develop a legislative framework focused
on this area and to make much lobbying so that to overcome the operators’ inertia.

M01.07 – TRANSITION TOWARDS CLEAN FLEETS
The measure aims to find an appropriate grant in order to replace the old buses fleet running daily in
Craiova with a new low pollution one. The strategy of the Municipality and RAT Craiova to replace old
buses with clean buses has begun in November 2008 with the purchasing of 17 new buses, MAN
Lion’s City Euro 4, using the Municipality own financial resources. Within the measure, the Municipality
wanted to continue replacing old buses with new ones that could be purchased with grant funds
available. Either open calls could not be accessed by RAT for various reasons.
The project team carried out an analysis of the public transport needs in Craiova and an
environmental impact evaluation o understand the importance of the fleet renewal. The conclusion was
that the buses fleet in Craiova is old and polluting because it consists of NON EURO, EURO 2 and
EURO 3 buses and should be replaced with new ones more comfortable and cleaner. Technical
documentation and requirements have been developed in order to purchase new buses and the open
calls analysis was performed as well.
Unfortunately, either open calls could not be accessed and the only appropriate solution found for
renewing the buses fleet was based on the budget of the Municipality that reserved money for buses
purchasing.
In 2010 the Mayor of Craiova was suspended from his position and the Deputy Mayor replaced him.
For 2011 the Deputy Mayor included in the budget of the Municipality the amount of money needed to
purchase 20 new buses. At the end of 2011 the Mayor has returned into the position and reconsidered
the Municipality budget, cancelling the acquisition of 20 new buses in favour of other priorities
considered at that time more important for the city.

Figure 47 – One of the new MAN Lion’s City Euro 4 bought by Craiova

Regarding the evaluation activity, we assessed the impact of the 17 buses purchased by the
Municipality with its own budget on environment and public transport users. In this sense it has been
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estimated, with the help of the COPERT IV program, the annual emissions of 17 old buses from the
NON EURO category which were replaced with those new 17 from the EURO IV category and we
observed a clear difference of the emissions produced by those two bus categories. The emissions’
estimation in COPERT was made taking into account the Km run and the fuel quantity used by those
two bus categories. We also estimated the annual emissions of the entire fleet of old buses and the
emissions produced by the entire fleet in which 17 old buses were replaced with new ones. We
observed a slight decrease of the annual emissions made by the fleet, thing which demonstrates a
positive impact over the environment. Under these conditions, it is obvious that the replacement of the
entire old bus fleet with a new ecologic one will lead to a significant decrease of emissions in this city.
After the results obtained by comparing the emissions coming from 17 NON EURO buses versus 17
EURO IV buses and taking into consideration the opinion of the public transport users after the
replacement of the 17 old buses, the Municipality decided to continue the replacement of old buses
starting with the taking out of circulation of NON EURO buses.
The Municipality is willing to renew in the near future all the bus fleet of Craiova and that is why it
decided at the end of 2012 to allocate in the budget funds for buying of 50 ecologic buses. For this
reason, at evaluation purposes, a scenario considering the availability of a completely new fleet has
been developed.
Following the COPERT estimation, the emissions from the 17 NON EURO buses decreased
comparing with emissions from the 17 EURO IV buses, as follows:





CO2(g/vKm) decreased with 1%
CO(g/vKm) decreased with 76%
NOx(g/vKm) decreased with 36%
Pm exhaust(g/vKm) decreased with 96%

In order to evaluate the impact over the public transport users, a survey was conducted asking the
interviewed people to state their opinion regarding the quality of services brought by the public
transport.
The conclusion of the survey was that the population appreciated the new clean and comfortable
buses traveling in Craiova. An improvement of the quality of the service was perceived, and an higher
level of comfort and safety was emphasized. The result of the survey will be used as part of the
documentation that the Municipality will produce in order to prepare the public tender for the
acquisition of 50 new buses foreseen for 2013.

M01.09 – ENERGY SAVING ON TRAMLINE
Trams with a high capacity transport and minimal environmental impact are an efficient mean for mass
transport in cities like Craiova. The trams fleet from Craiova consists in 34 trams and the rolling tracks
are 36 kms long. Of the 34 trams, 27 trams are available for passenger’s transportation, from East to
West in the city. The electric network supplying power for trams and the rolling tracks of trams are 30
years old.
Most trams belonging to RAT Craiova (Public Transport Company) have huge energy consumptions
and high maintenance costs due to the old contactors driving system. Thus, Craiova decided to
implement this measure by which 9 old trams with contactors driving system have been equipped with
chopper driving systems, in order to reduce the energy consumption and maintenance costs. At the
same time, by the new tram driving system, passenger comfort was expected to be increased due to
smoother starts and stops. The innovative aspects of this measure- new driving technology with low
energy consumption and maintenance costs – is relevant for Transport Company in Craiova that
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records lower energy consumptions and maintenance costs coming from the trams endowed with
chopper driving system.
The research team found the optimal implementation solution through a chopper driving system that
fits the technical features of the 9 old trams to be upgraded. In this respect, the implementation team
produced a technical papers specifying the technical features that the chopper systems to be
purchased must meet. The 9 chopper driving systems which were tested in University’s laboratories, in
terms of vibrations, noise and different loads, were purchased and later they were installed on the 9
old trams, tested and evaluated.

Figure 48 – Chopper tests

In order to highlight the impact of the measure both the energy consumptions and maintenance costs
arising from the trams with contactors driving system and the ones c arising from the trams endowed
with chopper driving system were compared. The results proved that the chopper driving system
leaded to low operating costs (due to energy saving) and cheaper maintenance.
In order to assess the impact of the measure on the public transport users, a survey was performed
and the interviewed people stated their opinion regarding the quality of services brought by the
implementation of the new driving system on the trams and in the same time, they expressed their
point of view on the usefulness of the measure.
As a focused measure, Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) was conducted to assess the cumulated cash
flow brought by the measure operation in a period of 10 years.
The key results are the following:




Average Operating Cost shows the effectiveness of the chopper driving system due to the
lower energy and maintenance cost;
Vehicle Fuel Efficiency - The energy consumption is noticeably lower for the trams upgraded
with the new chopper driving system (35% less per tram)
Quality of service - The results of the surveys in the evaluation period shows a change of
users perception on quality of service; they feel more comfortable when travelling by trams
endowed with chopper driving system due to smoother start and stop (+1% service quality
perceived).

As a conclusion, based on the results obtained from assessing the measure’s indicators and the
success of promotional campaigns, we can conclude that the measure was successfully implemented.
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M02.04 – INTEGRATED E-TICKETING SYSTEM
In Craiova, before CIVITAS project, the ticketing of the whole public transportation system was based
on mechanical validating devices that pierce the paper tickets. The revenues from tickets and season
tickets were recorded all together from trams and buses. Public Transportation Company in Craiova
had several problems with frauds related to paper tickets validation.
The implementation of a new e-ticketing system for a part of the PT network in Craiova can partially
solve the problem related to frauds and give the possibility to collect the money in advance, at least for
the lines and vehicles connected to the e-ticketing system.
The purpose of the measure was to integrate the transportation modes based on trams and buses in a
common e-ticketing system to have the possibility to record separately the revenues coming from
electric transportation (trams) and from road transportation (buses), to have a real time monitoring of
the ticketing and to improve the quality of the service.
Within this measure, 80 buses and 27 trams were equipped with e-ticketing validators and integrated
in a single system and 30 ticketing automatic machines were installed (10 automatic machines for
paper tickets and 20 recharging cards stations).
For a good implementation of the measure, the technical solution for the e-ticketing system applied in
Brescia (which is partner of the same MODRERN Project) was adopted in Craiova Public Transport
Company. At this purpose, a technological transfer agreement between Brescia Mobilità (PT operator
in Brescia) and RAT Craiova has been signed, so the two companies exchanged experiences,
information and technical documentation.

Figure 49 – E-ticketing machine on a bus

The demonstration of the measure within the CIVITAS Modern period showed that this measure was
feasible at a relatively low cost in comparison to other ones implemented in other PT operation.
The results obtained in relation to the CBA (Cost-Benefit-Analysis) shows that the measure is both
effective and efficient in achieving good positive results in terms of cumulated cost not only during
lifetime of the measure but since the first year of implementation. The positive cumulated cost shows
that the investment and operating costs can be covered by the collected revenues.
The implementation of the measure brought to RAT many advantages:


Possibility of real time collection of data about passengers profile;
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Collection of money in advance;
Limiting the ticket evasion;
Possibility to integrate 2 transportation systems (electric and road), in a common ticketing
system;
A better knowledge about the number of passengers on each line, tram and bus should allow
RAT to arrange for a better network management.

M03.02 – ACCESS RESTRICTIONS POLICIES
The objective of this measure was to implement the access restriction for private cars in a central area
of the town, by the installation of barriers in three main access, in order to reduce pollutant emissions’
level and the traffic flow.
Before starting this actions the Municipality of Craiova decide to realize several studies regarding the
mobility in the centre of the town. So all the mobility modes were analysed and several problems
arose:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The necessity to revitalize the historical centre by the institution of a large pedestrian zone,
starting from the two already existing pedestrian roads.
The needs to find solutions for vehicular traffic crossing the town along the axis North South,
because of the insufficient road capacity and the presence of several intersections.
The needs for a new infrastructure along the axis East West;
The large numbers of car parked along the streets that reduced the vehicle flow.

Moreover the situation of the public transport grid was analysed; the current situation seemed to be
reliable and good enough to feed the Centre of the town.
So several actions were defined and put in place; firs of all it was decided to start the institution of a
pedestrian zone, enlarging the area around the two streets already closed.

Figure 50 – Bollards location

An experimentation was started just at the beginning of Modern Project, with very good results. So the
Municipality decided to install physical barriers to preserve the pedestrian area; several types of
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barriers appropriate for access restriction in the city centre were analysed, so as several barriers
providers.
The solution adopted by Municipality was to restrict the access in city centre by bollards. During
experimentation phase the Municipality used protective fences to mark the restricted area and
replaced them with bollards in three places in city centre.
These three places were chosen taking into account the future action of the Municipality to extend
pedestrian area throughout the whole historic centre of Craiova.
These bollards are operated by Community Police agents using devices as remote control. The
bollards have to be considered an innovative technology for Craiova because they protect the central
area and in the same time, allow the access of residents, emergency cars and special services cars.
This technology has not been implemented so far in Craiova.
After the studies and the definition of the above mentioned process the Municipality decide to solve
the two main problems affecting the traffic flow through the centre of the town, starting the erection of
a new bridge East – West and a tunnel North South, just to avoid traffic downtown. These two
interventions were completed by the realization of a large underground park. Moreover the
Municipality decided to start an important project of building rehabilitation within the area that should
be and shall be car free in the future.
The construction of the two passages in Craiova affected the final implementation of the measure. The
works in progress did not allow the closure of the streets around the future pedestrian zone because
these interventions should have caused the impossibility to cross the town itself
So the implementation of the measure was reduced to the weekend experimentation done at
beginning of Modern project and to a few months in between the bollards installation and the start of
the erection works.
Because of the impossibility of a full implementation of the measure it was impossible to perform a
good evaluation.
In any case it must be said that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The study performed during Modern Project put in evidence to the Municipality the new
infrastructure need;
The new infrastructures are going to solve huge problems in the town so to avoid heavy and
parasitic traffic to cross the central area of the town;
The experimentation phase showed the advantages of a new pedestrian zone in the Centre
of the town;
The experimentations itself showed the high potential of the area, so to induce Craiova
Municipality to define and to apply to European commission for a huge rehabilitation plan in
the same area.

So, even if the results of this measure considered as itself seem to be v poor it is possible to say that
Modern and this measure were in any case very important for Craiova development.

M04.08 – SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR MOBILITY MANAGEMENT ACTIONS IN INDUSTRIAL AREAS
The purpose of this measure is to implement software tools for mobility management actions in
industrial areas in order to increase the use of dedicated PT service for their daily home to work
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journeys. By implementing the measure, RAT provides an additional service to the industrial area
companies of Craiova, based on analysis of each company needs.
At the beginning of this measure RAT, the PT Company from Craiova provided transportation service
to 8 companies on a contractual basis. Around 2000 passengers were daily transported, depending on
the companies working program.
The measure provided two actions:



The design and the implementation of a new software tool, in order to increase this service;
GPS GPRS implementation on buses operating in industrial area to facilitate the PT service
deployment.

A dedicated software application has been developed and uploaded on RAT website in order to
manage the commuter’s transportation in the industrial area. The management actions are based on
interactive web application designed to provide a set of functions to help the industrial customer to
define the route according to the employees’ residence, route length, and transportation costs. The
web application can be used by every interested company
The operation period showed that the number of companies that used the service increased by 50%
and the perception on quality of service improved by 8 %. The implementation of the measure led to
12 contracts concluded between companies from industrial area and RAT, in the operation period of
the measure.

Figure 51 – Software screenshot

The key results are as follows:



The revenues slightly increased by 0,6% after the measure implementation
The number of commuters slightly increased by 0,26 %. FORD AUTO and other 2 companies
which are FORD’s partners are the only ones that have increased the number of employees.
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Some companies, even renewed the contract with RAT for employees transportation, they
have dramatically reduced the number of employees because of decreased activity
In the operation period, 12 contracts have been concluded with PT Company for commuters
transportation, thus, the number of contracts increased by 50% compared with ex-ante
situation
Quality of service- improved by 8%.

The new system implemented in Craiova offered us new lessons learnt:




Better marketing approach by diversification of transportation mode. Instead of long term
contract, RAT Craiova accepted daily requests or transportation on demand.
Orientation towards smaller and medium sized companies involving a number of buses almost
equal to that for a single large company.
Associated services offer for more companies (with less employees) working on the same
industrial platform and having the same working-program.

Considering the measure results and the advantages offered by the system (special the software tool
developed and on board equipment for GPS / GPRS tracking) it is important to mention that RAT
intent to extend this service to all business partner companies using of course the entire dedicated
fleet for companies employees transport service. This will be gradually extended according to the own
financial resources.
Results, however, are clearly dependent on the economic activity and justifying the benefits to the
potential customers through appropriate dissemination.
In this regard, all potential client companies can access the special software for routes configuration
by using RAT or Municipality website.

M05.05 – PUBLIC TRANSPORT SECURITY PROGRAM
The measure consisted in the implementation of a surveillance system for the public transport system
in Craiova, that included surveillance cameras installed in 10 passengers stations (1 camera in each
station), 15 buses (3 cameras and one DVR with internal hard disk in each bus), and communication
equipment’s that transmit images and information from the monitored sites to the a central
management centre (called “dispatcher”).
This system represents a part of a larger integrated system which was implemented on the Craiova
public transport system through the MODERN project. This system includes a vehicle monitoring
system and an associated info mobility system and e-ticketing system. All these three different
components of the overall system were integrated from the technical point of view, sharing parts of the
overall IT architecture.
The purpose of the measure is to supervise the passengers transport and increase the security for
public transport in order to be more attractive for citizens. The system allows a rapid intervention of
Police to isolate travellers with criminal behaviour in buses or in the area of passengers’ stations.
The measure was implemented in the following stages:




Definition of the integration of the surveillance cameras in the video surveillance system of the
Municipality
Studying of the most important stations with large passenger flow and high risk of vandalism.
Definition of the technical requirements for the system
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Installation of the surveillance cameras under a schedule agreed by RAT and the equipment
provider.
Installation and running of the overall system

Figure 52 – The dispatch centre: live real time video data from a single IP camera.

In order to highlight the impact of the measure on the transport, society and security, a set of indicators
have been measured: quality of service, awareness, acceptance, perception of security and frauds
level.
The key results of evaluation activity are as follows:



Taking into consideration the surveys carried out on the PT users, the perception of security
increased by 6 % and the people feel more protected from pick-pockets or bags thieves;
The frauds level decreased by 50% because the thieves or agitators are discouraged by
surveillance cameras that can record the antisocial events.

The two major lessons learnt regards:
1. The necessity for a good definition of the places where to install the video surveillance; this
because a good start of the experimentation could influence the feeling of passengers and
avoid the possibility to be forced to change them.
2. To overcome the initial perception of the people that use public transport every day that the
Municipality spies them with the video-surveillance cameras. This feeling was only at the
beginning of the operating period after a while realizing that those cameras are helping them
to get a much nicer travel and a safer environment.

M06.04 – FLEXIBLE SERVICES FOR INDUSTRIAL AREAS
The purpose of this measure is to implement an experimental carpooling service for RAT, The Public
Transport Company in Craiova.
Carpooling is the sharing of car journeys so that more than one person travels in a car. By having
more people using one vehicle, carpooling reduces each person's travel costs such as fuel costs, tolls,
and the stress of driving. Carpooling is also seen as a more environmentally friendly and sustainable
way to travel as sharing journeys reduces carbon emissions, traffic congestion on the roads, and the
need for parking spaces. Craiova Municipality together with RAT management decided to promote this
service and to start a first experimentation for RAT employees. So it was decided to set up a special
software able to set up the car poolers crew, to promote this service among RAT employees.
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Moreover it was decided to arrange a special parking place for car-poolers; this one of most effective
way to encourage this type of transportation.
For the measure implementation, a software program was developed. The software program was a
website application which groups the people willing for carpooling, taking into consideration their
address. The software application allows the identification of groups of maximum 5 employees (that
have the shortest moving on foot distance between them).

Figure 53 – Main screen of the car-pooling application

As a result of software implementation, 33 groups of people involved in car-pooling were created.
The Municipality provided to car-poolers from RAT a special parking place, limiting its access to
vehicles transporting at least three people. The plates of the allowed cars were recorded in a database
and the access allowed to the parking place only if the car has been registered in the database and
transports at least three people.
Even if the measure implementation was delayed and the operation period was short, only two
months, the first results and the social impact evaluation sorted very fair results both in the service use
than in costs savings and on users willingness to continue the experimentation.
Craiova Municipality is going to decide to implement this measure to other industrial companies, and in
several areas of the town.
Even if the operation period was shorter than foreseen, the start-up of the service revealed a good
appreciation of the measure. RAT direct involvement and the availability of a car parking place
represented an essential tool for a good start up. At the moment RAT have more request from the
employees to apply the service than the available reserved places in the parking lot.

M07.03 – POLICY OPTION FOR FREIGHT DISTRIBUTION SCHEMES
The measure focus on the developing of policy options for freight distribution management in the city
centre.
The urban area of Craiova is composed by several activity centres that require large amounts of goods
for functioning. Purpose of this measure was to develop, implement and test a new scheme for goods
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distribution within the town, with special attention to city Centre. The central areas as focus point of
urban activities are unable to deal with high-intensity traffic flows. The freight transport process is
hindered by lack of capacity in combination with high passenger traffic intensities. Opposite, the
passengers’ traffic is hindered by goods traffic. These problems appear in the large cities of the
European Union and began also to increase in Craiova too.
The objectives defined in this measure are: the improving of the freight distribution, system reducing
the chemical pollution with 10% and decreasing the number of vehicles for goods transport that
operate in the zone of interest with 5%.
The measure developed step-by-step, beginning with studying the freight distribution process in
Craiova, compared with other Romanian and EU cities experiences.
This led to examine several opportunities for Craiova city: scheme dealing with central hub in which all
the needed goods have to be concentrated and distributed for the mile with environmental friendly
vehicle, scheme in which, to avoid traffic congestion the freight distribution will be managed by
several time windows and so on. Moreover it was developed a study aimed to characterize the central
area of the town in terms of road situation, economic activity, goods need and possible organisation.

Figure 54 – Area defined for the freight distribution scheme and potential access points

During the study the interactions between this measure, the one related to the centre town traffic
closure, the heavy works related to the construction of the bridge and the tunnel and the project for
City centre rehabilitation came out, so generating a new picture of the work to be done. The study
prepared a scenario with several proposals to be implemented.
Due to the complexity of the scenario and to the necessity to wait the completion of the works and of
the rehabilitation Craiova Municipality decided only to improve the existing scheme just introducing a
new zone and by an increase of entrance fee. The new freight goods distribution scheme was
approved with HCL“DECISION NO. 448 regarding the local taxes in 2012”.
The new system consist in a division of zones from one large zone to two zones one smaller zone B
(basically the city centre) and another one zone A (the rest of the freight distribution zone in the city).
The freight distribution scheme in zone B consists in a new tax and a division of the taxes by what
good they transport and type of vehicle are transporting the goods.
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In the framework of this measure, as a result of the implementing of this new scheme, a social impact
was realised.
The MODERN project in Craiova had good results in the area of decongesting the crowded
intersections from the city centre and in reducing the pollution in the area of interest.
Our recommendations for other cities that want to implement this kind of measures are:






Before implementing a new good distribution systems make a survey with a target group the
local distributors about how they see a new scheme and what are their wishes about this;
Make the distribution scheme based on car capacity, car weight and level of pollution;
All new changes take time and are money consuming, depending on the acceptance of the
population on the city hall;
Integrate in every step you make the relevant stakeholders;
The freight distribution scheme, especially in the restricted areas, centre city, must be very
flexible to permit the organization of different social and cultural activities (encouraging riding a
bicycle, children entertainment, free air shows).

M08.02 – INFOMOBILITY TOOLS FOR FLEET MANAGEMENT
Aim of this measure is the design, the test and the implementation of a new system to monitor the
Public Transport in the city of Craiova.
Vehicle tracking systems are commonly used by fleet operators for fleet management functions such
as fleet tracking, routing, dispatch, on-board information and security. Along with commercial fleet
operators, urban transit agencies use the technology for a number of purposes, including monitoring
schedule adherence of buses in service, triggering changes of buses' destination sign displays at the
end of the line (or other set location along a bus route), and triggering pre-recorded announcements
for passengers.
Data collected as a transit vehicle follows its route is often continuously fed into a computer program
which compares the vehicle's actual location and time with its schedule, and in turn produces a
frequently updating display for the driver, telling him/her how early or late he/she is at any given time,
potentially making it easier to adhere more closely to the published schedule. Such programs are also
used to provide customers with real-time information as to the waiting time until arrival of the next bus
or tram/streetcar at a given stop, based on the nearest vehicles' actual progress at the time, rather
than merely giving information as to the scheduled time of the next arrival.

Figure 55 – Information panel

Transit systems providing this kind of information assign a unique number to each stop, and waiting
passengers can obtain information by entering the stop number into an automated telephone system
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or an application on the transit system's website. Some transit agencies provide a virtual map on their
website, with icons depicting the current locations of buses in service on each route, for customers'
information while others provide such information only to dispatchers or other employees.
Before the start of CIVITAS Modern activities related to this measure RAT (the Public Transport
Company managed its service by direct operator’s control. This way only the start and the end of each
run could be controlled while no records were made during the run itself. Moreover the maintenance
schedule and fuel consumptions were recorded by operators, with low reference to mileage, so
generating not so reliable data not so useful for Company management. So RAT and Craiova
Municipality decided to implement a new AVL system within MODERN project. The solution of
installing GPS/GPRS equipment should provide several benefits, like: increase the reliability of the
public transport system, provide better access to real time route information, set up of a service data
base suitable for a better company management and for the revision of PT service.
The measure consists of the implementation of GPR/GPRS modules on 80 buses and 27 trams and
installing 20 info panels for travelers in the main station and in several bus stops. TheaVL system
operates by GPR/ GPRS system so acquiring data regarding the “on time position” using the GPS
module and data transmission along with other information (ride times, speed, and fuel consumptions)
by GPRS module.
The implementation of this produced the following advantages:









For RAT, the PT Company in Craiova Bus tracking system allows to:
Monitor schedule adherence of bus in service;
Monitor the fuel consumption;
Real time inform drivers about advance – delay at each bus stops
Set up of a data base with records of bus service in order to verify the quality of service
For passengers;
The information about the effective schedule at each bus stop;
A better quality of the service.

So the main purpose of RAT, constituted as a development strategy is represented by the
modernization of public transport activity in order to meet diverse urban demands in this field. The new
electronic integrated system which was implemented at RAT Craiova allows achieving outcomes as:




Increasing the efficiency of urban transport activities ;
Saving material, human, financial and temporal resources; the system eliminates the manual
monitoring activity and allows saving fuel and money offering the fuel consumption chart by each
route.
Increasing of the passengers satisfaction level (timeliness races, easy modalities to pay transport
titles, information panels from stations, safe and punctual transport relying on the significant
increase of vehicle movement adherence level at circulation graphics.

Several lessons were learnt by the implementation of this measure:




The collaboration of Modern partners in the design phase and in the procurement one was
essential for the success of the implementation of the new infomobility system in Craiova.
The infomobility system represents an important tool for the development of a new culture in the
PT management: It is the first step of IT introduction within RAT; Craiova Municipality is waiting to
have significant results from this implementation.
The implementation of such a system requires a complex effort in terms of coordination of all the
actors involved: Municipality, tender winner, communication and power supply companies. Such a
complex management represented one of the most important lessons learnt within this measure.
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M08.06 – PRIORITY TRAFFIC LIGHT REGULATION FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT
The measure consists in installation of the remote control devices on nine trams in order to create
priority traffic lights system in three crowded crossroads of Craiova City. The priority traffic lights
system is one of the measures used for shortening the travel time for public transport vehicles, trams
in our case.
The system, operated by radio communication, changes the traffic lights from red to green when the
trams are approaching to the crossroad and subsequently all the correlations of the priorities of the
traffic lights. Due to the shortening of travel time the priority traffic lights system should be an efficient
method to make public transport more attractive within urban mobility.
The Municipality of Craiova, in cooperation with Traffic Police and RAT Craiova, analyzed the traffic
flow on the tram line in Craiova and defined the crossroads appropriate to implement the new priority
traffic light system.

Figure 56 – System operating principles

During the study phase several technical solution were analyzed; it has been selected the one based
on radio module (emitter) connected to the tram onboard computer and a radio receiver placed on the
traffic lights. The implementation team manufactured nine radio emitters to be placed on board of nine
trams. The equipment for green light controlling were installed on the same nine trams upgraded by
chopper system within the measure M01.09. IPA manufactured the radio receivers to be installed in
the three crossroads linked to the green light system. The green light system was tested to verify the
communication between radio emitters and receivers.
For a good operation of the system, 18 tram drivers were trained to be able to use the system. The
training program consisted of theoretical knowledge about green light controlling and devices. The
training reached its objective so tram drivers became able to efficiently use the system in traffic. The
training has also achieved the acceptance of the tram drivers for the newly implemented system, as
the system is put into function manually by the drivers.
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The evaluation shows that the average tram speed increased by 14% in peak and by 13% in off-peak,
and the average passenger’s occupancy increased by 1% in peak and by 7% in off-peak, after the
measure implementation.
The key results are as follows:




The traffic lights priority system led to an increase of tram’s speed in peak and off-peak hours.
The three intersections up-dated through the project are located in the most crowded area of
the city and the distances between them are almost equal.
The traffic lights priority system contribute to shorten the travel time for public transport.
The traffic lights priority system led to shorten travel time for public transport users, so, the
average occupancy slightly increased compared with the situation before.

The figures show a slight change as opposed to the expected at the beginning of the project, because
the implementation period was very short. This is due to the important work done by the Municipality in
order to build an important overpass in city center which affected the tram line, dividing the line into
two trunks.
Nevertheless the traffic light priority system induced significant increase in tram speed and punctuality
and consequently the following aspects will be improved:



5.3

Punctuality, reducing the influence of other traffic interferences on the service; this should
increase the attractiveness of PT among potential passengers;
Costs, reducing working times by the drivers.

Comparison of objectives, targets and results

Each measure has been characterised by a set of so-called measure level specific objectives with, in
most cases, the related tangible targets. This information has been then used at the end of the project
to assess the achievement or not of these goals and to which extent. In the MERT, in fact, the actual
achieved results are compared with the envisaged ones by using a ‘star code’ which identifies three
different levels:
1. Substantially achieved, when the results are up to 50% of the envisaged target;
2. Achieved in full, when the results are more than 50% of the envisaged target;
3. Exceeded, when the results go beyond the envisaged target.
The city of Craiova had a huge number of measures that has achieved the objectives predicted
during the measures definition. As illustrated in the following figure, among the total number of
objectives – namely 26 – 73% of them have been achieved in full, 15% exceeded the foreseen
target and only 12% only partially reached the goals.
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Craiova
15%

12%

73%
Partially Achieved

Achieved in full

Exeeded

Figure 57 – Craiova achieved objectives

By going into the details of each measure, it can be noted that the interventions mainly focused on
environmental and energy impacts (i.e. alternative fuels and transition towards clean fleet) have
exceeded the envisaged targets together with the measures related to the introduction of innovative
info-mobility systems for fleet management and other actions addressed to industrial areas.
On the other hand, the two measures having only partially
dealing with the introduction of a new e-ticketing system
distribution scheme in the city centre, are part of the ones
operation phase and, therefore, they have had only a short
assessment.

achieved their targets, namely the one
and the other about a revised freight
that faced some delays in starting the
time for an ex-post data collection and
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Alternative Fuels
Transition Towards Clean Fleets
Energy Saving on Tramline
Integrated e-ticketing System
Access Restrictions Policies
Software Tools for Mobility Management Actions in Industrial Areas
Public Transport Security Program
Flexible Services for Industrial Areas
Policy option for freight distribution schemes
Infomobility Tools for Fleet Management
Priority Traffic Light Regulation for PT

Partially Achieved

Achieved in full

Exeeded

Figure 58 – Objectives achievement for each Craiova measure

The following table summarises for each measure the objectives foreseen and the target achieved at
the end of the project.

Table 18 – Comparison between expected and obtained results for each Craiova measure

Measure

Expected results

To use a fuel mixture with
up to 20% biodiesel

M01.02
To test this mix on a batch
of 10 buses belonging to
RAT
To decrease emissions
level up to 2% for buses
operating with mix of
biodiesel in conventional
diesel fuel.

Obtained results
First tests were made
on 2 buses fuelled with
mixtures of 5% (this is
the
standard
fuel
which is supplied at
filling stations), 10%,
15%
and
20%
biodiesel mixed with
conventional diesel.
A blend of 20%
biodiesel have been
tested on 10 buses
running in the city.
8.91% CO2 emissions
reduction.
12.76% CO emissions
reduction.

Durability of the results

RAT will ask for the
authorisation to carry on
the tests on biodiesel and
to produce the biofuel
within
the
country.
Additionally
they
will
request a tax reduction at
governmental level for
using alternative fuels.
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Measure

Expected results

M01.07

To identify the typology of
buses
suitable
for
decreasing the emissions
by 5 %.

To identify a proper
granting program for ecobuses acquisition.
To put back into service 9
trams.
To install the chopper
driving system on the 9
trams in order to decrease
up to 40% the electrical
consumption
of
each
tram.
M01.09
Increasing of PT users
comfort by implementing
the new tram driving
system
which
gives
smoother start and stop.

To
install
e-ticketing
system on 107 vehicles
(80 buses and 27 trams).

M02.04
To increase the average
number of passengers by
2-3%.

To decrease the frauds
number passengers by
3% in PT.

Obtained results
EURO IV-MAN LC
(Lion’s city) bus has
been identified as the
most suitable one, that
will allow to have the
following
emissions
reduction:
 1% CO2
 76% CO
 36% NOx
 96% PM
No granting program
resulted to be suitable
for the purpose.
The 9 trams have
been put into service
again.
The
energy
consumption related to
the trams equipped
with
the
chopper
system decreased by
35%.
After a survey among
tram users it came out
that the level of people
awareness about the
use of the chopper
system
on
trams
increased by 31% and
the quality of service
perception improved
by 1%.
80 buses and 27 trams
were equipped with eticketing validators and
integrated in a single
system
and
30
ticketing
automatic
machines
were
installed (10 automatic
machines for paper
tickets
and
20
recharging
cards
stations).
Average
occupancy
increased by 5% in
trams while decreased
by 5% in buses.
The implementation of
the measure resulted
in the decrease of the
percentage
of
fraudulent people on
the routs monitored by

Durability of the results
The
Municipality
of
Craiova
decided
to
consider as a priority the
acquisition of new clean
buses, as a result of the
measure
outcomes.
Hence, it is foreseen to
purchase in 2013 50 new
clean
buses.
The
acquisition will take place
on the basis of the
technical specification and
the tender documentation
developed
within
this
measure.
The
results
of
the
measure will be further
disseminated inside of
country
and
in
the
neighbouring
countries
Bulgaria,
Slovakia,
Albania and Macedonia in
different events, economic
missions or partnerships
between cities.
Public Transport Company
from Pleven, Bulgaria and
the Pleven municipality
decided to apply this
solution to the trolleys
fleet to reduce energy
consumption.
The implementation of the
measure brought to RAT
many advantages that will
be further investigated
and exploited, namely:
 Possibility of real time
collection of data about
passengers profile;
 Collection of money in
advance;
 Limiting
the
ticket
evasion;
 Possibility to integrate 2
transportation systems
(electric and road), in a
common
ticketing
system;
 A better
knowledge
about the number of
passengers on each
line, tram and
bus
should allow RAT to
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Measure

Expected results

M03.02

To install barriers on 3
main access streets in the
downtown.
To reduce emissions level
by 10%
To decrease traffic flow by
60%
To
improve
the
configuration of the PT
service and network to
serve the new access
restricted area.

M04.08

To increase the number of
users (employees using
the buses for this type of
transportation) at least by
10%.

To
install
video
surveillance system in 10
public transport stations
and 15 buses.

M05.05

To decrease fraudulent
and antisocial issues by
10% in PT.

To
increase
the
passengers` perception of
security by 3%.

M06.04

To decrease the
private cars by
industrial area
parking facility
poolers.

using of
10% in
building
for car

Obtained results
2 % for buses and
trams.
Bollards have been
installed in the 3 main
city entrances.
Not assessable.
Not assessable.

Not assessable.

The average number
of
commuters
increased by 0.26%
even if the number of
contracts
concluded
between RAT and
companies that will
use the service have
increased by 50%.
Surveillance cameras
have been installed in
10 passengers stations
(1 camera in each
station), 15 buses (3
cameras and 1 DVR
with internal hard disk
in each bus).
The
frauds
level
decreased by 50%
because thieves or
agitators
are
discouraged
by
surveillance cameras
that
record
the
undesired events. On
the other hand, people
still block the ticket
boxes in stations.
The
perception
of
security increased by
4%
since
people
interviewed affirmed to
feel more protected
from pick-pockets.
In
October
and
November 2012, when
the parking place was
available122
people
that formed 33 groups
were
involved
in
carpooling
services.

Durability of the results
arrange for a better
network management.
Only
the
barriers
installation was reached.
Anyway,
after
the
completion of the under
pass,
the
access
restriction scheme will be
fully implemented, and it
will became one of the
pillars of the city centre
rehabilitation
process
decided
by
Craiova
Municipality.
RAT
Company
will
continue to promote its
service of transportation
for companies employees
located in the industrial
areas and to encourage
companies in industrial
area and their employees
to use dedicated PT
services.

In the future, Craiova
Municipality intents to
install
surveillance
cameras in all important
intersections having as
the main target traffic
monitoring but also public
safety.

the Municipality will extend
this measure first of all to
the 3 public companies
and after that to other
companies
on
the
Northern and Eastern
industrial areas of Craiova
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Measure

Expected results

To
Implement
freight
distribution
specific
schemes for vehicles in
the central area.
To reduce the emissions
level in the central area by
10%.
M07.03
To reduce the number of
freight vehicles operating
in the central area by 5%.

To manage the PT fleet
by endowing 80 buses
and 27 trams with info
mobility tools.

M08.02

To improve the accuracy
of time keeping by 15%.

To increase the average
occupancy by 5%.

Obtained results
The number of cars
decreased from 122 to
33 (which means a
decrease of 73% )
within the 2 months of
operation.
At the beginning of
2012
the
new
distribution
scheme
entered into operation.
Not assessable.
A reduction of 13% in
number of commercial
vehicles entering the
zone
has
been
encountered after the
scheme
implementation
if
compared to 2009
values.
GPR/GPRS modules
have been installed on
80 buses and 27 trams
and 20 info panels for
travellers have been
put in the main station
and in several bus
stops.
Routs: E1T, E1R and
No. 9 - Accuracy of
time
keeping
increased by 25%
Tram line- Accuracy of
time
keeping
increased by 20%
Average
occupancy
increased in 2012 by
5% for trams.
Average
occupancy
decreased by 5% for
buses.

To create a preferential
traffic light regulation by
endowing 9 trams with onboard devices for traffic
lights priority.

The system has been
successfully
implemented on 9
trams.

To increase the average
vehicle speed by 15%.

Increase of tram’s
speed in peak and offpeak, by 14% and
13% respectively.

M08.06

Durability of the results

By the end of 2013 the
rehabilitation of historical
centre will be finished and
the Municipality aims that
a new and improved
freight distribution scheme
will operate in Craiova.

Subject to the availability
of financial resources,
RAT Craiova has the
intention
to
gradually
equip the entire fleet with
GPS/GPRS
tracking
system and the stations
with real time information
digital panels, expanding
the system to the entire
fleet in order to provide
users with comprehensive
real-time information on
bus schedules and to
build up a more complete
database
that
would
improve the optimization
results.
The traffic light priority
system induced significant
increase in tram speed
and
punctuality.
The
increase in PT speed
should
give
several
advantages
for
passengers and for the
Company who operates
this service. Therefore
RAT is going to ask to
implement the system to
all the fleet and to other
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Measure

5.4

Expected results

Obtained results

Durability of the results
crossroads.

Focus on bundled or cooperative measures

The city focused on two main innovative solutions during the project lifetime:
i.

ii.

Energy saving and tram upgrading: Craiova’s electric tram system and infrastructure dates
back to the 1980s. The electric transport fleet is composed by 37 tramways of which 9 were
withdrawn from service due to their high energy consumption. These 9 trams were the
protagonists of innovation: the electronic driving system named chopper. The new driving
system is assisted by an on-board computer and a Windows application, which stores and
processes data from the entire driving system. In addition, ID cards devices for each driver
were designed and developed in order to have a better and more realistic control of data that
is based on the individuals’ driving style.
Development of an integrated public transport system: Integration at transport level is
particularly relevant in today’s cities where near instantaneous response is required to satisfy
societal and economic needs. Craiova thus worked to design an architecture for processing
real-time information provided by three subsystems - e-ticketing, video surveillance and traffic
management. The new system makes the public transport more reliable, devoted to travellers’
needs and able to provide enhanced services to them.

These two areas have been developed by implementing a set of measures dealing, on one hand, with
the improvement of the PT fleet in terms of energy savings and cleaner vehicles (M01.02, M01.07 and
M01.09) and, on the other hand, with the introduction of infomobility tools and more intelligent ticketing
system in the PT fleet (M02.04, M04.08, M05.05, M06.04 and M08.06).

5.5

The Cost Benefit Analysis

The Cost benefit Analysis (CBA) is a popular tool to assess the impacts of transport-related measures.
It permits to monetise different environmental, social and financial impacts on order to make them
comparable. This is particularly important in the urban transport context since financial gains of
projects are often not ample enough to cover the initial investments. However, by taking into account
social and environmental impacts – the so-called external costs – the CBA highlights the relevance of
a measure for the entire society.
In the case of Craiova, initially there were a set of measures selected as the most suitable for carrying
out a CBA, but a posteriori only one has been analysed from a financial feasibility view point.

M01.09 – Energy savings on tramline
A financial analysis has been performed for this measure by comparing the BAU scenario with the
actual one. In the reference case (BAU), RAT would have replaced only one chopper system 1 and
bought 8 new trams. With the financial support CIVITAS, RAT has been able to invest in 9 chopper
driving systems to replace all the old contactors driving systems of the 9 trams analysed.
Under these conditions the measure presented a positive cumulated cash flow showing that the
investment can be recovered within a period of 10 years.
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Additionally, it seems evident that if the cost of energy is going to grow the recovery of measure
implementation is going to be faster than in the case considered. Moreover, during the period taken
into account it seems not so easy to take in operation the old trams as they were, so refurbishment or
substitution should have been necessary in any case.

M02.04 – Integrated e-ticketing system
The e-ticketing system implemented in Craiova through MODERN is a pilot e-ticketing system that
allows gradual transition from paper tickets to electronic cards. This is the reason why the mechanical
devices for paper tickets were kept on lines where electronic validation devices were installed.
Because of the late implementation of the measure, the operations started only in the last months of
year 2011 and only 269 cards were sold. In 2012, the number of sold cards has been very low, only
1’317. This low number of cards vended can be explained by the fact that the people were used to
utilise paper tickets instead of cards, since the vehicles operate both with e-ticketing and mechanical
validation system. For this reason, the transition from paper tickets to electronic cards will be very
slow.
Under these conditions it is very difficult to make a complete evaluation for such a starting system and
performing a CBA does not make sense. A sound evaluation and CBA should be made when RAT will
change the mechanical validation system in the vehicles connected to e-ticketing in order to have a
clear picture of the revenues by line.

5.6

Measures up-scaling

Craiova has always worked to increase the capacity of key local actors to contribute to the city’s
development. Improve the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the transportation of persons and goods
and enhancing the attractiveness and quality of the urban environment are entrenched in the strategic
planning to be followed in up-scaling the investments made within the MODERN project.
Appreciating the results achieved, the Municipality is working to facilitate a transition from the
demonstrative level to a wide scale deployment that would bring efficiency to the public transport
system. Financial availability, investment priorities and political decision-making are the key factors
that impact on the ability of up-scaling Craiova’s measures.
The 40% reduction of energy consumption per tram - for each of the nine energy intensive trams equipped in the small scale application trials undertaken within the MODERN project is technically
achieved. This makes of the chopper system an important candidate for progression. Notwithstanding
the proven efficiency of the chopper system, for the up-scaling phase a set of complex problems need
to be faced. Namely, when considering a large scale application public bodies need to acknowledge
that modernising trams is an investment priority that proves to be as efficient from the energy saving
perspective as purchasing new trams. Of course the investment is smaller but the financial capacity
needs to be harnessed in the relevant budget areas.

5.7

Lesson learned

Building on existing practices and regulatory frameworks is a relevant characteristic of sustainable
mobility planning. Pursuing an integrated approach focusing on the achievement of measurable results
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contribute to the definition of a coherent vision for the city. Leading the MODERN project between
2008 and 2012 proved to be a valuable opportunity for Craiova. It allowed the implementation of a set
of measures that have undoubtedly driven the city toward a more sustainable development.
The considerable financial and human resources invested, the greater technical and managerial knowhow acquired, the refined managerial and administrative skills attained, coupled to the persistence and
commitment of the team members will be leveraged in the future. The Municipality of Craiova and its
partners are thus determined to build on the efforts made, by bringing the city up to speed broadening
the overall impact.
At the local level, the measures related to mobility management and the quality of transport have
already been introduced within the Integrated Urban Development Plan of Craiova (PIDU). This sees a
package of actions that aim to develop the city in multiple directions, where urban mobility with its
public transport system and the infrastructures are just individual aspects of a more integrated vision
of the city.
Several projects that carry on the MODERN initiatives on complementary or adjacent areas are
already on the Municipality agenda. These include aspects which were introduced within seven of the
MODERN measures: the rehabilitation of the historical center of the town – also through the central
area access restriction introduced during the MODERN project; the reconstruction of the tram lines;
the extension of the video surveillance traffic system, and the interconnection of the RAT dispatcher.
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6 CITY EVALUATION OUTPUTS: VITORIA-GASTEIZ

6.1

Introduction

In Vitoria-Gasteiz walking makes most of journeys, but most non-pedestrian journeys are made by car.
Motorized traffic is the second largest source of greenhouse gas emissions and an issue that arguably
has the most adverse impact on urban living.
The accelerated growth of the city during recent years altered the scale and structure of the city and
the overall urban mobility trends were increasingly becoming less sustainable. Consequently the
Municipality of Vitoria-Gasteiz defined a set of ambitions to reverse the undesired trend:





To work on a Sustainable Mobility and Public Space Plan (SMPSP) aiming to reduce the impact
from transport and increase the accessibility of public spaces;
To encourage citizens’ engagement by involving them in a participatory scheme where to agree
on a desired future vision for the mobility of the city and to sign a Pact for Sustainable Mobility in
Vitoria-Gasteiz;
To promote a sustainable mobility culture among citizens, stakeholders and transport operators;
To design mobility management strategies to modify the affirming modal split also by improving
efficiency and functionality of public transport system and public bicycle system.

Vitoria-Gasteiz is determined to double its efforts to turn public spaces into pleasant environments for
people where to meet again while concurrently sensitizing and engaging the citizenship on the subject
matters in order to facilitate an enduring cultural and behavioural change for the generations to come.
During Modern project, the urban bus network was radically reorganized (passing from 17 bus lines
network to a network of 9 bus lines and 2 tram lines), pedestrian areas increased by more than 50
percent and bicycle lanes were extended from 38km to 148km. Educational campaigns sensitised
citizens to safe and energy-efficient driving.
Nowadays, Vitoria-Gasteiz has a new mobility and traffic real time information webpage to help
citizens make a good decision about how to move in a responsible way. A new traffic light system is
currently giving priority to public transport, which reduces travel times. In the new electromobility
centre, citizens can have first hand information about the latest electric vehicle models and aids
available for its purchase, rent electric vehicles from a new ecar-sharing scheme or charge the
electric vehicles in several points.
The data obtained from the mobility survey conducted in 2011 confirms that Vitoria-Gasteiz is meeting
the objectives of the SM&PS Plan and CIVITAS Modern project. Pedestrian trips have increased by
40%, while there was a 50% increase in the number of daily trips by bus and tram. The new public
transport network is safer, more punctual and the commercial speed faster. The private car has
suffered a noticeable decrease in the modal split. It has gone from 36% recorded in 2006, down to
28% in 2011. Meanwhile, the share of cycling has doubled from 3.5 to 7% of all trips. In fact, VitoriaGasteiz is nowadays the Spanish city where bicycle is most used.
There has been a continuous effort to disseminate the goals and actions of the Sustainable Mobility
Plan and measures developed within the scope of CIVITAS Project through several channels: web site
of city council, web site of CIVITAS, press releases, press conferences, thematic conferences,
publications, street marketing performances, etc. Accordingly, Vitoria-Gasteiz was recognised in 2010
with the CIVITAS Award in the Public Participation category and hosted the 2012 CIVITAS Forum.
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All in all, Modern CIVITAS project, which has had a decisive influence on the early stages of
Sustainable Mobility Plan of the city, has laid the foundation for a new model of mobility in the city and
has demonstrated the viability of the organization of the city in superblocks.

6.2

Measures Summary and Evaluation Key Findings

In this paragraph each Vitoria-Gasteiz measure has been described in brief by illustrating the different
implementation steps and also highlighting the achieved results.

M01.12 – ELECTRIC VEHICLES USE AND E-CAR SHARING SCHEME
A Car Sharing Service (CSS) is a scheme that provides collectively available vehicles that can be
booked for exclusive use on a pay-as-you-drive basis. Such a scheme is based upon the principle that
an individual does not necessarily need to own a car to be able to access one. CSSs are increasingly
recognized as a mechanism for transferring from a model of owner-driver allocation of vehicle assets
to one which decouples car ownership from car usage.
This measure has set up this new e-CSS in Vitoria, consisting of 6 EVs (4 smaller pure EVs 4-seater
Peugeot IONs for short trips and 2 larger Plug-in Hybrid EV 5-seater BYD F3DM for longer trips with
no limits on range) at 3 new locations. These new cars, Peugeot ION (pure electric) and BYD F3DM
(plug-in hybrid), are available to businesses, public sector employers and residents throughout the
IBILEK platform, a car-sharing company to introduce electric vehicles in the three Basque capitals.
This initiative is the starting point of a wider and growing e-CSS network in both the city of VitoriaGasteiz and the Autonomous Community of the Basque Country. The network of City Car Club (CCC)
cars deployed across the City of Vitoria-Gasteiz is part of a growing initiative. This measure was part
of this wider development.

Figure 59 – e-CSS flyer

The impacts of the demonstration have been evaluated during a short period of one month, just after
this new measure was established, due to some delays on its implementation, by carrying out a survey
of users of the service.
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At the same time, the creation of an electro-mobility centre in Vitoria has proved to be a positive
landmark in the development of EVs in the city. Perhaps the most significant figure for any assessment
of the centre's activity is the number of users who have come to find out more about electric vehicles:



daily average: 13.83 users.
total number of visits: 1768 users.

Without any direct point of comparison, the daily average is difficult to evaluate on its own. The figure
for total visits is easier to interpret, however. We believe the figure is good for the opening period of
the centre.
With regard to the centre's informational role, it is worth noting the growing demand for more specific
information from some users, with an increase in the quality of the questions.
Finally, it is worth noting the centre’s importance as a person-to-person information point for the
general public interested in grants for buying EVs. Many users welcome the chance to receive
personal advice as opposed to using other media to answer their queries.

M02.01 – NEW PUBLIC TRANSPORT NETWORK
The measure introduces an integrated, revolutionary and totally new public transport network,
becoming the previous one, based on 18 buses lines, to one new network with 1 tram line and 9 bus
lines. This measure is the key factor of the city strategic mobility framework, supplementing the new
distribution of Vitoria-Gasteiz based on superblocks concept.
The new public transport network improves the system due to:



Increasing the frequency of buses on working days.
Increasing the commercial speed of buses.

Apart from that, it is implemented a huge ad-hoc campaign in order to minimize the negative impact on
public transport users during the transition to the new integrated network. The campaign is focusing on
participation programs with local stakeholders. This includes: “ambassador group” with stakeholders,
dissemination tents, information service on buses and bus-stops, media campaign, etc.

Figure 60 – New bus-stop shelters installation

The impacts of implementation have been evaluated by analysing operating revenues and costs, and
considering service data as vehicle speed, frequency and journey time. Finally, through a face-to-face
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survey to users of bus it has been evaluated the percentage of users approving the measure and its
awareness.
The main results of the measure evaluation were:




It is achieved high levels of acceptance (70%), awareness (89%) and quality of service (6,74), but
the increase is low compared to ex-ante situation.
It is achieved high frequency on weekdays (11 min instead of 20 min), even on weekends (16 min
instead of 26 min on Saturday, 21 min instead of 27 min on Sunday).
It is achieved a marked increase of average speed (12,73 km/h instead of 10,77 km/h, an 18%).

After the implementation of this measure, the improvement of the public transport service has been
important, especially in terms of frequency and travel times, which has achieved in full the objectives.
The commercial speed of public transport has been markedly increased with the new network. This
improvement of the public transport service has been reflected in a slight improvement in the
perception of the transport system and the measure.
However, the contribution on making public transport more (economically) sustainable has been
discreet because it has been increased the revenues due to an increase of the demand, but total costs
have been increased as well. The CBA demonstrates most of the benefits are private benefits, benefits
that enjoy users of private car passing to bus due to time and fuel savings, however public benefits
(benefits that enjoy all society) are lower than cost of implementation the measure. Apart from that,
there is a change of trend in safety values, in 2010 and 2011 it has increased the number of injured
caused by transport accidents.
This measure has achieved better results thanks to the implementation of the measure about Traffic
Light Regulation for the New PT Network and Superblocks Model because the new traffic light
regulation enhanced the operation of public transport services. Mobility policy should be a set of
measures pushing into the same direction, increasing the results and benefits.
In summary, it can be stated that mobility policies should be constituted by a set of measures pushing
into the same direction, increasing the results and so benefits. This is the great added valued coming
from projects like CIVITAS.

M03.01 – SUPERBLOCKS CONCEPT FOR ACCESS RESTRICTION
The Sustainable Mobility Plan of Vitoria-Gasteiz establishes a network of main roads along which all
motorized vehicles, either public (bus, tram and taxis) or private can circulate. The aim is to
disincentive the traffic in the rest of the network. So, the Sustainable Mobility Plan of Vitoria-Gasteiz
has developed the so-called superblock concept. A superblock is a geographical space delimited by
main streets covering several city blocks. Superblocks concept establishes a hierarchy of streets,
according to their volumes of traffic, by separating the crossing roads from the ones just covered by
local traffic. One of the objectives of superblocks concept is in fact to reduce the traffic inside the
superblocks.
New pedestrian areas appear in the inner of the superblocks. These areas are special places for
pedestrians, cyclists, service and emergency vehicles, residents, and freight distribution, with speed
limits to ensure a peaceful coexistence of pedestrians, cyclists and drivers. This is supported by the
dissuasion of the crossing traffic flows through the superblocks. In this framework a new access
control system has been developed to prevent vehicles from entering at the pedestrian streets.
Cameras have been installed to register number plates at the entry and exit of the area delimiting the
“almost” pedestrian area of the Central Superblock (S-1).
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The main objective of the measure is then to control the access to the city centre compatibly with the
new tramway. Additionally, the new access restriction scheme contributes to the superblocks concept
by giving priority to the local traffic over the crossing traffic, and redistributing traffic flows from local
streets to main roads. Thus, the air and public space quality can be improved thanks to a better private
vehicles demand management in the city centre.
The system of cameras works reading the number plates of all vehicles entering and leaving the city
centre. If the vehicle entered in the restricted zone takes less than a certain time to exit the forbidden
area, the system considers it as a ‘passing-through’ vehicle and therefore the driver is fined.
Otherwise, the vehicle is identified as a resident or a goods distribution vehicle and so it has the
permission to circulate within the zone. The access restriction scheme foresees, in fact a “white list” of
vehicles that includes public transport services, municipal police, fireman vehicles, street cleaning
service, and residents. During the time of loading and unloading goods the system doesn’t work, in
order to allow access for freight vehicles.

Figure 61 – Cameras location and allowed itineraries

The impacts of implementation have been evaluated by counting the new traffic flows of different
vehicles entering the restricted zone. Additionally, by using that information it has been also estimated
the related decrease in emissions. Finally, through a telephone questionnaire to citizens it has been
evaluated the percentage of population approving the measure.
The main results of the measure evaluation were:



The tones of CO2 emissions are decreased (-4%).
The traffic flow have decreased around -60% from 2006 (before CIVITAS and tramway) to 2011
(before measure implementation), and an additional -6% from 2011 until 2012 (after measure
implementation). The objective is achieved but the impact of this particular measure is lightly low.

Thanks to the implementation of a bundle of measures linked with the new superblock concept and
tramway implementation (e.g. M05.01 – Superblocks Model in Vitoria-Gasteiz) among which there is
also the access restriction scheme, the reduction of traffic flows in respect to the situation of year 2006
is huge (around -60%), even if the reduction due to the new access is only about -6%. So the
contribution of this measure to goals’ achievements in traffic flow indicator is low. Nevertheless, the
initial objective to reduce passing traffic inside the superblock up to 65% from the situation before
CIVITAS has been achieved.
This measure has then achieved better results thanks to the implementation of the measure about the
building of the Superblocks Model because this new concept has allowed to distribute most of the
traffic flows in the main roads, leaving the streets inside the superblock with only local traffic.
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Moreover, the fact of fining in function of passing travel time enforces to drive slower than before the
installations of cameras.
In summary, it can be stated that mobility policies should be constituted by a set of measures pushing
into the same direction, increasing the results and so benefits. This is the great added valued coming
from projects like CIVITAS.

M03.04 – TRAFFIC LIGHT REGULATION FOR THE NEW PT NETWORK AND SUPERBLOCKS MODEL
The city of Vitoria-Gasteiz has spread traffic lights to regulate priority in several crosses without a prior
planning, usually due to circumstantial decisions or neighbourhood pressures. The characteristic of
current traffic light is rigidity, with an excessive number and length of phases. This has led to a
significant increase in travel time and a limitation of the real capability of the network.
The Sustainable Mobility Plan of Vitoria-Gasteiz establishes a network of main roads along which all
motorized vehicles, either public (bus, tram and taxis) or private can circulate. The aim is to
disincentive the traffic in the rest of the network. So, the Sustainable Mobility Plan of Vitoria-Gasteiz
has developed the so-called superblock concept. A superblock is a geographical space delimited by
main streets covering several city blocks. Superblocks concept establishes a hierarchy of streets,
according to their volumes of traffic, by separating the crossing roads from the ones just covered by
local traffic. One of the objectives of superblocks concept is in fact to reduce the traffic inside the
superblocks, bringing most of this traffic to the main streets.
The purpose of the measure is redesigning the entire city traffic light regulation in order to meet the
following objectives: to give fluency to vehicles in the basic network surrounding the superblocks
thanks to a sequence of green lights, and to give special priority to public transport. On the other hand,
dissuade traffic from crossing the inner superblocks.

Figure 62 – New traffic light regulation for PT priority over 17 intersection in Vitoria-Gasteiz

It is designed a new traffic light regulation over 230 intersection regulators in Vitoria-Gasteiz. The
measure contributes as well to improve public transport system via a bus priority application in
intersections.
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To design the new traffic regulation system it is necessary to have a tool to evaluate and compare the
traffic regulation alternatives in front of the above mentioned indicators. Micro-simulation model is
used as the best tool for this analysis. Then, it is analysed the situation (diagnosis), helping on the
model, and make structured proposals for traffic regulation on a scaled way to make easy the
implementation and evaluation of the impacts in each step. Finally, the detailed design of the traffic
regulation plans.
The impacts of implementation have been evaluated by analysing distance and time journey with a
traffic model simulation. Additionally, by using that information it has been also estimated the related
decrease in emissions. Finally, through a telephone questionnaire to citizens it has been evaluated the
percentage of population approving the measure.
The main results of the measure evaluation were:




It is achieved high levels of acceptance (70%), awareness (89%) and quality of service (6,74), but
the increase is low compared to ex-ante situation.
It is achieved high frequency on weekdays (11 min instead of 20 min), even on weekends (16 min
instead of 26 min on Saturday, 21 min instead of 27 min on Sunday).
It is achieved a marked increase of average speed (12,73 km/h instead of 10,77 km/h, an 18%).

The economic impact of this measure is important due to the time savings and the high value of time.
During the year, 817.562 hours are saved by the citizens, that is, 12.180.835.80 € in terms of journey
time savings. This is because the speed is increased so the amount of hours is lower than in the
before CIVITAS scenario. The amount of veh-km per year also is lower because users drive along the
main streets due to the new traffic light regulation makes them more attractive than going through local
streets with longer itineraries. In addition, the impacts on the public transport system are greater than
the expected ones. The bus priority regulation in 17 traffic lights intersections are additional positives
externalities.
However, the social benefit (emission and energy savings) is low in relative and economical terms.
During the year, 2.423 tonnes of CO2 and 8 tonnes of NOx are saved in the whole city. This is a great
result for health of citizens of Vitoria-Gasteiz, but in terms of money, it is “only” 438.377,89 € of public
benefit after 10 years. In fact, The CBA proves most of the benefits are private benefits, that is benefits
that enjoy users of private car due to time and fuel savings, although public benefits (benefits that
enjoy all society) are higher than cost of implementation the measure.
This measure has then achieved better results thanks to the implementation of the measure about the
building of the Superblocks Model because this new concept has allowed to distribute most of the
traffic flows in the main roads, leaving the streets inside the superblock with only local traffic. This fact
improves the global traffic optimization with the new traffic light regulation on main roads.
In summary, it can be stated that mobility policies should be constituted by a set of measures pushing
into the same direction, increasing the results and so benefits. This is the great added valued coming
from projects like CIVITAS.

M04.04 – ENERGY SAVING TRAINING
In Vitoria-Gasteiz, a city in which most non-pedestrian journeys are made by car, traffic is the second
largest source of greenhouse gas emissions and one of the greatest environmental and social impacts
into the urban living aspects.
Apart from that, Local Energy Plan and the Local Strategy against Climate Change Plan expect to cut
down the CO2 emissions of the transport sector.
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Efficient driving contributes to achieve these objectives. Besides, traffic noise, accident risk and
vehicles maintenance cost reductions are also improved. The course of eco-driving is a new way of
leading the vehicle, which aims:





A low consumption of fuel.
A reduction of the environmental pollution.
A major driving comfort.
A decrease of risks on the road.

The objective of this measure is to educate all citizens of Vitoria-Gasteiz to take action for a cleaner
and more energy efficient driving style. During the Modern Project, 1.000 citizens learn to drive their
vehicles in an energy-efficient way enabling them to save 15% of the fuel compared to inefficient
driving, which roughly means 270 tons of CO2 reduced per year.
The courses consist on a theoretical part and a practical part with a maximum of 15 people per
session. Every session lasts 4 hours and participants can choose to attend the course in the morning
or evening schedules. The course is composed by different parts. Firstly each student drives in an
urban circuit and the trainer puts down his fuel consumption. Secondly, there is an introduction on how
to drive saving fuel. Finally, the student drives in the same urban circuit and his improvements are
checked.

Figure 63 – Example of car used for the eco-driving courses

The impacts of implementation have been evaluated by comparing fuel consumption and vehicles
speed between the first circuit and the second one. Additionally, by using that information it has been
also estimated the related decrease in emissions. Finally, through a questionnaire to students it has
been evaluated the acceptance of the measure.
The main results of the measure evaluation were:




After 2012 edition, there have been 601 students attending the courses.
It has been reduced the fuel consumption (-8,3%) after 2012 edition.
It has been decreased the average speed (-2,5%) after 2012 edition.
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The most important impact of this measure is the reduction of average speed of drivers. This is
important to reduce accidents and to calm the traffic in the city and other impacts as noise.
The number of drivers attending the courses is over the half of expected. This is one of the risks of this
kind of measures and the goal is not achieved despite the strong dissemination campaign to support
the recruitment of people. However, the attendance is higher than previous edition of eco-driving
courses.
The reduction of fuel consumption is lower than expected. However, if we compare this result with
other studies or other eco-driving courses, the reduction of fuel consumption is similar to them.
It could be interesting to develop a control panel with students of last years, in order to know how the
lessons learning are being carried out. It is an important measure to value the progressive attenuation
of the learnt skills. Also, it could be interesting to offer testing electric vehicles to familiarize with them,
and to compare results with standard cars.

M05.01 – SUPERBLOCKS MODEL
The Sustainable Mobility Plan of Vitoria-Gasteiz establishes a network of main roads along which all
motorized vehicles, either public (bus, tram and taxis) or private can circulate. The aim is to
disincentive the traffic in the rest of the network. So, the Sustainable Mobility Plan of Vitoria-Gasteiz
has developed the so-called superblock concept. A superblock is a geographical space delimited by
main streets covering several city blocks. Superblocks concept establishes a hierarchy of streets,
according to their volumes of traffic, by separating the crossing roads from the ones just covered by
local traffic.
New pedestrian areas appear in the inner of the superblocks. These areas are special places for
pedestrians, cyclists, service and emergency vehicles, residents, and freight distribution, with speed
limits to ensure a peaceful coexistence of pedestrians, cyclists and drivers. This is supported by the
dissuasion of the crossing traffic flows through the superblocks. In this framework other measures
included in the CIVITAS project support this concept: the new public transport network, the access
restrictions to the city centre, a new traffic light regulation, and the urban freight logistics management.

Figure 64 – Before and After Implementation of Superblock Model

The main objective of the measure is redistributing traffic flows from local streets (inner streets in
superblocks) to main roads (streets separating superblocks). Thus, the air and public space quality
can be improved thanks to a better private vehicles demand management in the city.
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Before CIVITAS, Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council had been started to work in the pedestrian area of the
historical centre. In the framework of this project, a pilot test has been developed in the street Sancho
el Sabio and its superblock, in order to have a better knowledge of the problems and solutions that
may be encountered during the process of implementation of superblocks. Apart form that, a further
development of the superblock model has been achieved implementing traffic calming elements to
reduce car speed and give more confidence to cyclists & pedestrian in the inner streets of the
superblocks.
The impacts of implementation have been evaluated by counting the traffic flows of vehicles, bycicles
and pedestrians in the pilot superblock. Additionally, with a speedometer and a sonometer has been
measure the average vehicles speed and the noise level respectively. Finally, through a telephone
questionnaire to citizens it has been evaluated the percentage of population approving the measure.
Thanks to the implementation of a bundle of measures linked with the new superblock concept, the
reduction of traffic flows in the city centre is huge, changing the modal split from cars to pedestrian and
bicycles. The pedestrian surface has been increased and the emissions and environmental impacts
has been decreased.
In summary, it can be stated that mobility policies should be constituted by a set of measures pushing
into the same direction, increasing the results and so benefits. This is the great added valued coming
from projects like CIVITAS.

M06.01 – PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE LANES NETWORK
City streets in Vitoria-Gasteiz are dedicated largely to the private car in detriment of the pedestrian and
bicycle use. Besides the theft of space for the citizen, this situation generates an environmental impact
shown in atmospheric and acoustic contamination, especially perceptible in the centre of the city and
in the main roads. It generates adverse effects in the public health.
This measure promotes a new network of pedestrian and bicycle lanes within the scope of the
Sustainable Mobility and Public Space Plan of Vitoria-Gasteiz. New bikeways are built from 2009 to
2012, increasing the current network from 75 to 115 km. Pedestrian ways also are promoted,
increasing their extension from 24% to 69% of the street surface.
The measure is developed by the project partner CEA (Environmental studies centre of Vitoria-Gasteiz
City Council). CEA's mission is to ensure the sustainability of Vitoria-Gasteiz, promoting the
sustainable development, as a part of City Council.

Figure 65 – n Super-block street pathway of Ricardo Buesa, April 2010 (inner street S-14 Superblock)

The impacts of implementation have been evaluated by counting the flow of bicycles and pedestrians
in several points of the city. Additionally, by using that information it has been also estimated the
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related decrease in emissions. Finally, through a telephone questionnaire to citizens it has been
evaluated the percentage of population approving the measure.
The main results of the measure evaluation were:





It is decreased the number of pedestrians (-0.45%).
It is increased the number of users of bicycles (+18,4% in 2 years, +9% annual).
It is decreased the modal split of cars (-6%).
It has been decreased the number of pedestrian accidents (-18%).

The result of this measure produces a little effect in number of pedestrians around the city. The cause
for this is because pedestrians already have a specific space in the city, this measure improves the
main pedestrian network. The number of pedestrians has remained almost constant, so it is an
improvement respect to the do-nothing scenario. However, it is important to note the high increase of
pedestrian in streets like Sancho el Sabio Street, where it has been add new pedestrian surface from
the road surface.
However, there has been an important increase in number of cyclists around the city. This increase of
bike users may mean an improvement of environmental impacts related with the car use. Thanks to
this measure it has been eliminated the main barrier of using bicycles, that is, to have an unconnected
network.
As result of that, the modal split of Vitoria-Gasteiz has broken the historical trend of increasing number
of private car travels and decreasing number of non motorized travels. This is the best indicator of
change of mobility thanks to Sustainable Mobility Plan and CIVITAS Project.
This measure has then achieved better results thanks to the implementation of the measure about the
building of the Superblocks Model because this new concept has allowed to distribute most of the
traffic flows in the main roads, leaving the streets inside the superblock with only local traffic and more
accessible to bikes and pedestrians. This fact improves the mobility of these means of transport in the
city.
In summary, it can be stated that mobility policies should be constituted by a set of measures pushing
into the same direction, increasing the results and so benefits. This is the great added valued coming
from projects like CIVITAS.

M07.01 – URBAN FREIGHT LOGISTICS WITHIN THE SUPERBLOCKS MODEL
The Vitoria Gasteiz Municipality in the last years has carried out a program of reorganization of the
overall urban public space according to the “superblocks” philosophy. It is a way of organizing the city
that limits the availability of space to cars enlarging the space devoted to pedestrian and social use,
and consequently, from the transportation point of view, aims to improve the shift of mobility to more
sustainable modes.
This measure too was framed into this general approach. Therefore, as main objective of the measure,
there was the need to define a new system of distribution of goods in accordance with the
development of superblocks, capable of calming traffic and returning to pedestrian’s quality public
space nowadays occupied by vehicles, developing activities not appropriate to this space.
After an important work of state-of-the-art and analysis of needs of the city, it was defined a solution by
implementing “proximity areas” reserved to freight distribution enslaved to the superblocks. The
delivery work within the superblocks has to be carried from these areas only. As part of the solution,
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freight distribution time windows have been modified and the access to the pedestrian areas, which
was until now allowed, has been forbidden.

Figure 66 – Proximity delivery areas

This measure has started to be implemented as a demonstration project in the Central Superblock.
However, at the moment of the final of CIVITAS MODERN project, the implementation of the measure
still hasn’t been finished. It is mandatory to control the access of vehicles to the pedestrian areas with
police, and it is highly recommended to wait a period of consolidation of the measure and the mobility
habits of distributors in the area. For these reasons, a complete evaluation couldn’t be performed yet.

M08.01 – INFORMATION AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Citizens need an effective communication system that facilitates the decision-making process in
mobility related matters, to ensure a less costly use of resources (energy, transport) and to modify
their final decision relating to mobility.
Give more and best information to the citizens, who are in fact different transport users, about traffic is
of great importance in the development of the deep changes that Vitoria-Gasteiz city hall wants to
accomplish.
To achieve this objective, it is necessary to build a good information system that collect all the needed
information about mobility, understanding mobility as a whole. So the system will contain information
about all possible transport ways available to our citizens for travelling through the city: on foot, by car,
by bicycle and by public transport.
The purpose of the measure is to improve the information to the citizens, as well as to attain a
communication and information system with a reasonable maintenance cost. There are two different
parts in the measure: a new mobility information network to obtain images, data, etc. from several
points of the city, and a new communication channel with citizens through the mobility website.
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To attain a good communication system the City Council has installed a communications system
based in a wireless connection. It was introduced this system due to its less implantation and
maintenance cost and the geographical scattering of the systems to control. Wireless connection
requires fewer infrastructures and maintenance cost than the wire networks. This project is a pilot test,
and the initial objective was to have de 5% of the city covered by wireless network.
Apart from this, it has been defined the structure of information that the City Council is going to publish
for citizens, defined the responsibility and protocols for its update and developed the needed software
in order to extract defined data and publish it in the website.

Figure 67 – New mobility web-site screenshot

The impacts of implementation have been evaluated by counting the number of users of the website.
Additionally, through a telephone questionnaire to citizens and through an online survey to website
users, it has been evaluated the percentage of population approving the measure and its quality level.
The main results of the measure evaluation were:




The objective of coverage of the wireless network in Vitoria-Gasteiz has been sharply exceeded
(15% instead 5%).
The increase of users is quite limited despite the information campaign carried out after the
launch of the new website (+4%).
The increase of acceptance (+15%) and the quality of service (+43%) has been very important,
so the objective has been achieved.

Results have been positive in terms of users of the new services of mobility website, but the increase
of users is quite limited despite the information campaign carried out after the launch of the new
website. It seems that the demand of users of new media is limited by age, access to internet and new
technologies used people. The acceptance level and the quality of service of the mobility website (both
indicators related to people vision of the measure) have been sharply increased. This the most
important impact of the measure. Apart from that, the final surface of city covered by the wireless
network has been higher than expected objective.
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6.3

Comparison of objectives, targets and results

Each measure has been characterised by a set of so-called measure level specific objectives with, in
most cases, the related tangible targets. This information has been then used at the end of the project
to assess the achievement or not of these goals and to which extent. In the MERT, in fact, the actual
achieved results are compared with the envisaged ones by using a ‘star code’ which identifies three
different levels:
1. Substantially achieved, when the results are up to 50% of the envisaged target;
2. Achieved in full, when the results are more than 50% of the envisaged target;
3. Exceeded, when the results go beyond the envisaged target.
The city of Vitoria-Gasteiz had a quite large number of measures that has achieved the objectives
predicted during the measures definition. As illustrated in the following figure, among the total
number of objectives – namely 25 – 52% of them have exceeded the envisaged targets, while
28% has been achieved in full and only 20% reached only up to half of the targeted values.

Vitoria-Gasteiz
20%

52%

28%

Partially Achieved

Achieved in full

Exeeded

Figure 68 – Vitoria-Gasteiz achieved objectives

By going into the details of each measure, it can be noted that the one about the introduction of new
pedestrian and bicycle lanes network has exceeded all its envisaged targets; while the most important
measure for the city, namely the innovative superblock model, has exceeded the majority of its
foreseen goals with only one of them (out of five) not being fully achieved. Also the energy saving
driving courses initiative has been characterised by a similar status of achieved targets since one of
them has been exceeded while the other three has been only partially fulfilled.
Finally, the e-car sharing scheme, the new public transport network and the traffic lights regulation for
the superblock model have all the targets fully achieved or exceeded.
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0
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Electric vehicles use and e-car sharing scheme

New Public Transport Network

Superblocks Concept for Access Restrictions
Traffic Light Regulation for the New PT Network and Superblocks
Model
Energy Saving Training

Superblocks model

Pedestrian & Bicycle Lanes Network

Information and Traffic Management Systems

Partially Achieved

Achieved in full

Exeeded

Figure 69 – Objectives achievement for each Vitoria-Gasteiz measure

Table 19 – Comparison between expected and obtained results for each Vitoria-Gasteiz measure

Measure

Expected results
Electromobility Centre
3 e-car sharing services
stations
4 electric vehicles for ecar sharing services

M01.12

Parking
places
for
electric vehicles in the
city center

M02.01

Increase the frequency
of the public transport
network (from 20 min to

Obtained results
Implementation of The
Electromobility Centre.
3 e-car sharing service
stations
6 electric vehicles for ecar sharing services (4
pure EV and 2 Plug-in
Hybrid EV)
The city has now 10
public charging points: 2
in the Artium Museum
parking, 2 in Eroski of
Salburua, 1 in the
Electromobility Center, 2
in Iradier Arena parking,
1 in Repsol Elorriaga oil
station and 2 in Miñano
research center.
Bus
frequency:
minutes.

11

Durability of the resuts

Thanks to the agreement
signed between EVE and
the City Council of VitoriaGasteiz on 17 February
2012, the ElectroMobility
Centre will be available for
the citizens for at least the
next four years.
Nevertheless, for charging
points and e-car sharing
service, according to the
agreement, will be offered
over the next 25 years.

The durability of results is
intrinsic in the kind of
measure.
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Measure

Expected results
15 min)
Increase
the
commercial speed of
the public transport
network (20%)

Increase the number of
travels in the public
transport (15%)

Minimise the accident
rate in the public
transport network

M03.01
65%
reduction
of
access traffic to the
controlled area

M03.04

New
traffic
light
regulation
completed
over 230 intersection
regulators
Reduction of travel time
in
25
selected
itineraries

Obtained results
Increase in commercial
speed from 10,77 to
12,73
km/h,
which
represent
an
improvement of 18.2%
PT users:
in 2007 = 12’043’308
in 2008 = 12’642’648
in 2011 = 19’306’719
Increase:
2011/2007 = 60.31%
2011/2008 = 52.71%
Reduction of accidents
per bus and year, from
5.63 to 3.55 reaching an
improvement of 36.9%
Reduction
of
fuel
consumption
average
from 56,56 to 53,03
litres/100kms
(improvement of 6.24%)
Lower CO2 emissions
(421 tns/year)

The objective to reduce
passing traffic inside the
superblock up to 65%
from the situation before
MODERN has been
achieved
and
even
exceeded, mainly due to
“Superblocks Model” and
the
tramway
implementation (around60%)

The situation has been
improved
with
real
benefits in terms of all of
the
measurable
parameters in the direct
comparison.
7 longer itineraries have
been used because it
came out to be better, in

Durability of the resuts
The
implemented
PT
network will represent the
backbone of the entire PT
in the next years for the
city.
The result was extremely
significant
and
represented one of the
most important
result
obtained in Vitoria Gasteiz
within
the
MODERN
Project, as also shown by
its reflections on the
modal split.

The reduction in traffic
flow
due
to
the
implementation of the
Superblock model within
the project and the
tramway implementation is
huge (-89%, -63%, -59%).
These two measures by
themselves were almost
sufficient to divert the
through traffic from the
restricted area, so that the
implementation of the
access control specifically
related to this measure
reduced
only
the
remaining part of the
through
traffic
which
resulted to be quite limited
(-6%, -8%, -6% over the
three monitored years).
The durability of results is
ensured by the fact that
the new scheme has been
implemented
and
is
currently working on the
traffic lights network and,
given the good results, it
will be maintained.
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Measure

Expected results

Reduction of waiting
time at crosses

Reduction of not used
green traffic light time

15% saving
consumption

in

fuel

Obtained results
terms of before/after
comparison, than 25
short itineraries.
The stop time has been
reducing a 3% and the
number of stops a 17%.
The time of green for
vehicles of the traffic
lights has been reduced
in all crosses of the city
and it hasn´t worsened
the traffic fluidity.
Total: aprox. 8,3% saving

Reduction of CO2 (%)

-210 kg of CO2 per
student and year

Keeping the average
speed before/after the
course

-2.5%

Students very satisfied
with the course

Aprox. 80% of students
got satisfaction from the
courses.

M04.04

City centre superblocks
basic plan and costing

M05.01

Demonstrative
superblock
detailed
plan and costing
Fitting
out
of
a
demonstrative
superblock with a total
extension of 64’797 m2.
Increase in the free
public
space
for
activities of living and
pedestrian relations.

Detailed projects were
drawn up to develop 15
superblocks in the city
centre,
plus
the
demonstrative
superblock
and
the
central
superblock.
Those 17 superblocks
were
created
and
working at the end of the
MODERN project.
Elaboration of a detailed
plan to develop a
demonstrative
superblock in the city
centre.
Development
of
the
demonstrative
superblock to its full
extent; development of
the central superblock.
Pedestrian surface in the
demonstrative
superblock
increased
from 45% of the total

Durability of the resuts

It is planned to extend this
measure to more drivers
every year.
Additionally, RACVN is
currently
studying
to
develop a control panel
with students of last years,
in order to know how the
lessons learning are being
carry out. It is an important
measure to value the
progressive attenuation of
the learnt skills.
Finally,
it
could
be
interesting to offer testing
electric
vehicles
to
familiarize with them, and
to compare results with
standard cars.
Durability of the results is
expected to be great,
because changes are
based
mainly
on
infrastructural
modifications.
The impact is big in the
quarters where changes
have been made, but they
will also affect the rest of
the city in terms of
motorized mobility and, to
a lesser extent, cycling
and pedestrian mobility.
These
results
are
transferable as long as
plans
with
similar
objectives in other cities
are based on the same
foundations
of
heavy
infrastructural
changes
and powerful participation,
communication
and
promotion campaigns.
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Measure

Expected results

Improvement of the
acoustical quality of the
area

Reduction of emissions
of polluting gasses
within the superblock
Improvement of the
accessibility of the area

New bicycle network
basic planning and
costing for the city

Demonstrative
superblock bicycle and
pedestrian
ways
detailed
plan
and
costing
M06.01

Fitting out of the bicycle
and pedestrian ways
within
the
demonstrative
superblock

Increase in the free
public
space
for
activities of living and
pedestrian relations

Reduction
of
the
conflicts
between
cyclists and pedestrians
within
the
demonstrative
superblock.

Obtained results
surface before the action
to 74% after it.
Noise measured in the
demonstrative
superblock before the
action: 66.50 dBA, and
after the action: 61,00
dBA. The result is
directly related to the
reduction of motorized
vehicles in the zone.
42% reduction in CO2;
42% reduction in NO x;
38%
reduction
in
particles.
Increase
of
the
pedestrian surface from
45% to 74%.
Elaboration
of
the
Bicycle Mobility Master
Plan and development of
detailed proposals for
each of the cycling
network
axis;
furthermore, construction
of several of the bicycle
lanes
(25
km)
to
complete the network.
Elaboration of a detailed
plan to develop a
demonstrative
superblock in the city
centre; development of
the
demonstrative
superblock.
Modal
split
in
the
demonstrative
superblock shifted from
86%
cars/11%
pedestrians/3% cyclists
to 23%/66%/11% after
the measure.
Pedestrian surface in the
demonstrative
superblock
increased
from 45% of the total
surface before the action
to 74% after it.
No studies have been
done about conflicts
between pedestrian and
cyclists
in
the
demonstrative
superblock,
but
the
acceptance level of the
measure among people,

Durability of the resuts

Durability of the results
and their impact in the city
are big, because they are
based
mainly
on
infrastructural
modifications
that
strengthen cycling and
pedestrian trends that had
been previously observed
in the citizens’ mobility
behaviour.
These
results
are
transferable as long as
plans
with
similar
objectives in other cities
are based on the same
foundations
of
heavy
infrastructural
changes
and powerful participation,
communication
and
promotion campaigns.
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Measure

Expected results

Increasing safety

UDC in the city centre
implementation
feasibility report

M07.01
Implementation of a
new
urban
freight
logistics routing and
scheduling within the
demonstrative
superblock

Increase in the free
public
space
for
activities of living and
pedestrian relations

Improvement of the
urban freight logistics
within
the
demonstrative
superblock

M08.01

Wi-max
implantation
pilot project.

Obtained results
is of 6.06 out of 10
points.
Pedestrian accidents in
the entire city have
decreased from 187 in
2009 to 160 in 2010.
Bicycle accidents have
remain
constant,
whereas
the
total
number of people riding
bicycles in the city has
almost quadrupled in the
last 5 years.
The
initiatives
undertaken in other cities
have been studied in
deep, checking their
adaptation to the VitoriaGasteiz
superblock
model.
Cost-benefit
analysis
of
the
implementation
of
different methods of
goods distribution was
carried out: it was found
that
the
only
economically
viable
scheme compatible with
the superblocks model is
the
proximity
areas
distribution.
A
project
for
the
implementation
of
proximity areas within
the Central Superblock
was drafted but the
implementation
phase
has not finished yet.
Load-unload areas within
the superblocks have
been eliminated for a
surface of about 35’000
m2,
dramatically
improving
quality
of
public space.
The
delay
in
the
implementation of the
measure had the risk of
affect its evaluation.
Objective
not
jet
assessable.
A
new
wireless
communication system
has been installed in a
city area. A new traffic
component,
a
traffic

Durability of the resuts

All these results will have
long-term duration given
that, on the one hand, the
measure invovles changes
in the city structures and,
on
the
other,
the
participation process to
arrive at the solution gives
it more strength.
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Measure

Expected results

Real
time
mobility
information system

5% of the extension of
the city covered by WiMax

Good acceptance of the
measure

6.4

Obtained results
camera,
has
been
connected
to
this
network. This new traffic
netwok
has
been
connected to the existing
municipal network.
A new space has been
developed
for
the
website. Traffic real time
information has been
published in this area.
Moreover,
all
the
available
mobility
information has been
integrated in a same
space ( car, bus, bicycle
…)
In this moment, we have
15% of the extension of
the city covered by wimax
The use of the traffic
website has increased
since we have published
real
time
traffic
information. The most
accessed item is traffic
cameras, expecially in
snowing days

Durability of the resuts

The durability of results is
expected to be great,
because:
 we have filled our real
time traffic system using
services
based
in
DATEX II, that is a
standard developed for
information
exchange
between
traffic
management centres,
traffic
information
centres and service
providers
 we expect to connect
other
traffic
management systems
and new city areas in
order to increase the
information
 new
wireless
communication system
will
provide
the
connection of these new
elements
in
an
economical way.

The Cost Benefit Analysis

The Cost benefit Analysis (CBA) is a popular tool to assess the impacts of transport-related measures.
It permits to monetise different environmental, social and financial impacts on order to make them
comparable. This is particularly important in the urban transport context since financial gains of
projects are often not ample enough to cover the initial investments. However, by taking into account
social and environmental impacts – the so-called external costs – the CBA highlights the relevance of
a measure for the entire society.
In the case of Vitoria-Gasteiz, the following measures have been considered to be the most suitable
for carrying out a CBA.

M02.01 – New PT Network
The lifetime of the measure has been set to be equal to 10 years. It is a period enough to consider the
consolidation of the measure and its impact in the mobility behaviour of the citizens (people are getting
used to the new public transport services). The discount rate used has been 3.5%, following the
suggestion of Guide to Cost-Benefit Analysis of investment projects (EC DG Regional Policy, 2008).
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The considered costs have been the operation costs – in this case, it is the cost of service of bus
network. Additionally, some positive externalities have been considered in terms of:



Economic benefits due to the increase of passengers and consequently revenues (public benefit
– monetised);
Journey time savings for old users of public transport due to the improvement of buses network
(private benefit –monetised).

The results suggest that the measure produces a NPV31 of 89’518’000 € over 10 years (in 2010
prices), based on a one-to-one comparison between the B-a-U case and the new public transport
network. Most of the benefits are private benefits, that is benefits that enjoy users of private car
shifting to bus due to time and fuel savings. In fact, public benefits (benefits that enjoy all society) are
less than cost of implementation the measure.

M03.04 – Traffic Light Regulation for the New PT Network and Superblocks Model
Even in this case the lifetime of the measure has been set to be equal to 10 years. It is a period
enough to consider the consolidation of the measure and its impact in the mobility behaviour of the
citizens (people are getting used to the new public transport services). The discount rate used has
been 3.5%, following the suggestion of Guide to Cost-Benefit Analysis of investment projects (EC DG
Regional Policy, 2008).
The considered costs have been the investment costs obtained by taking into account the investment
in new technologies, the modernization of the control centre and the implementation of the changes on
traffic lights) during the years needed to amortize this investment. In this case the amortization
duration of the investments will be around 10 years (when the technology and the traffic lights will
need to be changed again).
Additionally, some positive externalities have been considered in terms of:







Journey time savings (private benefit – monetised) as the difference between before and after
implementing the measure for all citizens.
CO2 emissions savings (public benefit – monetised).
NOx and small particles emissions savings (public benefit – monetised).
Economic benefits due to the reduction of use of fuel (private benefit – monetised).
Economic benefits due to the reduction of oil dependence (public benefit – not monetised).
Economic benefits due to the improvement of quality of life in local streets due to a lower traffic
flow in the secondary streets (public benefit – not monetised).

The results suggest that the measure has a NPV of 140’721’000€ over 10 years (in 2010 prices),
based on a one-to-one comparison between the B-a-U case and the new traffic light regulation. Most
of the benefits are private ones involving private car users in terms of time and fuel savings. On the
other hand, in fact, public benefits (applicable to the whole society) are lower. Nevertheless, they
result to be higher than the costs of implementing the measure.

M06.01 – Pedestrian and Bicycle Lanes Network

31

Net Present Value.
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In this measure the CBA has been made to quantify the positive externalities generated by part of this
measure, namely the one referred to the bicycle lanes since the pedestrian mobility is difficult to be
evaluated correctly. The lifetime of the measure has been set to be equal to 20 years. It is a period
enough to consider the consolidation of the measure and its impact in the mobility behaviour of the
citizens. The discount rate used is 3,5%, following the suggestion of Guide to Cost-Benefit Analysis of
investment projects (EC DG Regional Policy, 2008).
The considered costs have been the investment costs and the maintenance costs. Additionally, some
positive externalities have been considered in terms of:







Journey time savings (private benefit – monetised) as the difference between before and after
implementing the measure for all citizens.
CO2 emissions savings (public benefit – monetised).
NOx and small particles emissions savings (public benefit – monetised).
Economic benefits due to the reduction of use of fuel (private benefit – monetised).
Economic benefits due to the reduction of oil dependence (public benefit – not monetised).
Economic benefits due to the increase of safety related to a lower use of cars (public benefit – not
monetised).

The results suggest that the measure has produced a NPV of 197’087’000€ over 20 years (in 2010
prices), based on a one-to-one comparison between the B-a-U case and the new public transport
network. Most of the benefits are private benefits, benefits that enjoy users of private car going to
bicycle due to time and fuel savings. In fact, public benefits (benefits that enjoy all society) are less
than costs of implementing the measure.

6.5

Focus on bundled or cooperative measures

An integrated model to regulate traffic, access and urban space organisation through the definition of
so-called superblocks is one of the strategies the city developed tested through the MODERN project.
The objectives of this initiative were to reorganise traffic to free up space, redefine the public transport
network to improve accessibility and coverage, consolidate the network of cycling paths, set up a
network of pedestrian walkways, and identify infrastructure required for parking and delivery of goods.
The superblock model is part of the city program and/or a consequence of the implementation of a
sustainable vision, exchange of experiences and lessons learned with other measures or cities. This
measure has been favored within the CIVITAS project as an integrated developed of several actions in
the city because synergies have been achieved by other measures. In this case, the measures
M02.01 (“New public transport network”), M03.01 (“Superblocks concept for access restriction”),
M03.04 (“Traffic light regulation for the new PT network and superblock model”), M06.01 (“Pedestrian
& bicycle lanes network”) and M07.01 (“Urban Freight Logistics within the Superblocks Model”) have
supported in an important way to the success of this new urban planning concept.
From the evaluation perspective, when estimating the cumulative effects of a group of measures
having similar main objectives and insisting on the same spatial area, the different starting time is the
sole binding element for being able to identify the contribution of each measure to goals’
achievements. In the case of Vitoria-Gasteiz, since almost all the measures started in the same period
of time, only cumulative effects can be showed.
During MODERN project, the urban bus network was radically reorganized (passing from 17 bus lines
network to a network of 9 bus lines and 2 tram lines), pedestrian areas increased by more than 50%
and bicycle lanes were extended from 38km to 148km.
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The data obtained from the mobility survey conducted in 2011 confirms that Vitoria-Gasteiz is meeting
the objectives of the SM&PS Plan and MODERN project. Pedestrian trips have increased by 40%,
while there was a 50% increase in the number of daily trips by bus and tram. The new public transport
network is safer, more punctual and the commercial speed faster. The private car has suffered a
noticeable decrease in the modal split. It has gone from 36% recorded in 2006, down to 28% in 2011.
Meanwhile, the share of cycling has doubled from 3.5 to 7% of all trips. In fact, Vitoria-Gasteiz is
nowadays the Spanish city where bicycle is most used.

Figure 70 – Historical evolution of modal split in Vitoria-Gasteiz

An integrated model to regulate traffic, access and urban space organisation through the definition of
so-called superblocks is one of the strategies the city developed tested through the Modern project.
The objectives of this initiative were to reorganise traffic to free up space, redefine the public transport
network to improve accessibility and coverage, consolidate the network of cycling paths, set up a
network of pedestrian walkways, and identify infrastructure required for parking and delivery of goods.
Thanks to the implementation of a bundle of measures linked with the new superblock concept, the
reduction of traffic flows in the city centre is huge, changing the modal split from cars to pedestrian and
bicycles. The pedestrian surface has been increased and the emissions and environmental impacts
has been decreased.
In summary, it can be stated that mobility policies should be constituted by a set of measures pushing
into the same direction, increasing the results and so benefits. This is the great added valued coming
from projects like MODERN.
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6.6

Measures up-scaling

Introducing the concept of superblocks in a city is a measure with much impact, which requires a
political and strategic decision very strong, and the support of all stakeholders. This point is critical
because everyone must believe in the project and go in the same direction. There is a risk that this
measure is used by the parties as political confrontation. In this sense it is strongly recommended to
sign previously an agreement between all stakeholders such as the Sustainable Mobility Agreement of
Vitoria-Gasteiz.
Such measures should be part of an overall strategy for sustainable mobility and its impact depends
on the implementation of other measures to discourage private car use. In this sense, this measure is
part of the proposals of Sustainable Mobility Plan of Vitoria-Gasteiz, so that synergies are achieved
between them and the impacts of them are multiplied. However, in Vitoria-Gasteiz it should have
implemented more decisive measures to discourage car use as the extension of the zone of the
regulated parking in streets.
This measure has very important costs: human and technical resources assigned to planning the new
conception of the city, the campaign of public information and participation of social partners, and
especially the construction works in the affected areas.
The cost of implementing this measure in the superblock pilot project S-14 (Sancho el Sabio
Superblocks), has been excessive because the changing of the entire pavement in the area. In the
pilot superblock it has been reformed the pavement of all streets. This solution is fine but it has an
excessive cost, so that it could only apply for emblematic superblocks.
It may be searched for more economical solutions for the implementation of this measure in additional
areas of the city. Else, the high cost of this measure make difficult to extend this measure to the rest of
the city. A cheap solution to other superblocks is to build the pavements with a cheaper material, or
just play with the senses of movement in the inner streets.

6.7

Lesson learned

The combination of MODERN project with the Sustainable Mobility and Public Space Plan of VitoriaGasteiz has favoured synergic effects on both projects boosting the cooperation among the different
Modern partners and local administration. Synergies with other measures multiply the results.
Also, it is very important the commitment of key actors based on political and strategic motives, that is,
the coalition between key stakeholders due to converging believes in directions of solution. The
Sustainable Mobility Plan of Vitoria-Gasteiz is a project shared by all stakeholders, which is also
supported by the Sustainable Mobility Agreement. This set of measures is part of the proposed actions
of Sustainable Mobility Plan, so all stakeholders pulling in the same direction. The government of the
City Council believes in the project and its opportunity and key stakeholders support it.
Although the project comes to an end, the measures taken have been developed with the aim that in
the future continue to provide a service to the citizens of Vitoria-Gasteiz.
Electro-Mobility Centre, for example will be exploited for at least the next four years. As far as the ecar sharing service is concerned, once its activity started, various initiatives to attract new users
(distribution of promotional bonuses, test by congressmen from other European projects) are going to
be carried out. The developments and bet on new, cleaner and more efficient technologies in transport
made in this project, allow Vitoria to be a showcase and a best example on sustainability that can be
transferred to other cities. Both e-car sharing service and the charging points network are based on
market solution available for other cities too.
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As already said, the key element is the superblock philosophy, but the implementation of the new
network has general elements which can be replicated in other realities. One of the most important
has been related to the information actions and campaign carried out to minimize the impact of such a
drastic and sudden change on the population and to achieve consensus on such a complex and
impacting operation. In this case the transferability is mainly methodological, ranging from the
methodology adopted to define the new network, to the design and exploitation of the information
campaign, to the realization of the planned modifications.
Regarding traffic light regulation for the new PT network and superblocks model in Vitoria-Gasteiz, the
analysis methodology is a general one and can be adapted and applied to other cases and cities. The
software used to model the network and the traffic lights is a commercial one, very diffused not only in
Spain but all over Europe. Of course the model applied is strictly related to the superblock philosophy,
but can be also implemented in other cases in which the road network has to be hierarchically split
and ordered, encouraging the traffic through privileged itineraries and avoiding to pass through other
areas of the city. The main transferability is, anyway, methodological.
Energy saving training has a low implementation cost and the obtained impacts are high. In addition,
the cultural circumstances of each city make the impact of this measure higher or lower. Therefore,
this is a measure that can be applied in cities where drivers have an aggressive driving. In these cities
larger decreases in fuel consumption and accidents can be achieved. The economic benefits are clear
due to the fuel savings but these are private benefits for private vehicles drivers, while the public
advantage, as the reduction of externalities such as emissions, is much lower. The current economic
situation may make these courses more attractive as the economic benefit to the driver is evident.
As for the freigh distribution, the developed scheme is transferrable and can be adopted under many
different conditions. Of course it has been specifically studied to comply with the superblocks
philosophy, but a wider application can be foreseen. The Vitoria Gasteiz Municiplaity has achieved a
deep experience and knowledge in this field which can be transferred.
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7 Overall Analysis of Results

Creating and promoting sustainable urban transport behaviours and systems is an important priority in
creating healthy environments and a good quality of life for citizens. For this, the evaluation of
measures carried out in the scope of the MODERN project provides a significant contribution to the
identification and promotion of good practice solutions in Europe. As part of the third CIVITAS phase,
the MODERN evaluation assessed the achievements in urban mobility and transport in the four
participating cities.
Hence all MODERN cities have integrated the objective on mobility behaviours change as an
important part because a large contribution to improve urban sustainability comes from this. The ‘soft’
measures to change mobility related attitudes are rather less costly, but can be very effective in
changing behaviour.
In this framework from each of the 42 individual evaluations conducted, a large numbers of measurespecific key results were highlighted. These measure-specific results are the foundation from which
conclusions can be drawn with respect to the overall project contributions.
At project level, 286 indicators have been taken into account for the impacts evaluation of the
interventions, of which 133 directly measured on field, 67 modelled and 86 collected through surveys
and questionnaires totally involving a number of people closed to 50’000.
According to the CIVITAS approach, each city was asked to identify groups of measures characterised
by the same or similar objectives and, accordingly, weighted upon a certain number of impacts –
defined as “cooperative measures”. On the other hand, when estimating the cumulative effect of a
group of measures having similar main objectives and insisting on the same spatial area, the different
starting time is the sole binding element for being able to identify the contribution of each measure to
goals’ achievement; otherwise only the cumulative results can be evaluated. In this second situation
the measures’ cluster has been defined as “bundled”. A posteriori this is what has been observed in
the MODERN cities where almost all the measures started their implementation in the same time
period; for this reason only cumulative effect could have been showed.
MODERN contributed to emphasise the need of defining strategies and measures aiming at
increasing the use of sustainable transport modes. As a result the project cities faced a shift from
private vehicles to public transport the quantification of which have been derived from some main
measures results.
By improving the PT services and implementing innovative changes in the urban network, the
MODERN project has also helped cities to positively change their modal share. A great success is
represented by the Spanish superblock model that induced a decrease in private vehicle use of 67%,
an increase of pedestrians equal to 57% and of bicycle users of 9%. Additionally, with the introduction
of the new metro line the city of Brescia has foreseen to have an increase in PT users of 11.4%. On
the other hand, Coimbra by implementing the e-ticketing system has obtained an increase of PT users
of 1.2% and, in the demo area where the mobility management actions have been tested, there has
been an increase of PT users equal to 10.3% and a decrease of private cars of 24%.
The city of Brescia through a questionnaire on origin-destination flows concerning systematic mobility
obtained significant information that, projected on the overall urban network, gave a modal shift
towards PT equal to 4%. A similar way of thinking has been applied to the city of Coimbra that,
thanks to the survey carried out on purpose for the new e-ticketing system assessment, obtained a
modal shift to PT of 2%. Finally, the innovative city planning implemented by Vitoria-Gasteiz with the
Superblock concept induced an important shift to public transport equal to 7.9%.
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By considering the fleet composition of each city and an average consumption for the different fuels
considered (i.e. gasoline and Diesel), it has been calculated the increase of energy efficiency
achieved in terms of fuel savings. With these assumptions the city of Brescia potentially saved 7.9
mil of litres, Coimbra 2.8 mil of litres and Vitoria-Gasteiz 11.9 mil of litres.
In the framework of energy efficiency improvements, Brescia and Coimbra together contributed to
increase the energy production from renewable source more than 4GWh per year. Coimbra and
Vitoria-Gasteiz also implemented actions on energy saving driving training that allowed to decrease
the fuel consumption by 15% and 8.3% respectively.
Additionally, the city of Craiova, by introducing a car-pooling service for workers in the industrial areas
has saved – during the short pilot test – more than 700 litres of fuel. This represents a significant
potential saving also as project result if also considering the potential introduction of B30 blended
Diesel in all the Portuguese PT fleet, that would represent a saving of traditional Diesel equal to
268’000 litres.
Energy efficiency and pollution reduction often go in parallel. Hence, by taking into account the fuel
savings, the cities have also decreased their level of CO2 emissions, namely the city of Brescia
obtained a reduction of 14’529 tons, Coimbra of 6’725 ton and Vitoria-Gasteiz of 24’487 tons.
Additionally, the city of Brescia through the renewable energy production and Coimbra with the
mobility management actions have reached an annual decrease of CO2 tons equal to 323 in total.
Taking into account the CO2 emissions, all MODERN cities have achieved a decrease going from 3%
of Brescia car-sharing, through the 19% of Coimbra driving training action to 42% obtained by the
superblock model implemented in Vitoria-Gasteiz.
All MODERN cities have implemented measures aiming at improving safety and security conditions.
In this framework Brescia faced a decrease of the so-called ‘death index’ by 58.3%, Coimbra obtained
an improvement of the accident risk of 33%, Craiova thanks to the new e-ticketing system together
with the PT security program achieved a 2% of decrease in fraudulent events and an improvement of
PT passengers feeling the transport secure equal to 15%.
Generally, improving the quality of life comprises not only wealth and employment, but also built
environment, physical health, education, leisure time and social inclusion. In this context many
measures contributed to improve the level of PT service quality perceived (e.g. plus 43% due to the
implementation of information and traffic management systems in Vitoria-Gasteiz) which is also
represented, for instance, by the increase in female users (+5.2%) in Coimbra and the huge number of
people using PT during the mobility week in Brescia (+164%).
Finally, from an economic view point, if considering the outcomes of the CBA conducted for the socalled focused measures, the city of Brescia obtained a pay-back period of 12 years for purchasing 2
hybrid buses to be fuelled by the PV system, 15 years for the car-pooling service32, and 15 years also
for the car-sharing service33. The city of Coimbra with the measure on the new e-ticketing system got a
NPV of 1.82 mil Euro over a 15-year period, while the implementation of infomobility tools had a NPV
of 11.6 Mil Euro over 10 years. The results coming from the financial analysis of Craiova innovative
chopper system for trams showed a pay-back period of 10 years. Also in 10 years the city of VitoriaGasteiz got a NPV of 89’518’000 € in respect to the assessment of the new PT network, while, over
the same time span, the new traffic lights regulation showed a NPV of 140’721’000€ and reported the
majority of benefits toward private car users in terms of time and fuel savings. Lastly, the Spanish
measure on new bicycle network produced a NPV of 197’087’000€ over 20 years.

32
33

Under the hypothesis to cover 25'170 km by 2025.
Under the hypothesis to cover 6’673’219 km by 2025.
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8 Lessons learned and recommendations

One of the most important aims of the CIVITAS Initiative is fostering local capacity building. This
should comprise also the evaluation aspects that often come out to be the weakest link. Not all the
cities involved in a CIVITAS project had, in fact, previous experiences in the field of evaluation.
Moreover, the level of knowledge could be rather uneven among different partners and some of them
could be required to spend a lot of time and efforts to learn how to perform a proper evaluation of the
implemented measures. Hence all of them have to understand how the specific evaluation procedures
foreseen by the MAESTRO methodology should be implemented and, from the MODERN project
experience, it can be affirmed that in many cases the requested efforts have been often
underestimated mainly from the public administration authorities when involved in some evaluation
activities such as data collection campaigns for indicators measurement. For this reason it is
necessary to bear in mind that more resources should be allocated to cities for evaluation activities.
Concerning the process evaluation aspect, it has revealed to be still a rather new concept to the cities
and its advantages are mostly unknown to them. It took a lot of time to make cities understand that by
accurately filling the process evaluation templates there could be gathered important information on
the reasons which have led to the failure of some activities and which solutions on hindering
occurrences have been found by cities. Therefore it could be desirable to further promote the
awareness of process evaluation to reach a high level of understanding and acceptance already from
the beginning of the project.
During the MODERN project development many guidelines have been produced and distributed
among partners responsible for local evaluation activities in order to support and guide them through
the project development. All this documentation should be used by the next cities aiming to take part to
future CIVITAS Initiative projects during the proposal phase in order to demonstrate their
consciousness on the level of quality and rigorousness required for developing the evaluation
activities. In details, the future project proposals should develop a detailed evaluation framework for
each measure foreseen to be implemented by specifying the list of indicators to be used for assessing
the interventions, the time schedule and methodologies for data collection campaigns together with a
recovery plan in case of facing some problem during the measure development in order to assure in
any case a sound evaluation.
An additional crucial point that needs to be considered is whether the type of organisational structure
adopted by the CIVITAS Plus projects should be changed. The internal working structure has in fact
been organised vertically from project to local level. By doing this the project evaluation team advises
and controls the evaluation in the cities often without having the real understanding of the situation and
difficulties. Problem solving by gathering the information at its core has been proved to be more
effective than steering different actions from the distance. As a result it could be advisable to revise the
future CIVITAS projects structure by considering the possibility to have the overall evaluation task
managed by a single organisation at project level who will employ professionals expert in evaluation
activities which will be asked to spend the majority of their time in the city they should evaluate. By
doing that it will be hopefully taken over the issue of not having always the pulse of the situation and,
on the other hand, there will be a certain knowledge on the level of quality assured for what concerns
the evaluation activities and outcomes.
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ANNEX 1 – Brescia MERTS
(As a separate PDF)

ANNEX 2 – Coimbra MERTS
(As a separate PDF)

ANNEX 3 – Craiova MERTS
(As a separate PDF)

ANNEX 4 – Vitoria-Gasteiz MERTS
(As a separate PDF)
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